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Introduction 
In the 12 months since Working the Screen 1999 appeared it has been a 

constant point of reference in print and online for keeping track of digital 
media works-in-progress. Some of the works previewed in 1999 are com
plete and are reviewed in the pages of Working the Screen 2000, others are 
still being developed, such is the creative (and labour-intensive) nature of 
this work and the challenge of funding it. 

Given the large number of requests for reviews and the paucity of 
review space in general for digital work, we decided to allocate space to 
reviews as well as previews in the 2000 edition. We couldn't review every
thing submitted, but we got close to it. 

Working the Screen provides a unique and much needed resource . Our 
thanks to the Australian Film Commission for providing the initiative and 
their continuing support for Working the Screen. 

Our thanks too to the artists and writers who have kept us up to date 
with work evolving across the country. 

As in 1999, we hope that Working the Screen will encourage the keen 
anticipation and comprehension of new work and the breadth of activity in 
Australia, be it in video, film. installation. online or in performance and their 
ever-increasing combinations and permutations . 
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Cover image 

Unstill life 

The Editors 

from Spectra scope 

Photograph of the Mari Velonaki 
and Gary Zebington installation Unstill 
We , exhibited as part of 
Spectroscope , curated by Julianne 
Pierce and Jacqueline Phillips . 
Performance Space as part of the 
Sydney Biennale. For a response to 
Unstill We see page 12. 

I found myseli returning to 
Spectroscope every time I went to see 
a performance at Performance Space 
in recent months, seduced by Mari 
Velonaki 's offering of a real apple to 
manipulate a digital image of the 
artist herseli ; entranced by Denis 
Beaubois ' hand-cam-surveillance 
camera view of the act of writing what 
he sees before him in an occasionally 
glimpsed public space ; moved by the 
curious alchemy of the ever dissolving 
golden face of John Gillies ' sister (her 
photos held before a camera , splitting 
into pixels as it struggles to focus); 
and , after these intimacies , unnerving 
ly entertained by the spectacle of 
Adrienne Doig and Peter Spilsbury 's 
to-scale-recreation of the Llttle Boy A
Bomb, its nose reflecting video projec 
tions of political low points and Doig 
playing "the cheerleader , the spy and 
the wanior ... enact (ing) a form of com 
plicity in the structures of power "• 
Oulianne Pierce , catalogue) . KG 
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Segue, stretto, strafe & sashay 
Dean Kiley 

Apart, of course, from C3PO' s nervy 
variation on the loyal pool valet, the best 
thing about Siar Wars (Mach I) was all 
those twee segues : the windscreen -wiper, 
the venetian-blind, the diagonal swipe, the 
horizontal shutter. . .later zornbled back to 
lile In PowerPoint. 

In spite of the vistas opened by hyper
linlcs, much writing for multimedia-and 
especially for the web-never quite man
ages decent textual segues, something 
narrative or perspectival or dialogtc that 
can ease or direct the wormhole transition 
between nodes . All too often instead you 
get chunked , clunky Lego blocks of lext 
as-data and Interlaces standing In for con
nections . Not with these projects . 

TatlaDa Pentes' Strange Cities CD
ROM lakes the segue and transposes ll to 
a musical Idiom that originates in, recon
figures and encases the unbelievable 
story of her grandparents, who were serial 
refugees and always-already aliens or 
exotlcised expatriates . 

The frame-story Is told by the narrator, 
Sasha, who didn't believe all their out
landish tales until, after their death, she 
was about to Incinerate a box of old mem
orabilia from Sergei and Xenia Ermolaeff . 
We open that box ourselves, and follow 
the sepia photos and ID papers back to 
Russia, to the Bolshevik Revolution. 
escape to China, the marriage ln Tlan jin, 
Shanghai's polyglot Immigrant community, 
the decadent Jazz clubs Serge!' s band 
played, rubbing tuxedo-ed shoulders with 
Chiang Kai -shek and Charlie Chaplin, 
Xenia becoming a glamorous nightclub 
dancer, Mao 's revolution, asylum In 
Australia and suddenly 50s anti-Reds 
paranoia, the claustrophobic suburbanali
ty of permanent nostalgia . In and out of 
frame, as Intro and closure, move press 
clippings, an evocative layered-n-textured 
Photoshop-od's-worth of old photos, 
creaky newsreels and retooled recent 
footage , Trotsky speeches, Sergei's songs 
and the band's smoky jazz. contemporary 
radio broadcasts, un-artificial sound
scapes , and narratorial volceovers . 

The effect Is that of stretto, the fugue 
technique of overlapping and entangling 
voices and time signatures, where Pentes 
eschews the pull of Hollywoodislng the 
admittedly-amazing story Into linear cine
matic re-telllng, so it's less trajectory than 
transitional vignettes . These are com
posed as 'movements'-Prima Volta, 
Mordente and Lacrimoso-with multiple 
Interlaces, menus, image-maps, differenti
ated mouse-pointer icons and situational 
Identifying soundtracks . Pentes has 
exploited the ways In which expressive 
multimedia can parallel the modes, feel 
and mechanisms of memory-In-anecdote 
to memorialise her grandparents' lives in 
a work that at last makes musical structur
al metaphors something more than a 
branding exercise . 

Los Dias y las Noches de Los Muerlos 
(The Days and Nights of the Dead), a web
site from Francesca da Rimin1 
(www .thing .net/ - dollyoko/LOSDIAS/INDE 
X.HTML) with sound by Mlkey Grimm and 
grafix and translations from a big gaggle 
of collaborators , ls virtually nothing but 
segue , contracted to such a hyperk:lnetic 
attack It strafes you . Step I : download the 
soundtrack and get Its stripped lndustrlal
eleclronica going . Step 2: um , that 's some
one crying Isn't It? & someone scream -
ing ... moaning-disconsolate sobs and II 
sounds lilce--& feels lilce-torture ... welrd 
how I'm lcicked out of viewer-ly compla
cency by war's fallout coming tinnily from 
my tiny speakers. Step 3: Hclick to start ", a 
disingenuously cliched Invitation that ends 
up spawning a new window , ambushing 
my browser to set off a series of graphical 
and plain-text detonations . 

It 's all auto-refreshing, webpages 
replaced automatically by another without 
a mouse-click . Try click:lng and you just 
get more 3-second-delay transitions . 

* 

Tatiana Pen1N, Strange cm. 

We're talk:lng hypertext-as-70s-zapplng In 
Greenaway split-screen TV here, 5 frames 
vertlglnously kaleldoscoplng between quo
tations from Napoleon on the art of war, 
press stuff from the Zapatistas, excerpts 
from the US Space Command 's 'Vision 
2000' policy (terrifyingly vacuous ... but 
remember Reagan 's 'Star Wars'?) , 
Machiavellian directives for netwar and a 
slew of snippets posing as !CO Logs 
stroblng you In Exhibit-A flashes. In a k:lnd 
of strlk:lng narratlvisation of the Seattle 
WTO protest, globalislng multinational 
capitalism Is made to lip-synch the 
motives and pragmatics of war . So you 
get , for Instance, EXXON announcing 
"death Is nothing ; but to live vanquished 
and without glory Is to die every day"; or 
The Vatican Bank. or Shell. or Coca Cola, 
philosophising on battle . For anyone who's 
followed the harrowing onllne media 
accounts, the visceral experiences and 
pleas of the Zapatistas, colliding-often 
almost literally-with the blandly glib , 
spin-doctored policy statements on war 
and the vortex of lmagery ... lt 's wrenching . 

Similarly disturbing , but uncannily, Is 
Whoseland.com , an "lnter@ctive docu
mentary" (It 's 2000: let's declare a morato
rium on @) about the 1998 Africa-Australia 
Exchange on Land Rights for the 
Millennium (www . whose/and .corn). It 
reads, from Howard's (un)sorry 2000 slate 
of affairs, as an uncanny present-tense 
palimpsest of connections made and 
missed. hopes now boxed-up in apath " 
and a productive international effort at 
recompense , equity, practical solutions 
and modest proposals. It generates Its 
momentum from chronology : the inception 
of the project , Its main press conferences 
(one by Ben Elton at his ratbag best), the 
experiences of the delegates from Maasal 
and Barabaig peoples ln Australia and of 
the Kimberley Land Council In Africa , the 
1998 Melbourne protest march, heading 
towards the Centenary Celebrations ln 
2000. Each section's colour-coded , crys
tallised in a spiral site-map and navigable 
by elegant icons, backed by extensive 
content varying from first -person accounts 
to full transcripts , a click-zoom-able map 
of trtbal ownership and languages, and a 
useful collection of research papers . 

The writing Is taut and engaging 
throughout, exploiting the narrative drive 
and delegates' excitement, heavily and 
effectively illustrated by photos and vox
pop videos . Return exchange visits were 
planned for 1999 but-and this Is more 
than the usual existential whlnge
although the site promises to provide 

updated content up to 2000, It peters out 
at 1999, exacerbating the cross-wired time 
perspectives . 

Sharldeed, by John Grech and 
Matthew Leonard (www .abc.net .au/ 
sharldeed /index.him; see RealTime/ 
OnScreen 38), extends such cross-wiring 
by looping round a 1960 lcidnapplng-mur
der case, and literalises It in 'rephotogra
phy ', which makes a refrain out of re-fram
ing photos with the same subject over dis
parate time and place locations . In June 
1960 the Thorne family from Bondi won the 
Opera House Lottery (100,000 pounds() , 
which led to their son Graeme being kid
napped by Stephen Lesley Bradley (lstvan 
Baranjoy), a migrant Jewish-Hungarian 
WWll survivor , for a ransom. Graeme 
died, probably Inadvertently but horribly 
nonetheless on the day of the lcidn.applng . 

As with Strange Cities, the project Is in 
local flux from the main storyline out 
wards , bricolaglng an album of traces 
from archival footage, old news media 
photos, recordings , Interview/broadcast 
transcripts , sound files (from Paul 
Robeson singing ln Sydney to the Police 
Commissioner's briefings), headlines , 
reconstructed evidence snapshots , sketch
es, photo montages, mixed-time-period 
panoramas, and crime-scene maps . 

The project's creators explore the way 
the Thorne case Inaugurated the long his
tory of sensationalist quickie-trash true
crime books, yet Sharldeed regularly falls 
Into the same exploitative formulae, lilce: 
"Graeme Thorne was lcidnapped on the 
way to school. a journey from which he 
never returned . Afterwards, nothing was 
quite the same again. " Um, yes . Etc . The 
main navigat.lon option ('continue ' or 
'about' as rollovers) Is not exactly aestheti
cally or hypertextually exciting, but you 
also get regular • detour' possibilities, a 
nice-if-superfluous VRML Interface , and 
category menus; but It's the transitions 
that rescue It from TV-re-enactment, cir
cling round from the compelllng narratlve
doco and true-crime-voyeur arcs Into the 
wider disturbing social Issues . Sure , II 
leads to some questionable philosophis
ing -" as the lives of all those children 
were lost , they began another k:lnd of lile , 
1n a mythical space from which they can 
never escape "-and gratuitous puns on 
'corpus ', but it'll absorb you and make you 
think , get you arguing and where 's your 
lcid right now? 

In contrast to the centripetal pull of a 
main storyline , Archiving Imagination 
(www .archiving . com.au/archiving/ 
index .html) Is an unapologetically dis-

parate sampler of collaborations between 
Rob.In Petterd (digital media artist) and 
Diane Caney (writer/web-author and edi
tor of the Australian Humanities Review) . 
Most of the works are brief and concen 
trated , surreal or hailcu-ish poetic writing 
dramatised by video or made Into rhythmi 
cal movements by minimal design , braid 
ed hyperlinlc arcs , discrete sound effects , 
muted terrace-house colour schemes and 
a beautiful line In fade-In -fade -out gil ani 
mations lushly mirroring the lyrical 
text ... "and when I sleep my mind bathes 
in the memory of your sk:ln." Often coyly 
unpredictable or navigati onally uncl ear , 
the de sign forces cursor exploration : 
rollovers , Image-maps , auto-o pening linlcs 
and floating windows are all used to point 
ed textual effect with surprises and hidden 
sections . And the writing Itself , to which 
the locus always returns , Is worth the hunt 
and the wait. 

AlyHa Rothwell 's From My Porch CD
ROM Is three-In-one : Three Mile Creek , 
Getting Dollied Up and Pretty Aprons . The 
first 2 have only minimal writing compo
nents , so I won't cover them here. But 
Pretty Aprons l An absolute bloody gem, as 
Its characters, or my ex-country-town Dad, 
would say. After some exquisite time-lapse 
sand animations, you're suddenly In front 
of a sketched old pedal-powered Singer 
sewing machine, a basket of cloth by your 
feet, teacup on the edge. You're on a 
farm. malcing aprons for Xmas gifts . Drag 
your cloth onto the Singer and fragments 
from sewing patterns or recipes or a 
faded women's magazine slide onto the 
screen: assemble them and the stories 
start , rendered In miniature-Insert sand 
animations or ln beautiful pencil sketches 
featuring a character wearing something 
made from the cloth you chose . You can 
drop In on an old chatty neighbour for 
eggs and stay for a nice cuppa, which you 
pour yourself, setting off a tangle of yarns 
about everylhing from onions as a bald
ness cure to growing up a tomboy . At one 
point the teapot just won 't stop pouring 
and as the tide rises round the armchair 
you hear all about the '54 flood . Then 
there's the salesyard, the ballet lesson 
with the Mums sitting lcnitting but pirouet
ting Inside , while a Prunella Scales voice 
harangues you "2 ,3,4 ... bottoms In THANK 
you " .. . but , oh, my favourite was the piano
practice , where you can either listen to 
someone practising (oops, wrong note) or 
play the piano yourself with the mouse 
(no, really) . And if you stop playing for 
more than 5 seconds Mum querulously 
yells from the kitchen "Why've you 
stopped?!" 

Each time you've had enough of a 
scene you can pull the pins out to return to 
the sewing machine and there's another 
finished apron hanging on the line . A 
young girl works throughout as the narra
tor , encouraging you to finish another 
apron , telllng tales on her Mum and her 
passion for sewing, how once , when the 
cat finally made a mistake ln Its acrobatic 
provocation of the dogs from Its perch up 
on the water-tank , Mum came home to 
find its insides hanging out, so she took a 
small needle and some thin fishing line 
and sewed it back together on the veran
dah. To this day she wonders if she 'd used 
a bigger needle or a different stitch It'd be 
walk:lng without a Karloff twist. Funny , 
real , addictive . For the first time ever I 
wanna buy a CD-ROM and give it to 
friends as a present , better 'n a book . 

Now , naturally , having begun by pon
tificating about textual trans i tions , It's 
become impossible for me to exlrtcate 
myself by seguing gracefully to a neat 
close. So I won 't. 

Dean Kiley teaches the theory & prac 
tice of ... um, lots of online stuH, at 
Swinburne University , and is the Online 
Learning Specialist for Wesley College . 
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Richard Adams 

Clem's Big Scary World 
This is possibly the world's first surreal encyclopaedia on CD-ROM mode by a paranoid 93 year-old from Bluebottle Beach on the NSW 

Central Coast, and possibly the lost one too . The big challenge was for one detem1ined pensioner to produce a title with as much material 

and educationol credibility as something like Microsoft's Encorta. Now Microsoft will no doubt hove to hire another 500 researchers to 

ensure their title stays as informative as Gem's Big Sca,y World . 

Clem was bom in Bluebottle Beach 93 years ago and hos never, ever left the place. His hobbies include toost collecting and worrying 

about a giant tsunami wiping out his town . This CD-ROM is his first brush with technology since buying his trusty old toaster in 1956. 

Matthew Beer of Big Stick Productions (www.bigstk:k.com.ou) provided the graphic design, most of the programming, and many of his 

own images. Richard Fox and Adam Hinshaw assisted with programming, Alex Davies assisted with sound, Robert Adams and Louise Fox 
provided Clem (dem@zip .com.au) with his research. 

Release July 2000 . Australian Film Commission . Website early September. www.bigsca,yworld.com. 

Paul Brown 

chromos = --
chromos shows the complete expansion of a set of 4 marks over time . The work is creot- --= 

ed on-the-fly and so does not show any repetitive behaviour and is different every time rt is 

viewed. It exists on the screen of a computer as either a web-bosed Shockwove piece or a 

free-standing CD-ROM application . chromos also includes a set of 8 prints known as The 
Book of Transformations . To dote, the work hos consisted of tedious hand-crofting to create -===•~ - --
the display engine. Ways of building on artificial intelligence or artificial life processing in 

order to give the piece some behavioural intention ore being investigated. 

Paul Brown is a New Media Arts Fellow of the Australia Council and artist-in-residence at the 
Centre for Computational Neuroscience and Robotics and the School of Cognitive and Computer Sciences at 

the University of Sussex. He is based in Queensland . Collaborator. Govin Sode (lingo code). 
Completion late 2000 . New Media Arts, Australia Council. paul@paul-brown .com 

www.paul-brown .com/GALLERY/TIMEBASE/CHROMOS/INDEX .HTM 

Tracey Benson 

Dotty's tour of Oz 
Dotty's tour of Oz is on online mystery maze, on 

Australian landscape through which the user travels as a 

lost tourist, Dotty, a Judy Garland-like figure trapped in on 

eternal childhood . The technical challenges ore in 

expanding the web version into on interactive CD-ROM 

game . 

T rocey Benson is a multimedia artist and curator 

whose work hos been presented in the USA, England, 

Ireland, Netherlands and Russia. S~ recently exhibited 

work in the Experimento Media Arts online gallery, NSM3 

(Netherlands) and MAA P'99 . She hos been artist-in-resi

dence with the Cowgrrls.com project at Cooloolo Shire 

Gallery and lectures port time at the University of the 

Sunshine Coast in the computer-bosed Art and Design 

faculty . Collaborators (CD-ROM) : Donny Guinsberg (mul

timedia artist), Ross Barber (sound artist), Undo Corroli 

(cotologue writer) . troceyb@thehub.com.ou 

Completion September 2000 . Evolution con be viewed 

at www.bigbonanatime/dotty .htm 

Paul Bai 

Greetings from Chinatown 
Greetings involves 9 postcards which will be featured on the MAAP website in 

September as e-greeting cords. The work focuses on the collapse of physical distance 

between people mode possible by modem communication technology while the cultural 

and social distance remain the some . 

The challenge hos been to use Mocromedio Generator to tum the artworks into elec

tronic greeting cords on the webpoge, so people con write text on the e-cords and send 

them to others on the net. 

Paul Bai arrived in Australia in 1988 and studied fine art at the Queensland College of 
Art. In his work he examines the cultural and political roles of the Chinese in contemporary 

Australian society. He hos hod exhibitions at Gallery 4A and the Institute of Modem Art, 
Brisbone City Gallery and a public installation in Brisbone city. 

hiroshimomonomour@hotmoil.com 

Arts Queensland . Site launched as port of MAAP2000 Festival September I - 17, 
www.moop .org .ou 

Ian Ha ig 

Anti 
• ergonomic 

hump . 
machine 

An installation designed to produce 

bod posture and humps in the bocks of 

its users with continual use, this work 

looks at the inverse of ergonomics, 

where the adverse effects of computers 

on the human body con be seen as 

desirable body modifications . 

The challenge is to deliberately pro

duce a work that is regressive and self 

consciously wrong in its thinkinQ-<Jn 

alternative orthopaedic device for 

reshaping the human body, which 

explores the theme of devolution and 

rethinks our relationship with technology 

as something which is not always intrinsi

cally 'progressive.' 

Ion Haig is a media artist working 

across video, installation and animation 

media . Recently his work hos been seen 

in The New York Digital Solon, Visual 

Arts Museum, New York; Tronsmediole 

Festival, Berlin; and FILE, Museum of 

Image and Sound, Soo Paulo, Brazil. 

Recent works include The Super Human 

Focto,y Online, Psycho Samba and Web 

Devolution . 

Completion November 2000. 

i.hoig@rmit.edu.ou 

Keith Armstrong 

t_lounge 
tjounge substantially reworks a low

budget interactive installation called tron

sit Jounge (1) originally produced for 

Brisbane's Metro Arts foyer in mid 1999 
(Reaffime 32 poge 29) . t_/ounge's instal

lation space allows audiences to hove 

important but indirect effect upon a dual 

screen continuous non-linear narrative. 

The work features 10 characters per
fonned, at times simultaneously, by Lisa 

O'Neill. 

This ongoing practice seeks to develop 

on 'open' framework for site specific 'new 

media space' design which fosters partici

patory, creative processes between audi

ence and artists. Aiming to ovoid direct 

causal interactivity, it acknowledges sys

temic or 'ecological' operations, and pro

motes a strong aesthetic and intellectual 

response. 

-~,:,,; .j : ... ~·.' ':;-: 
-~ -~-' 

.I ~-.. - · 
I"' .: ,, 

• 

;.;--.-_.. . ~··' ,. . 

Keith Annstrong is a Brisbone-based 

artist with a long history of producing site 

specific, new media installation and per

formance works for public places. His 

major collaborative works hove been 

shown extensively in Queensland in places 

such as the historic Spring Hill Baths, 

Plotfonn 1 of Brunswick Street Railway 

Station and the Metro Arts foyer. 

Collaborators : Lisa O'Neill (performance 

direction), Guy Webster (sound), Govin 

Sode, Annette Muller, Sean Young, 

Collum Lui. 

Artspoce, Sydney, August 1 0-
September 2.karmstrong@moc .com . 

Anthony Christou 

Yenam 
The goal for this crazy, deconstruc

tive and surreal cartoon is to create 3 

movies at least 5 minutes long that 

break the boundaries of what people 

imagine cartoons to be . The movies ore 

Flash animations for the in emet, some 3 

dimensional and some 2-dimensionol. 

Anthony Christou is on emerging 

visual artist who works in digital media 

and is a Flash website designer . 

Completion December 2000. The 

storyline and characters con be viewed at 

www.orcomnet.net .oxu/~christou/yenom 

web%20pages/yenom.htm. A series of 

animations deconstructing Yenom ore at 

www.orcomnet.net .ou/~ christou enom . 

html 
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Daniel Crooks 

inside-out; 
control 

The aim with this installation is to use the 

data streams (the rhythms and patterns) of our 

environment as the direct means of spatial and 

temporal camera control. The flow of o river 

modulates the pace of o track-mounted cam
era. The temperorure of o decoying animal 
controls the frame rote of its own timelopse. 
The endless flow of numbers topped and 

rerouted offers new perceptions of the process

es by which they ore generated . 

Hobbs, Xavier, 
Beames & Glaser 

Doctor 
Pancoast's 
Cabinet de 
Curiosites -

The major technical challenges ore primarily due to budget constraints. Cheap, custom developed options ore usually o little more tricky 

to get up and running than the expensive, off-the-shelf voriety. Leaming o programming language is harder than paying someone else who 
already knows it . 

Anatomically accurate computer 

graphics and original celluloid vignettes 

recreate Doctor Poncoost's prurient misad

ventures. locked inside his Cabinet ore 
clues to fascinating and vile perversions. In 
here, monsters live, hidden behind rules of 
genteel etiquette, concealed inside quaint 

notions of scientific discovery. 

Doniel Crooks trained as on animator and graphic designer. His short films, video and interactive work hove won several major owords, 
including o Dendy Award, on ATOM Award, and the Crty of Stuttgart Prize for Animation. Following on Australia Council New Media fellow

ship at RMIT in 1997, Doniel's work hos become increasingly focused on temporal manipulation and motion control, exploring the norure of 

time, space and environmental actuation . somebody@dlob.com.au 

Exhibition early 2001 . New Media Arts Fund, Australia Council. dlob.com .au 

Martine Corompt 

Wild boy 
This installation combines sculpture, 

animation and o pop song, drawing on 

the yearning and sense of loss that is the 

hallmark of the sod pop song/ballad . 

Exaggerating this sentiment, the singer is 

on animated singing head in the form of 

o 'wild' half human/half beast. This 2 

dimensional character without o body 

and presumably also without o soul, is all 

the more tragic for its Fronkensteinion 

predicament, being 'b rought to life' (via 

animation and song) without history, 

purpose or consent. 

Martine Corompt's work combines 

elements such as drawing, video, sound, 

sculpture automata and, sometimes, 

computers . Works include Sony ( 1996), 

PetShop ( 1998) and Dodg'em ( 1999) 

which is touring Perth, Brisbone and 

Sydney this year . She currently works at 

Media Arts RMIT, lecturing in 

Experimental Animation and Interactive 

Installation . Collaborator : David 

'HoneySmock' Hobberfeld . 

Wild boy will be exhibited at the 

Centre for Contemporary Photography, 

Melbourne, November 23 - Dec 16, 

2000 . martine@rmit.edu .au 

Ross Gibson, Kate Richards 

Life after Wartime 
Life after 

Wartime is o CD
ROM which brings 

to light the legacy 

of o city's recent 

post. A story engine 

produces countless 

montages of 
thought and feeling 
from mysterious 
forensic photos, 

evocative captions 

and musical sound 

effects. As we fol
low our curiosities 
and compulsions, 
we piece together 

Doctor Pancoost's Cabinet de 

Curiosites is o narrative with 2 intended 

distribution outcomes : release as on inter

active muhimedio and self contained lin
ear short. Managing the narrative structure 
of each whilst making best use of com

mon graphic content hos posed o great 

challenge . Also, providing o satisfying story 

experience in the interactive hos been o 

key issue for ongoing discussion. 

larger patterns of 

stories and historical notes that offer ways to account for the photographs . The challenge is 

in using archival material so that it suggests its own interpretations; straddling documentary 

and fiction; creating fast, malleable faux 3D spoce as o metaphor for the consciousness of 

the story-recipient. 

Collaborators : Amelio Lalanne Hobbs, 
Morie-Louise Xavier, Nie Beames and 
Michelle Glaser. Post collaborations 

between Xavier and Glaser (with Robyn 

Morais) include tetragenia, o net based 

artwork exhibited in the 1999 Festival of 

Perth and Juvenate (with Andrew 
Hutchison; see page 6), on interactive nar
rative selected for exhibition in the interac
tive program of the 2000 Melbourne Film 

Festivol. Lalanne Hobbs is o freelancer 

accomplished in both screen and print 

design. Featured in Doctor Pancoast ore 

drawings by WA artists Gino Moore and 
Richard Giblet . 

Kate Richards is o freelance muhimedio producer and artist. She hos exhibited national 
ly and internationally and is currently o Research Fellow in New Media at UTS. Ross Gibson 
is o writer and media artist who is currently the Creative Director of Cinemedio's Screen 

Gallery, Victoria . Collaborators : Kate Richards (producer), Ross Gibson (writer/director), 

Greg White {programmer), Aaron R°iers (designer), Chris Abrahams (composer). 

Completion, August 2000 . UTS Internal Research Grant; Australian Film Commission. 

kote .richards@uts.edu .au 

Kaz Madigan 
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Feast 

Completion December 2000 . 
Australian Film Commission; ScreenWest. 

gloser@wantree .com.au 

This project is my contribution to on exhibition by ArtAngels (o group of 

regional women artists) . The collective focus is on the interpretation of feast 

imagery and its meaning in reference to food , indulgence, body image and food 

justice. 

I am interested in technical platforms which create artistic, fluid works. Like 

my arts practice, hondweoving, the internet presents strict protocols which con be 
reworked with innovation to create new types of communication and imagery . 

I am on ortist/hondweover/writer and teacher currently transferring these skills 

and ideas to internet projects. I am the author of The Australian Weaving Book 

and was publisher/editor of Curious Weaver, a journal for Australasian weavers. I 

also serve as o mentor at trAce lntemotionol Online Writing Community . curi

ousweover@hotmail .comCompletion, September 2000 . www .geocities .com/curi 

ousweover 
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Redefining hybridity: CD-ROM possibilities 
Mike Leggett 

It was but 6 years ago that the first 
works on CD-ROM by arti sts made their 
appearan ce, only 5 since the initial net art 
sites emerged . The rapid expans ion of 
artists ' sites In the last 2 years has 
eclipsed and diminished the des ire to 
place work onto CD . The cons iderable 
range of slcills needed to make an intera c
tive CD-ROM and then distribute it have 
kept artists ' attention on the improving 
quality and range of options available 
onllne-faster access limes ; browser and 
production software adapting to the desire 
for sound and movement ; and an on tap 
means for delivering curated exhibitions to 
the audience (no freight, no Installation , no 
need for a sustained level of funding). 

Moving out of the notional centre (from 
the confined spaces of the gallery , from 
the vicissitudes of curatorial taste) into the 
digital highways and byways of cyber
space Is becoming challenged, a la 
revenant, by the laneways and 
streetscapes of the analogue city. Drive by 
was a series of shop window projection 
Installations by the Retarded Eye group 
for the Perth 2000 International Festival . 
(See RealTime 37, page 18). One of the 
works A throw of the dice (can never abol
ish chance) was made by Vlkkl Wilson 
with performer/writer Erin Hefferon as "an 
experiment In electronic writing to produce 
a work that makes a 'movie' on the fly with 
text, sound and video. The 'movie' is 
recognisably the same story but different 
In each version: a series of compressed 
serial-lciller narratives-Perth-dwellers 
have been living with this story for some 
lime." The work reiterates its storytines, 
building a collage of permutations over 
lime and was developed from a narrative 
database engine (made by Cam Merton of 
Retarded Eye), holding movies, sounds 
and sentences scripted to combine Into 
narrative sequences as the engine runs . A 
DVD delivered the piece to the projector 
installation and is accessible on the web 
(http ://arc.imago.eom.au / driveby) , indicat
ing an Inexorable movement by this group 
and a few others overseas towards forms 
of onllne cinema . 

As a work distributed on videotape, 
Love Hotel anticipates these shifts , sum
marising in 7 minutes of linear exposi tion 
the impact of online culture and communi 
ties on gender politics . Linda Wallace 
(www .machinehunger .com .au) takes video 
collected from Japan and New York and 
layers II In windows and boxes containing 
the words of Puppet Mistress (Francesca 
da Rlmini reading excerpts from 
Fleshmeat, her forthcoming anthology, 
www .thing .net/ - dollyoko) , vectoring 
meanings from the collisions of resulting 
images . Screened recently as par! of 
d>artOO, the project adopts the provisional 
location of the love hotel to materialise in 
the media guises of cinema, television, 
multimedia , Internet and next .. . gallery 
installation? 

Rosalind Brodsky In her lime travelling 
costumes spans right across the 20th cen 
tury and Into 2058, the year of her demise. 
The space she occupies during this bungy
jump Is, of course, the virtual space of the 
Interactive mullimedia computer and the 
encounter between each user and the rich 
imagination of the artist .. . No Other 
Symptoms-Time Travelling with Rosalind 
Brodsky. Rosalind (the alter ego of the CD
ROM's maker SuaaDDe Treister , see 
Rea/Tune 34, page 22) delivers a mono
logue that ranges across late 20th century 
media studies discussion points from psy
choanalysis to Mary Poppins, vibrators, 
scl-fi films, the Russian Revolution (com
plete with clips from Eisensteln's October), 
60s euphoria and hope for the future. 
Stories of Old Europe-pogroms, revolts, 
emigres-are encountered. They are cen
tral to her history. Rosalind wishes to be 
" .. . connected to (her) roots ... " and Inter
spersed are photos and videos of the 
Treister family members, as family and as 
players In r~nactments of historical 

moments and encounters with extensive 
figments of Freud. Jung, Klein, Lacan and 
Kristeva. Rosalind as a lime traveller Is 
able, of course, to warn Freud to leave for 
London ... he does. She sees a lot more of 
him . And so can we .. . 

Llaa Roberta lime travels via the sim
ple action of turning the hands of a clock 
backwards and forwards (I discovered 
eventually this had to be performed quite 
vigorously), until entry is given to the 
labyrinths of the CD-ROM Terra lncognita. 
The smoke and mirror possibilities of the 
authoring tool Director (in spite of inex
orable pixel-dissolves) recreated the 
seance-lilc:e atmosphere of the magic 
lantern, with static images from the artist 's 
experienced pencil and paint gestures 
flickering through paris of the writer 
Carmel Bird's fiction, the images forming 
"the basis for an interactive 'map' of the 
creative process" perceived by the artist in 
response to the writer's work . This Is the 
work of a mature artist picking up and 
learning a complex mullimedia tool. 

Juvenate , from the Perth team of 
Michelle Glaser , Andrew Hutchison and 
Mari•Loulse Xavi .er, also explores inter 
sections of memory -" The beginning and 
the end reach out their hands to each 
other ." The simple action of rolling over 
unmarked paris of the images slimulates 
sounds and successive images to emerge 
in a Dow of snapshot and watercolour ele 
ments constructed around the domestic . 
Abras ions, lesions and drips Intervene into 
the sound of children 's voices as the user 
moves through the 36 scenes following a 
route that can be re-visited once learnt. 

Linda Dement has recently completed 
her third CD-ROM, In My Gash . e the 
earlier works, she creates a gentle corre
spondence between the user and the com 
plex representations seen and heard, that 
In spite of the implication and threat of vio
lence witnessed gives access through a 
real engagement to comprehension rather 
than the dead-end of the hopeless and 
intractable. As Anna Munster has 
observed: "Dement's 3D animated rende r
ings of gashes seemingly offer up repre
sentations of the mysterious leap from the 
physical to the psychical, from the outside 
to the inside , from the beautiful to the 
grotesque that straddle our understanding 
of gender relations (Photolile 60, forthco m
ing) ." 

Tel/Tale Is the fllpside CD-ROM, "a mix
ture of sweetness, courage, nauseating 
patheticness and romance" In the words of 
Its creator, Rebecca Bryant. As an immer
sion into the world of a soapie-lilc:e group of 
'characters In situations ', It enables the 
user to terminate irksome storylines, back 
into a more promising combination of plot
line options and when all else fails, simply 
read scurrilous footnotes about members 

of the cast. Whilst navigation is elegantly 
designed and effected, the Dux that person
lties the notion of the soapie is placed into 
a state of fixity when delivered as a CD
ROM. lnternet narrative possibilities have 
advanced this option more recently, utllls
lng streamlined vector graphics which, 
when coupled with graphic images of the 
kind in TelJTale, simulate a cinematic expe
rience. 0onni Nitro at www.eruptor.com 
and Too Hot at www.toohot.com are exam
ples of the form If not the content). 

The use of the 360 degree virtual space 
linked via rollovers to movles and graphic 
sequences enables discrete narratives to 
be coordinated into the virtual installation 
of Cross Currents by DeDDla Del Favero , 
investigating the sex slave trade of 
Western Europe (see ReaJTime 34, page 
32), or the encyclopedlc Lore of the Land 
from Fraynework Multimedia . A big budg 
et project involving Indigenous and non
indigenous Australians mostly in Victoria , 
the multi-faceted chal)ters examine history , 
ecology, culture , law and land with an 
approach that encourages the upkeep of 
an Integrated personal journal of the 
user 's journey through the work, collecting 
images and notes along the way . A curious 
game of Discovery is incorporated (sepa 
rately authored by Troy bmocent ) which 
involves collecting artefacts from an unin 
habited cave . egged on by an off-screen 
Aboriginal voice , before returning them to 
the ground . The goal of all this earnest 
activity is to move towards understanding, 
and the achievement of , reconciliation . The 
navigation system whilst easy to use keeps 
this rich resource at arm 's length relying , 
lilc:e a television doco , on the personalities 
of the individual contributors to provide the 
splril o.f the piece . The outcomes of individ
ual journals linked through a website 
forum (www./oreofthe/and .com .au) poten 
tially close the gap between the user and 
the experience and process of assimilating 
this work . 

Userconfidenceischallengedlnth 
elegant Electronic Sound Remizers by 
Toblcu Kcuumlchl Grime , where the ubiq
uitous Director authoring tool enables the 
user to combine from a palette of attractive 
sounds a mix using a design grid with an 
attractive variety of visual slider devices. ls 
the mix actual or, as the user begins to 
suspect, the result of options only partially 
given by the author? 

Vlriual kitchens were a factor in the 
mix of the year's completed works. Dream 
Kitchen by IAon Cmlelewald and 
JOHpblne Starr• submerges us beneath 
the smooth surfaces of the domestic labo
ratory to examine Its seams and what Iles 
hidden: fire-raising pencils and pens, 
anthropomorphlsed garbage, an opportu
nity to take the Interface Test and apply an 
Increasing electrical voltage lo a dead 

frog . Witnessing from a surveillance pos i
tion behind the phone the S&M goings-on 
of the otherwise absent owners adds spice 
to this Ingenious wunderkuchekabinet. 
Michoel Buckley's Good Cook dives 
beneath the psychic surfaces of the profes 
sional kit chen during a sleepless night for 
the chef. The user shares his frustrat ion at 
not being able to shake off meandering 
thought and image recollections as the 
mouse threads our way from the trials of 
the previous night's work to childhood 
memories and the paternal pathways of 
songs and scriptures . 

Delivered after a short gestation , the 
pixel. the byte and the inlcjet are seamless 
ly integrated via the CCD and the chip into 
a contemporary practice that is agaln dis
solving the artificial barriers to the possi
ble erected by corporate culture and the 
ambitions of software engineers . Time
based technologies used to 'fix light to a 
lime signature ' are in ever more constant 
flux. agaln redefining the terms of hybridl
ty, agaln continuing the development tra
jectory of the newer media within screen 
culture . 

Mike Leggett is guest editor of Photofile 
#60 (August 2000), see page I 8. 

A longer version of this article appears 
on the RealTime website with references to 
works by Carla Gottgena and Samantha 
Slicer, An.Ila Tow, Jam•• Hancock and 
another work by Michael Buckley. 

Mike Leggett curates, teaches and 
writes about media arts and is currently 
developing a multimedia project for the 
Australian Film Commission . 

A Multimedia 
Weekend Farum 

Leading multimedia artists ( directors , 
writers , digital artists) will explore 
the diversity of approaches to 
creating mult imed ia performance 
with participants thr ough discussion 
of general issues, case swdies and 
practical , hands on exercises . In 
particular , the forum will look at 
'writing' and the role of the writer in 
creating multimedia texts for 
performance . 

Sessions will be facilitated by 
Keith Armstrong. 

Brad Haseman , 
Maryanne Lynch 

and Rosemary Hyen. 
This forum will be especially suitable 

for writers, performance and visual 
arts practitioners , multimedia. video, 
computer and sound artists. 

Date: October 21-22 , 2000 
Cost: $88.00 (members ) 

$121.00 (non-members, 
includes membersh ip) 
Prices include GST 

For further informa tion or to 
register for the forum . contact 

Playworks 
ph 02 926-4 8"41 '4 fax 02 926-4 8449 

playwks@oze mail.com..au 
PO Box A22 I 6 Sydney South 1235 

www .ozemail.eom .au/-p ywks 
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The end of new media art? 
Mitchell Whitelaw 

Drawing as it does on rapidly changing 
technology, electronic art is always looking out 
for the next wave, a new process, a new plat
form. As the technology Industries continue to 
generate novelty-a mixture of promises and 
JXOOUC1S--a1 a l:reathtaking rate, artists adopt 
and adapt both the rhetoric and the technol<> 
g'f, slipstreaming behind the biggest. fastest 
juggernaut around. 

So in the year when. as a child. I imagined 
the future would finally arrive, there is an inter
esting, subtle sense a J:X'8SSUT8 on the elec
tronic arts--os if they too should be finally 
'arriving,' coming up with the goods, delivering 
on their promises and aspirations, breaking 
Into the mainstream. At the same time, the sta
tus a the electronic arts is undergoing perhaps 
its most serious challenge-becaus the future 
is arriving , in a straightforward. quotidian way, 
but it' S arriving all Cl',/8r the place, incliscriml
ootely and without regard for who's been wait
Ing the longest. Here I want to discuss that 
challenge, and show how it may ultimately-in 
fact hopefully- bring about the end of 'elec
tronic art.' 'digital art' and 'new media art' as 
they currently exist . 

This challenge arises quietly, as a particu 
lar threshold is crossed-a threshold a techno
logical saturation. Over the past decade, hlgh
tech (and specifically digital) media forms have 
proliferated to the point of being ubiquitous in 
our 8Y8ryday lives. Almost 8\18ry manufactured 
image that we see--every laser-printed Oyer 
taped to a pole, 8Y8fY book jack:et. 8\18ry bill
board. 8\18ry 1V ad-is now a high-tech artir 
fact. a product of layers of digital processing 
and production. Alm. a uniquely persistent 
analogue medium. is embracing digital pro
duction. An OYerWhebning majority of the audio 
which we encounter is 'digital'-ot least in its 
means of reproduction. though increasingly In 
its creation as well. At the same time , 'new' 
media forms (email. the web, console games, 
mobile phones) are threading themselves ever 
more tightly Into everyday life. 

A couple of years ago a new Coles super 
market opened In my neighbourhood. com
plete with an array of beautiful. fiat LCD touch
screens which function as cash registers and 
point-of-sale advertising displays . When I first 
saw those screens, I was struck by their poten
tial; I imagined somehow appropriating them 
for a lavish Interactive artwork:. They looked so 
incongruous ; precious technological artefacts 
surrounded by rocks of chewing gum and 
magazines . AJ. some paint since then. though. 
the screens changed: the supermarket assimi 
lated them; now I just see cash registers with 
bannerads . 

The saturation of our lives, and our culture, 
in media technology, is predictable enough; the 
process oos been clearly underway for 
decades . What's more interesting here-and 
woot the supermark:et story illustrates-is that 
this process oos finally reached a point where 
these media technologies are completely unre
markable . The 'digital-ness' of a CD simply 
doesn 't matter (any more); nor does the fact 
that the titles for the evening news are comp.11-
er-generated. or that this publication is digitally 
typeset. Even where the technology itself is 
unavoidable . the rhetoric around it now con
centrates on basic utility value: the commercial. 
consumer web packages it.self as a lilestyle
enhancer , a time-saver, an appliance , but 
n8\18r as a technolOg'f. 

This process of disappearance or dissolu
tion is facilitated by the increasing sophistica
tion of digital media technologies. This is clear 
In Hollywood cinema where digital technique is 
crossing a corresponding threshold of percei:r 
lion; nobcxiy remembers the computer graph 
ics in Saving Private Ryan. Contrast this with 
the self-referential graphics of 10 or 2.0 years 
ago; remember the opening titles to the first 
series of Towards 2CXXJ? Glowing wireframe jet 
planes and spacecraft worn out of the screen. 
The message was clear: "the future is technoJo. 
g'f . and it's coming right for you." Now that 
we're here. the glowing wireframe is a retro 
icon for a simpler time . Contemporary media 
technology is a shape-shifter-i t puts on the 
s1cins of forms it's killed (film grain filters, lens 
Dare effects, vinyl crackle plug-ins}-but can 
look: and sound lilce anything, or nothing . 

What does this shift mean for the electronic 

or 'new media' arts? In one sense , It means 
almost nothing, or rather, more of the same. As 
media technologies become more sophisticat
ed and more accessible , the arts benefit; more 
room for experimentation and play , more 
potential. more power, more scope. These 
have always been the payoffs for riding with the 
technolOg'f juggernaut. In another sense how
ever. this shift represents a signlficant chal
lenge to the ways in which the high-tech arts 
construct and identify themselves. 

Sparked perhaps by the reluctance of the 
established art-world to accept thelr work. 
artists using electronic media have gathered. 
Cl',/8r the past 2 decades. under such generic 
banners as 'electronic art.' 'digital art.' and 
'new media art.' An active international scene 
oos emerged. with its own Institutions, 8\18nts , 
stars, critics, and gossip, all organised around 
a common creative engagement with technol<> 
g'f. This identification with a technological 
medium has been useful in many ways : tech
nology is a drawcard. a Oargely) positive cultur
al marker. often attractive to the powers that 
be. While often highly critical of its technologies 
of choice, electronic art oos also been happy to 
bo1TOW the progressive rhetorics of 'cutting 
edge ' technoculture for self-promotional p..tr· 
poses . 

That rhetoric only works, though. when the 
technologies involved are new and exotic , and 
digital media are no longer either of those 
things. Where does this leave {not-so-) new 
media art? Those with a hankering for the 
experimental will no doubt continue to seek out 
esoteric and emerging technologies; biotech 
art is already a reality, no doubt nanotech art Is 
close at hand . Having been crowded out ol dig
ital media. the high-tech avant-garde might 
simply move elsewhere. However there is 
another option which is more radical, but also 
more interesting: woot if artists work:lng with 

technology stopped identifying their practice as 
'new media art' or 'digital art'? How useful are 
these designators in a culture In which digital 
media are the ascendant status quo? What if 
the technology-based banners for this field 
were simply taken down. rcw that their age Is 
starting to show? 

Suppose for a moment that this were possi
ble. and imagine the consequences. It might 
demonstrate that these generic labels have 
never been a useful way of thinking about. or 
engaging with. this practice. They lump a 
diverse range of worlc into a category which 
ignores the most interesting aspects of the 
work-its content-and concentrates on a set 
d technical and production processes. ll that 
category were to dissolve-as it is dissolving in 
culture at large-we might 6nd a more com
plex way a thinking about this work:. AD those 
clusters of shared values, approoches and aes
thetics which already exist within new media 
practice would come to the for&-those groui:r 
lngs would be recognised. rather than sul> 
sumed. At the same time , the networks of trans
disciplinary Influence and continuity which 
already run across the field would d8Y81op. 
These banners involve an act of differentiation. 
adeclarationofa~paratepra~ ~ yet 
among the richest zones are those where elec
tronic media meet existing creative and discur
sive traditions. 

The notion of 'new media ' as some kind of 
radical move and/or critical problem will with 
any luck. recede . That hoary old excuse for the 
uneven quality of new media practice--that it's 
'early clays', and that 'in X years we'll look ba 
on this as the beginning of a new ero '-will go 
with it. Mora space and energy will be left for a 
real engagement with the work. In all its cultur
al and creative specificity. Of course this Is not 
to propose that the media themselves should 
be ignored either by artists or critics. The 
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process of grappling with the medium is part of 
doing creative work. just as the process d 
deconstructing. interrogating and analysing 
those media is part of critical work:. In rapidly
changing domains such as the web, these 
processes are crucial. and certainly net.art 
plays an 8\18r-more-essential role in offering 
alternative ways of thinking through that medi
um. Still. there's more toil than that. 

What about those organisations structured 
around medium-specific banners? What d the 
funding bodies, who play an important role in 
the construction of those categories of prac
tice? Without the banners of 'new media' or 
'digital art.' and the sense of solidarity and 
legitimacy which they bring with them. artists 
may 6nd it 8\18n more difficult to gain support 
for their work. It's these (important) pragmatics 
which will most llkely ensure that this thought
experiment Is n8Y8T realised. Take ii instead as 
a wistful vision; a sprawling continuum where 
high-and low-tech art ~ and intermingle. 
Or better, a polemical jolt. a hypothetical. Either 
way, the wider process which sparked it Is 
obstiootely real; the 'new media' are becoming 
8Y8ryday, unremarkable, imperceptible, ubiqui
tous--and they won't be new far long. SimiJarly, 
the best thing that could happen to 'new media 
art' would be for it to dissolve-not vanish. but 
dissolve-and for the medium to give way to 
the work. 

Mitchell Whitelaw is a writer, academic 
and artist with interests Ill sound and "new 
media.• He has recently completed a PhD at 
the University of Technology . Sydney, on the 
work of new media artJsts using artiBdal life. 
His audio work else is forlhcommg through 
Fallt (wwwlallt.com). 

11us articl e JS a variation of a talk given at 
the Being Digi tal forum , chaired by Su= 
Charlton and organised by dLwc media arts, as 
part of the Sydney Film Festival, Dendy Martin 
Place, Sydney June 15. 

Music Theatre Radio Residency: 
Call for Proposals 
Application Deadline: 

Friday 29 September 2000 

The ew Media Arts Fund and the ;tusic 
Fund of the Au tralia Council, in 
collaboration with AB Radio Arts, call 
for proposal to undertake the new 
Music Theatre Radio R idency. 

This innovative Resid ncy is designed to 
enable an emerging artist or creative 

team who can demonstrate outstanding 
artistic potential , to und rtake a three
month id ncy in 2001 with AB Radio 
Arts for th creation of music theatre 
works for the medium of radio. Th 
R ldency ~ valued at $20,000. 

Application are welcomed from 
merging arti ts working in audio , 

performance , dance , media arts, and 
compo ition. The R sid ncy i not 
limited to audio arti ts who have 
previously worked within a broadcast 
medium. All applications must r pond 
to the criteria outlined in the R idency 
brief. 

For copi of th R ·dency brief and 
furth r information pi con 

Van Chalk r, Music Fund , Australia 

Council, Te~ (02) 9215 9115 or 1800 226 912 

(I.OU free), e-mail: v.chalk .gov.au 

OT 

Australia U, (02) 9216 9132,~ 
or l 226912 0 
(toll free) e-mail: - - -j .regan zco.gov.au 

l'CI I\H\ -,, ,1J,\\\lll kl,l 11111, , ... \\ .:111.: 
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Megan Heyward 

Of Day Of Nig ht 
A person hos lost the ability to dream . 

Through a series of creative tosks, they attempt 

to spark their unconscious into dreaming 

again. This experiment in new media narrative 

is a hybrid of cinematic, textual ond interactive 

elements, exploring intersections between 

oneiric experience and the fragmentatio ns, 

multiplicities and juxtapositions of new media 

form. The challenge is to animate a text 

through sound and image with room for uncer

tainty, indecision, wondering and cho nce. 

Wrth video, sound , text and interactivity, 

Megan Heyward writes in new media . She 

developed / Am A Singer ( 1997) with the sup

port of the Au strolion Film Commission , acting 

as writer , artist, programmer , sound designer 

and director . / Am A Singer hos been widely exhibited internatio nally and hos won several Austrolion and inte r

national new media awards . Megan lectures in new media in the Focuhy of Humanities & Social Sciences, 

UTS. Collaborators : Graham Cheney, Suheil Dohdol , Phil Kokulos . 

Completion February/Morch 200 1. Austrolion Film Commission ond University of Technology , Sydney. 

Megan.Heyward@uts.edu.au 

Sally McLaughlin 

Real: a digital installation 
In this exploration of the dynamics of 

interpreting experience, images drown 

from contemporary environments ore jux

taposed with terms such as 'nature', 

'prosthesis' and 'body.' Shifts occur in 

understanding both the images and the 

terms . Assumptions about the authentici 

ty of practices , modes and readings of 

experience ore brought into ploy. The 
work was created over a period of 2 

yeors, the collabo rating artists working 

initially in different cities and ultimately in 

different countries . 

Sydney-based Solly McLaughlin is on 

educator and interface designer who hos 

developed comm ercial software, written 

on theoretica l issues in interface design, and developed programmes of study in media arts. Aaron Fry is a 

New Zealand artist currently in the USA where he teaches art and digital media. 

Completion October 2000 . The Waikato Polytechnic and M ossey University, New Zea land ; equipment and 

facilities provided by Massachusetts College of Art, USA. msal/y@visto.com 

ART ORIENTE Objet & Maria Lunney 

Fiona Macdonald 

Mase um Emotions 
Th is project 

brings togeth er the 

disciplines and 

conventions of nar

rative script writing, 

video and digital 

imagery, dance 

performance, com 

posed music and 

digital sound 

design to develop 

a participatory and 

experiential con

cept of narrative 

using a spatial 

framework. of video 

and sound installa-

tion . 

The challenge of this work is to develop a form of narrative writing 

that is created as much through a spatial dimension as a time-based 

one. Using televisual conventions and rendering them in a purely imogis

tic way while sustaining a narrative through boundaries of sound and 

movement is a central idea . Narrative meaning develops from the aud i

ence's movement. This could occur in woys that ore quite dramatic and 

confronting for the audience while remaining 'i nvisible.' 

Fiona Macdonald is on artist working in photography , video and 

installation . Her work hos been directed towards showing in public 

places and she hos exhibited in contemporary art spaces and state gal

leries. Collaborators : Shelley Losico (choreographer), Francois T etaz 

(composer), Jo Lloyd, Deanne Butterworth, Kylie Wolters (performers) . 

New Media Arts Fund, Austrolio Council. 

Second Nature 
This non-narrative, 12 minute digital video work develops from 

obstroct fast-moving colour and graphic sequences into tightly edited 

footage shot in a heavy industrial work.place. The soundtrack, a series of 

escalating noise intensities, uses the audio recorded onsite as a pure 

industrial sound element with no mixing down . The script, port trans lated 

into Japanese, is rendered in text as subtitles and as a graphic element . 

The work is structured portly as a (computer) game, although with
out <:lear protagonists . The concep t is a meditation on capitalism, com

modmcotion and the global economy . The graphidonimoted sequences 

underline th is by presenting the human element as interchangeable with 
a cartoon like or virtual presence. 

Fiona Mocdonold's video work hos been shown in Austrol io at 

Experimento and the St Kildo Film Festival, overseas at Ars Electronico 

and ISEA, and film festivals in Italy, Conodo, USA and Germany . 

Completion July 2000 . Work mode during tenure as ortist-in-resi

d nee in the Deportment of Visual Culture at Monash University. 

This as yet untitled work involves a 4 month collaboration-residency in Pori with contemporory art duo ART ORIENTE Objet (Mari on Laval-Jeantet and Benoit Mong in) to create a multi

media installation for on exhibition in September 2000 at Golerie des Archives, Pori• The project will explore the connections between visual culture , technology , science and philosophy via 

the concept of the "rea dy thought" in opposition to the "open work." The project contends that if Dodoism pondered the questions of the machine age, and the lntemationol Situotionists 

questioned the urban capitalist environment , then today's question would be to find the place of artistic production in on excessively image saturated world. 

Mario Lunney completed a Graduate Diploma in Fine Arts at the VCA in printmaking/film/video and hos exhibited recently at the Melbou rne International Biennial and the New York 

Drawing Marathon . 

Completion September 2000; online December 2000 ; URL not yet specified. Also planned for CD-ROM . New Med ia Arts Fund, Austrolio Council. 

mez 

Dataface Babee 
Datafoce Bobee is a collaborative net.wurk that mezonders into the real wurid via a sculptural state

ment of virtua l worth . This project is concerned with exploring the hackneyed notions of the 'inte rface' 

and developing alternative perspectives through a net.wurk reworking of this accepted paradigm . 

Mez (Mory-Anne Breeze) is a widely exhibited net.wurk artist, ovotoristic author of the networi<ed pol

ysemic language system termed "mezongelle" and regular on and off-line journalist. Wolter Brecely is on 

Australian-based visual artist with a fetish for metal who hos exhibited and been involved in ortistic-com-

missioned work for the lost 7 years. me andwo longang.starway.net.au. 
Completion December 2000 . http://wollongang.storway.net.au/-mezandwolt . 
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Sally Pryor 

As I May Write 
An experimental and interactive ortwori< about writing systems and the human-computer interface, this project 

explores histories (eg earliest graphemes , " Picture Writing" etc), contemporary visual languages (eg Blissymbolics , 

logos etc), relevant theories (eg hypertext , semiotics etc) and possible applications of "intelligent" icons in on interac

tive media space . 

I om trying to create a hybrid form which combines advantages of CD-ROM (a bandwidth enabling generou s/good 

quality images/audio ; the creation of on actual physical object) with the immed iacy, connectivity and changeab ility of a 

website . The other challenge is that I make art in order to find out what I think/feel about something . So I can 't do 

detailed technical ond artistic planning before starting. I have to program it, " look" at it, re-program it, in a spiral 

process that works for me but makes team wori< difficult . 

Solly Pryor is on artist/programmer and independent multimedia developer with on eclectic background including 

biochemistry and 3D computer animation . Her most recent work wos the intemotionolly award-winning CD-ROM 

Postcard From Tunis . 

Completion June 2001 . New Media Arts Fund Fellowship, Australia Council. A small web component exists online : 

www.ozemoil .eom .au/-spryor/write .html 

Melinda Rackham 

empyrean 
empyrean is a parallel universe, on online 

multi -user virtual reality environment, on arena 

beyond space and time-the void where all 

things ore possible , the realm of the spirit , 

embra cing the folds of the soul, a soft world of 

gap s and interval s, fluidly traced and trans 

versed by in-tens ions, relations , attractions and 

trans itions between energetic avatars . 

The challenges of the work ore in 3 phases : 

fi rstly, to build on elegant vrml space of low 

bandwidth and crossplotform and plugin compatibility for internet delivery by September 2000 . Secondly , to hove a 

stable crossplotform multi user space for web performances by June 2001, and thirdly, to eventually port the online 

world into a hard space immersive virtual reality environment in a museum by late 200 I . 
Melinda Rackham is on artist and writer who has been constructing imoginol and hypertextuol net .art in her 

domain www .subtJe.net since I 995. She is currently undertaking a PhD at COFA UNSW, hos widely exhibited her 

web works and published theoretical and poetic texts both in Australia and intemotionolly, and recently won the 
Foulding Award for Multimedia for Carrier . melindo@subtJe .net 

Collaborators : Horst Kiechle (additional modelling and scripting), Mitchell Whitelow (sound) . 

The website will be available for viewing in September . www.subtJe.net melinda@subtJe .net 

Robin Petterd 

Unsteady 
Motions 

The visitor enters a dork space . An 
image of a tree being blown around in 

a storm appears . The visitor pauses to 

contemplate it. It freezes as they stop 

moving . They ponder the still image 

and the silence of the space in contrast 

to the turbulence of the storm . The 
image disappears . When the visitor 

moves the imag e erupts aga in. 

The development of this piece has 

gone through many changes and explo

rations, different confirmations of 

images and sounds an d response s to 

different types of movements . Co nstant 

technical compromises hove hod to be 

mode between the image quality and 

the ability to process effects on the 

image in real time . 

Robin Petterd 's recent we b-based 

work hos been included in events in 

Australia , Brazil, the USA and Spain . 

His move to installation wori< is relative

ly recent and is port of a research pro

gram at the T osmonion School of Art, 
Hobart . 

Completion November 2000 

robin@otheredge .com.au 

Kristian Thomas 

Pseudo sound 
project 

Pseudo sound 

project : you hear only 
what you wont to 
hear is about sitting 

bock and listen ing to 

we ird techno- mus ic, 

a focus very different 

from the typical 

nightclub scene . It 

will engage the eyes 
OS well OS the ears, OS 

sounds ore developed 

by interactive and /or 

graphic means, with 

hypno t ic displays (sometimes called "eye candy") . The challenge is to 

program music into a computer, to make video, and make both simulta

neously (not to mentio n foster) . 

When Kristian Thomas was 7, he 'gonked' his older brother's "good 

at the time" Cosio keyboard, and would place heavy objects on the keys 
to worm it up for a wh ile. T odoy, studyin g at the School of Art, 
University of South Austral ia, he uses dig ita l equ ipment that con be 

given its own consciousness , so it con worm itself up . Collaborat ors: I 

Candy is a group of mainly sound artists performing together in 

Adelaide , including Greg Peterkin (eyespine), Echelon , Don freak , Trip 

Wire, Cooper Block and Free the Rad ical. kristionthoma s@hotmoil .com 

The work was given a first hearing June 23 . Online Mp3 and Mpeg 

works available at kristionthomo s.jumptunes .com 

Lisa Roberts 

Lillie's Time Piece 
A Victorian travelling clock opens to 

reveal a collection of memorabilia 

passed down by Lill ian Williamson , 

frame maker and wife of pointer Tom 

Roberts . Arranged with in th e 6 cate

gories of mean ing devised by Peter 

Roget for his Thesauru s, Lill ian 's most 

treasured ob jects, her artwork, phot o

graphs and letters , ore interl inked 

through a ploy on the writt en and spo

ken word through both scripted and 

randomly accessed voiceovers and text . 

Viewers ore invited to read their own 

meaning into her memorabilia and 

pose questions about identity that 

might be expressed through the items 

we ourselves value and keep . 

The technical challenges include 

keeping the hardware up to the 

demands of the data involved and opti

mising the script for seamless transi

tions and links between large files . 

T osmonio-bosed Lisa Roberts, 

grand-daughter of Lillian Williamson and Tom Roberts, studied at 

the Notional Gallery Art School (later the VCA), Swinburne Film & 
TV School, ond recently completed a Masters in Animation and 

Interactive Media at RMIT . Collaborators : Helen Royment (curator), 

Ron Ngorko (composer), Ruth Luxford (programmer), Veronika 

Mocnow (oral historian) , Rosy Green (research assistant). 

CD-ROM completion November 2000. Website under construc

tion . Funded and sponsored by Gallery 101, Queen Victoria Museum 

and Art Gallery, Mocromedio , T echAustralio . lliso@southcom .com .au 

Roget's Circular: 
An Artist Book on CD-ROM 

Peter Mork Roget wrote the Thesaurus , arranging words into Six 

Categories of Meaning so that the reader could bring order out of the 
chaos of thought and language . He sow that it was in their relation 

ships to each othe r that words could approximate truth . A touch 

screen lies face-up in a suitcase, inviting viewers to participate in a 

d ialogue between 2 travellers through I 999-2001, where Roget's cat
egories provide the framework for engaging with imagery , sound and 

text collected throughout their interconnecting journeys via email . 

The challenge here was to design and program a navigable inter

face within which to intercon nect the jou rneys of 2 travellers, os we ll 

as to involve the viewer in their own enqui ry. An organ ising device 

deve loped at the tum of the lost century is being approp riated and 

extended to incorporate the generation of random image, sound and 

text within a series of interconnecting calendars . Collaborators : 

Melissa Smith (visual arti st/composer), Ruth Luxford (programmer ). 

Complet ion November 2000 . Mocromedio , T echAustralio . 

lliso@southcom .com .ou 
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ANA T's special alchemy 
Amanda McDonald-Crowley interviewed by Keith Gallasch 

As her last major project for ANAT 
(Australian Networlc for Art and 
Technology), Director Amanda McDonald
Crowley planned and hosted Alchemy, a 5 
weelc worlcshop presented at Brisbane 's 
Powerhouse (May 8 • June 9). In almost 5 
years Amanda has expanded the scale 
and vision of ANAT, transforming its annu
al schools and international connections 
into something new and substantial, 
Alchemy, with its intensive worlcshops, 
forums and presentations with Australian 
and international participants and tutors. 
Amanda is now one of the growing team 
of Associate Directors for the Peter Sellars' 
2002 Adelaide Festival. 

The first week of Alchemy was a set
up week . The sponsored equipment didn 't 
tum up unill the Saturday before and 
doing It in a new building was pretty tricky 
too. It was a fantastic venue to work in : we 
had the run of the whole space . But II did
n't have any internet connectivity so we 
had to work with the Powerhouse to get 
that up. Getting the technical require
ments out of the tutors was a pain. The 
best was when one of the UK group 
Mongrel said he needed 2 blow-up dolls . 
Cute, but not very useful. 

You've run ANAT Summer Schools, 
what was the difference? 

It was a lot bigger, 16 tutors , 46 partici
pants, but never more than 26 there at any 
given time £or a minimum of 2 weeks . In 
the future I'd Insist on 3 weeks . Our 
Summer Schools have always been that 
and in teched-up venues belonging to 
organisations who sometimes use the 
schools as leverage to get enough equip
ment or set up a laboratory . By the third 
week people are using the tools and feel
ing familiar with them after being on a 
steep learning curve all the time. 

We started out with art and science 
collaborations with tutors Nina Czegledy 
from Canada and Hungary, John Tonkin 
and Marko Peljan having just flrushed 
with Makrolab on Rottnest Island 
(RealTime 37, page 10). A lot of curators 
with some aris practice, attended this and 
there was a lot of discussion about public 
art and how you negotiate space and the 
overlap between public and private and 
then physical and virtual space. In the 
second week most of the Indigenous 
artists were there. I wanted them to be 
there at the same time. I think the bonding 
process is very important. Two of them, 
Chrlstlan Thompson and Jenny Frase r, 
had done the National Indigenous School 
in New Media Art last year that Brenda 
Croft had project-managed, so they men
tored the 2 younger artists who had come 
from regional areas. That worked really 
well . They were doing a lot of digital Imag
ing- Rea was teaching in that compo
nent-ond work online, too, developing 
websites and building gil animations. A 
young guy called Chris Dempsey from 
Mount Isa Is a cartoonist who's never 
worked with computers and did some fan
tastic gil animations. 

So the worlcshops are not focused on 
direct outcomes? 

No. When people arrive, one of the 
first things I say Is If you've come with a 
project you want to do, forget It now. It Is 
about process, about what you can do. It's 
exploratory, even moreso than the sum
mer schools because there was a con
stantly shilling framework and negotiating 
with new arrivals, the people you'd be 
working with . I was there for almost all of 
it, except when I had to pop back to 
Adelaide for an AGM and a haircut. So I 
did a lot of hand holding. Having John 
Tonkin , who's taught at the Summer 
Schools, and Rea who taught at NISNMA 
was really useful. It was more difficult 
where the tutors hadn't worked with us 

before. Then I did more hand 
holding . The challenge is that It's 
so formless-you arrive with 
ideas and tallc It through . 

In the second and third weeks 
we were looking at something 
ANAT 's been focussed on, 'A 
Digital Region?', what it might be, 
and the network of artists in our 
geographical region, mostly In 
Asia . Shuddhabrata Sengupta 
from India led some fantastic dis
cussions . A majority of the inter
national participants came from 
Asia and several from New 
Zealand. When I'm travelling I 
come across pockets of work in ""' 
our region and there 's a sense 
that there's a lot going on that 
you don't know about. And it also 
comes from the frustration of 
going to the northern hemisphere 
to find that they're convinced that 
the world Is hemispherical and 
nothing exists below the equa-
tor ... "So Australian artists make 
net ari?" 

Australians are well respect
ed in this field and have great 
connections but it's always with a 
complete lack of acknowledg 
ment of the cultural and geo
graphical differences that ariists 
in our region here face ... they 
think, 'you're kinda like us really.' 
When Shuddha talks access, it's 
a completely different way of 
thinking, it 's not about your com
puter at home not working or 
everyone having a connection, It's 
much more about sharing and 
access. Seventeen people from 
the Raqs Media Collective and 
friends (part of the team setting 
up Sarai New Media Institute, 
New Delhi) shared the first com
puter they got and 32 people 
shared the email account. It's 
also about printing out stuff from 
the Internet and distributing It 
that way, a crossover between 
soft copy and hard copy. 

ls this about collaboration 
within the region? 

It can be about one-on-one 
collaborations. Graham 
Harwood from Mongrel sold that 
It was the first time he'd been al 
an event with so many people 
from such diverse cultures who 
actually got beyond just cooking 
together, that people actually 
started to engage with what It 
might mean to work in cross-cul-

Alchemy WOfkshopl, Brisbane Powemoose 
tural ways . It was interesting that 
the fact that we were all working 
with new media was secondary to ho we 
might work together . There were different 
expectations-someone like Raul Ferrera 
from Mexico arrived wanting skills
"You 've got no Idea what it's like working 
in a Third World country, I don't want to 
tallc Ideas anymore, I've done all this." But 
he left feeling that the experience and 
connections had been rewarding . We did 
cook together and there were some fan
tastic meals . 

Graham was at the school for 2 weeks 
and Richard Pierre-Davies and Mervin 
Jarman popped in and out a bit and did 
residencies elsewhere Including with an 
Indigenous community in Cairns . Mongrel 
are all cultural 'mongrels' who do work 
with communities ... llke the Korean com
munity in Bristol. They 're very generous, 
they 're not there to take anything away , 
they 're here to oiler skills . They've devel
oped a software called Linker , a bit like a 
Director hack , but very simple to use in 
order lo allow participants in workshops to 
make their own stories, with Images and 
sound and video, within a day or 2 of 

using it. Harwood gave a great presenta
tion that had nice confluences-rather 
than teaching a piece of software he's 
much more interested in people knowing 
about how software works. So he draws 
maps about grasping it conceptually . So 
even people with high-end skills In 
Director or Dreamweaver found it incredi
bly useful to go back to basics, to think 
about what is it you're doing when you're 
using a piece of high-end software. He 
also did a great lecture on the potato and 
its responsibility for the Industrial 
Revolution . That came out of some tense 
moments of cross-cultural discussion 
about what It means to have been 
colonised, difficult stories to be negotiat
ed . We were talking about people a lot, so 
Harwood decided we should tallc about 
potatoes. He 'd also been commissioned to 
do a piece of web art work with the Tate 
Organisation (all of the Tate museums) so 
he hacked their entire site and re-told the 
stories and history of how the Tate came 
about. The Tate British Is built on the ruins 
of a penitentiary built at the time of the 
hulks . So the site for Tate British was a 

key prison for transportation to Australia. 
Richard and Mervin from Mongrel 

taught skills at the Murri school in the 
mornings during the DAR Festival , the 
Indigenous arts festival that was happen
ing at the same time . 

What came next? 
Performance and hybridity, but even 

earlier there had been a performative ele
ment with the curators. Earlier Sara 
Diamond (Director.New Media Institute, 
BANFF Centre for the Arts , Canada) had 
made everyone enact a game and ii was 
one of the silliest things I"ve seen, all these 
curators and artists wandering around the 
Powerhouse looking like welrdos . They 
were broken into several groups, for 
example the designers looked at how you 
might think about the framework for a 
game. A lot of it came out of an interest in 
the history of the building we were in, the 
Indigenous site, the factory , kids playing in 
it and squatters after It was decommis
sioned . So Sara said let's make a game 
about the building, a multimedia game 
which you can't do unill you've actually 
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physically acted It out. 

How far did this go? 
It remained at the imaginary stage, 

but they went through how you get your 
head into the space to malc:e a game . We 
rarely went straight to the computer . It 
wasn't about sitting in front of the boxes 
all of the time. When Blast Theory (UK} 
came they did a digital karaoke workshop, 
a doggy way of stripping away the tech
nology first before you thtnk about using it. 
They then broke people up lnto smaller 
working groups and projects were again 
based on the building, developing a con
cept, bringing It back lo the group. The 
following week, TeH de Quincey arrived 
and got everyone doing physical work in 
the mornings and conceptual project 
development in the afternoons with media 
artist and web designer Laura Jordan who 
worked with Tess on Triple Allee 
(ReaJTime 35. page 8). 

What was the !unction of the physical 
worlc-getting into a state of mind or 
being before tackling the worlc? 

Thct's part of il, reminding ourselves 
that we have a body before silting in front 
of a screen. Placing yourself in relation to 
the work but also the world around you. 
Sounds a bit warm and fuzzy. doesn't ii, 
but that's what It was about, and ii 
informed some of the projects . We had 
public events, 2 forums, a sound event. 
and then performances . 

What kind of people came for the per 
formance module? 

Dance and movement people, Samuel 
Jame s, stage designer and video, 
VaneH a Mm e-Kean, the PVI music col-

lective from Perth, performance artist 
Peter Toy, Bruce Gladwin from Back to 
Back Theatre, Rebecca Youdell from 
Bonemap , Grisha Coleman from New 
York , Mike Stubbs a video artist from the 
UK. Kamal Krishna, performance artist 
from Brisbane . II anything , II was a bit too 
heavily balanced towards performers. The 
previous weeks had been much more 
cross-disciplinary with more skill sharing 
and cross-overs in working in totally differ
ent areas-o sound artist wants to be a 
visual artist for a fortnight working with 
digital manipulation. You don't want peo
ple to go away owning a different disci
pline but knowing enough about il to be 
openminded about working with other 
people. But there was a lot of sharing, a 
lot of tallc. A lot of show and tell . Laura 
would help people with technical skills, 
how to document work on the internet, 
how to use ii. They didn't wallc out web 
designers, but they understood It. 
Participants became tutors for a moment. 
Sam James helped with video editing. 

We invited the public in to show some 
of the work and I'd booked the Visy 
Theatre and the computer room, but the 
artists wanted to be outside the building, 
to use the lift (sound artist Sopbea Lerner 
was determined to use itl. It ended up like 
stations, each with a performatlve ele
ment. The aim of the audience that night 
was to find all of the 12 stations, to visit 
them each at least once. The Visy Theatre 
was used after all, a single computer sil
ting in a spotlight In the middle of the 
stage, next to a speaker on its back so 
that vibration would move the computer's 
mouse and that would affect the Interac
tive work on the computer. The rest of the 
sites were performatlve: m the lilt people 

Alchemy wasn't as I expected-full of tech-heads-but instead full of artists 

trying to find ways around the outside of technology or looking at technology from 

the outside-in. The title Alchemy I thought referred to artists pooling together all 

the ports of the world in order to create a new brew (with digital media as just one 

port of the collective terrain available to artists) and distilling down processes to 

find the intrinsic nature of communication and how we now think of it. It seemed 

that there was a lot of work being mode (in the actual Alchemy workshops) that 

was about the means and the utilisation of the many available vehicles of commu

nication. I know that the New Media Fund shies away from 'discrete arts practices' 

and Alchemy was the some . There was not much room for development of indi

vidual practices but more on communal exchange, personal exchange and think

ing 'low-tech'-con I make this performance/installation soy what I'm trying to soy 

without computers, or with a tape recorder or the existing potentials of the site or 

space, electronic or not. It was a bit like going to do a computer course and get

ting a massage instead. Then when you're walking home each night you ore often 

thinking, "Well, I feel refreshed, I feel human ... " The course would be suited to 

being hosted by regional arts organisations, especially with the international partic

ipants. It was a very earthy course which is where I imagine Amanda believes our 

best resources ore. Som Jomes 

• 

We flew into Brisbone from around the world and from within Australia, bringing 

our cultural backgrounds and experiences from a wide variety of media-coming 

together at the Powerhouse under the generous umbrella of new technologies . We 

spoke of similarities and difference, attempting to articulate impossible spaces 

while discovering new ones. We plotted mops to explore unfound territories, 

cooked magnificent feasts, invented crazy games, gained networks, enriched con

cepts, and strengthened and acquired new skills. Alchemy was on info surge, a 

completely invaluable experience. Megan Rainey 

had to do things you wouldn't normally do 
in a lift. Keith Armatrong I believe was 
good at getting far too close to people . 
When I entered the lift I suddenly knew 
that I would have lo swap clothes with 
Mar l Velonakl...wlth the help of a little 
girl. Kamal with Mike Stubbs did a video 
piece as a shrine . A sound piece was 
developed with sound artist Alexel 
Shulgln about a computer that only 
speaks computer language. You had to 
tell ii something intimate about your life 
and it would come back with something as 
mundane as 'System error 404.' It's about 
interactive sound pieces being about 
speaking very different languages. There 
was a great screaming sound Installation 
with the lilt and Vanessa playing the body. 
You could record your own scream. 

These were works devised over 12 to 
24 hours, they weren't resolved so the 
audience didn't gel a slick performance
It was about playing with ideas, about net
working and the participants are still chat
ting to each other on the list server we set 
up. From these schools people do get to 
work with each other years later and the 
international element of this one-the 
summer schools weren't lntematlonal
will have a long term effect. 

How did you achieve support for 
Alchemy? 

Last year we ran 3 workshops, one for 
curators with the AFC and the Australia 
Council , one for Indigenous artists in col
laboration with the Australia Council and 
the 'normal' summer school. Because 
we'd developed our international connec
tions so well , we'd get a lot of overseas 
interest about participating , but I'd have to 
say, no it's funded for Australian artists . 
So we decided to go international and got 
money from the Darnel Langlois 
Foundation in Conada for the internat.ional 
participants , plus support from the 
Australia Council , the AFC, state govern
ments , Macintosh and Choice 
Connections In Brisbane for the comput
ers . 

How many years were you al ANAT 
and was Alchemy a culmination of your 
work there? 

Just under 5 years . Well ii was a bit 
serendipitous. A few people made jokes , 

'Ah gelling together all your mates and 
colleagues from across Australia and 
internationally to have a big party before 
you leave.' In my job Interview for ANAT I 
said I thought the summer school idea 
had run Its course, tertiary inslllullons 
were starting up courses and now there's 
a lot. But once I'd run some I saw that It 
was a completely different kettle of fish. 
It's more about a maslerclass environ
ment, or perhaps I've turned It into that, 
rather than just slcills-based. 

Youexpandedtheschoolmodeland 
ANAT to an international level. Was there 
enough strength in the organisation for 
you to build on when you arrived or did 
you have your work cut out for you? 

It had gone through a lot and was at a 
bit of a sink or swim stage, and ii didn't 
get any money from Creative Nation , 
despite lobbying. Yes, I did have my work 
cut out for me. We worked closely with the 
Australia Council at the time. ANAT 's 
budget has now tripled. we've got fantas
tic support from the Australia Council, 
which comes as well from ANAT's success 
prior to my arrival, giving the Council the 
courage to support it. And we've devel
oped a relationship with the AFC on a 
project by project basis . We haven 't 
increased our infrastructure much (ANAT 
has 2 lulltime and 2 part-time staff). We 
have a national board and I think it 's 
remarkable that an organisation like this 
has grown up in Adelaide. And I'm 
pleased to say that for the first time ever 
that at the moment I'm leaving we've actu
ally got core adrrunislralion funding from 
the South Australian Government. 

Why stop now? 
I think it's important for small organi

sations such as ANAT to have fresh Input 
and Ideas every few years . I'm stopping 
short of 5 years , and 5 years is all I've ever 
intended doing , because of he fabulous 
offer from the Adelaide Festival . We 'll all 
be working in a very collaborative way . I'm 
keen to see new media and technology 
fully integrated into the entire festival, not 
just for streaming what 's happening, but 
for community building and internet proj
ects. 

ANAT, Alchemy, Brisbane Powerhouse, 
May 8 - June 9, 2000 
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• Graduate Diploma (Digital Media) 

• Graduate Certificate (Digital Media) 

• Master of Sustainment Design 
(Classes for the above held in city locations and online) 

• Bachelor of Design (Visual Communication) 
• Bachelor of Arts (Design) 

For more information contact Gae Sharp on (02) 9852 5425 or g.sharp@uws.edu.au 
OR visit http://www.design.nepean.uws.edu.au 
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Beyond the interface: exhibiting digital media: 
Kathy Cleland 

With the increasing prevalence of new 
media work being shown in galleries, instal
lation design is an important area ol con
cern for both artists and curators . Because 
of the ease with which digital media can be 
modified and reconfigured. new media 
works can be exhibited in a variety of for
mats to suit different exhibition and viewing 
situations. While many new media works 
have been created specifically for the web 
or CD-ROM, these works often achieve par
allel lives as gallery installations. On the 
other hand, the ease of distribution is a dou
ble-edged sword as artists relinquish control 
of how that work is viewed and used. As 
media artist t.on Cmielewui comments : 
"the jukebox format encourages people to 
skip to the next work. [CD-ROMs] take an 
extraordinary amount of time and effort to 
compose and I feel everyone's work 
deserves at least an even chance when it 
comes to presentation ." 

For this reason, and when given the 
opportunity, many artists prefer to exhibit 
installation versions of their work, most fre
quently using data projectors and sound 
systems to amplify the work and create a 
more immersive cinematic environment than 
ls possible via a computer monitor with in
built speakers or headphones. 

Spectrascope (Sydney Biennale, 
Performance Space) co-curator Julkmne 
Pierce says: "Generally speaking, an inter
active work exhibited in the context of pr<r 
jected installation is more directly engaging 
than the same work exhibited on a monitor . 
The projection will often enhance the image, 
giving it a more cinematic quality." 
Nevertheless, despite the current preference 
for projected work, bigger ls not always bet
ter. The large screen experience can prove 
intlmldating or embarrassing for individual 
users, particularly when they are not sure 
how to navigate the work or are being 
required to type in responses while being 
observed by other audience members. 

Another more intimate option is to cre
ate custom built installation housings or 
kiosks such as those made by Jan Haig for 
his works Hack and Web Devolution, Haig 
writes, " ... nothing is more unengaging than 
a Mac on a table or a plinth for displaying 
inte.ractive work. Installations that house the 
work can give things a much wider context 
to operate in." In many cases the nature of 
the work itself will suggest a particular 
mode of presentation. Leon Cmielewald 
says of The User Unfriendly Interface <creat
ed with Josephine Starrs ) that "in places it 
used a very intimate interrogation and so we 
thought a one-to-one kind ol experience like 
that should be housed in a kiosk which pre
cluded more than one person using it and 
also encouraged people to answer the 
questions without the embarrassment of 
having an audience watching their respons
es (or typing skills)." 

Unlilce works that are viewed privately, 
where ii can be assumed that the viewer is 
reasonably computer literate and has a 
high degree of motivation and commitment, 
none of these things can be assumed in the 
gallery context. User navigation guides or 
help information (as a gallery sheet 11 not 
onscreen) can overcome some of these bar
riers. Time-outs, when the work returns to a 
home screen after a set penod of disuse, or 
'home' buttons are also helpful in orienting 
gallery audiences who will often not be 
entering the work where the artist intends 
them to start but somewhere in the middle
often at a tricky part that's hard to get out ofl 

Another consideration for artists and 
curators is the length of lime audience 
members are likely to spend with a work in 
a gallery . Five to ten minutes with an individ
ual work is probably a generous estimate; 
many will spend considerably Jessi 
Interactive multimedia producer and artist 
Kate Richards thinks that pieces requiring a 
short lime commitment from the player (3 • 6 
minutes) are coming into their own. "With 
Darkness Loiters (Sydney Suburb , in 
Museum of Sydney, 2000), "Rosa Gibson 
and I have devised a piece that a player 
might spend only a few minutes to under -

stand the interactivity design and scope. 
Then. 11 interested. they can continue 
interacting for quite some time and so get 
to understand a deeper layer of writerly 
connectivity and audio design ." 

In Darkness Loiters, audiences 
become voyeurs, viewing the work via a 
'peephole ' constructed of horizontal 
wooden slats which allow access to a 
projected screen at 2 eye levels . Using 
old crime scene photographs taken in 
Sydney in the I 940s and I 950s, Richards 
and Gibson have created an interactive 
story engine which generates endless 
paranoid narratives . Small photographic 
images fade in and out of view in the top 
half of the screen and when cUcked on 
they flash up full screen before settling 
into the bottom section of the screen. 
Once 3 images have been selected. they 
flash up again in sequence with individ
ual captions forming surreal narrative 
juxtapositions. 

Patricia Plcclnlnl 's Breathing Room 
(Moel and Chandon 2000, AGNSW) creat 
ed a particularly powerful and physically 
immersive installation environment. The 
work incorpo.rated 3 large back projec
tions of digitised human/animal/mutated 
skin which 'breathed' and pulsated in 
lime to a soundtrack of human breathing . Patttcla Plc:clnlnl, 8tN lh/r!Q Room 

The soundtrack follows a cycle where the 
pace of the breathing escalates lo what 
sounds like a panic attack before gradually 
calming and slowing. This work induces an 
intensely visceral and emotional response
! found It impossible to control my own 
breathing and heart.beat which also sped up 
as the pace of the breathing intensified. This 
visceral sensation was enhanced by innova
tive use of a mechanised floor which shud
dered in lim.e to the breathing . 

Justine Cooper , in her new work 
Scynescape (which I viewed as a work in 
progress), also sets up a physically irnmer
slve environment via multiple video projec
tions of magnified biological samples of the 
artist onto tensioned sheets of latex. The 
walls of latex form a maze that audience 
members navigate, adding their own shad
ows to the projections and (in the completed 
version of the work) activating aural compo
nents of the work via motion sensors. 
Cooper comments: "For me installation and 
projection are integral to the success of the 
work because I deal directly with issues of 
space-both body space and • experienced 
space.' ... So even while It is necessary for 
me to create the work silting in front of a 
monitor, the last thing in the world I want is 
for the viewer to sit in front of a box. linked 
only visually to what is unfolding In front ol 
them." 

The use of 'sensitive' spaces where the 
movements of the audience act as input 

• 
Mari Velonaki 

devices rather than a mouse or keyboard 
are some of the most fascinating and 
engaging examples of current new media 
installation practice. Garth Paine 's MAP 2 
(viewed via video documentation) is an 
Interactive sound environment that was 
exhibited as part ol the KunsUest Am Kultur 
Forum in Berlin (December 1999). Using 
ccrv cameras and customised software 
audience members' movements trigger 
musical notes and phrases . The area is 
divided into 4 zones which operate as 4 
Individual musical instruments allowing up 
to 4 audience members to participate at a 
lime . In many ways the work is as much 
performance as lnstallatio .n, as audience 
members learn how to 'play ' the work . 
Paine also collaborates with choreogra
phers and dancers , for example with the 
Innovative Melboum&-based Company In 
Space (see page 16) developing a new 
software instrument that will allow real lime 
interactive input from both dancers and the 
composer. Information and short video 
excerpts of Garth Paine's Installation 
works, MAP l and MAP2 and his new Reeds 
installation for this year's Melbourne 
Festival are available at www .activated 
space.eom .au/instaUatlons . 

Exhibited as part of Spectroscope, 
Unstill LJ!e by Mari Velonald and Gary 
Zebington also goes beyond the standard 
mouse/keyboard/screen interface using a 
video camera and artificial vision systems 

Mutual Exchange 
Viewers wearing coloured cotton gloves engage with projected characters by sig

nalling to them . The reactions, moods and life span of the characters are effected by the 

participants ' gestures, distance from the screen and the colour of both their clothing and 
the gloves of choice . 

The integration of genetic algorithms ond a robotic optical recognition system is the 

challenge, one amplified by the necessi1y of translating UNIX-bosed software and hard
ware into a Macintosh environment . 

Mari Velonoki is a media artist with a performance background . She aims to engoge 

spectators with digital characters in interplays activated by sensory triggered interfaces 

(breath activated, speech recognition, artificial vision systems). Her work hos been shown 

at Artspace, PICA, Sciencentre of Queensland, IMA, Kunstholle Prismo, Ton and Bild 

Spectakel. Collaborators : Gory Zebington (graphics & programming), Shannon O 'Neill 

(sound design) . 

Completion December 2000. New Media Arts Fund, Austrolio Council; Newton 
Research lobs, USA. 

software (Chognacrome) to create an Invisi
ble interactive interface between audience 
members and a woman's digital portrait. 
The portrait is projected onto gossamer fab
ric creating a wonderfully luminous silvery 
image which contrasts dramatically with the 
traditional dark wooden frame that houses 
it. The Renaissance meets the 21st century. 
As the title of the work suggests, this is no 
ordinary still life. As you enter the gallery 
space, the woman observes and responds 
to your movements. A container of red 
apples acts as the interface and when an 
audience member approaches the contain
er to pick up an apple, the woman becomes 
alert and excited . 

Theoretically the more apples you eat 
(or appear to eat) the more animated the 
woman becomes. This work Is still In devel
opment and the scope of the interaction is 
presently somewhat limited and unpre
dictable. Nevertheless , it is an exciting 
experiment and I am looking forward to 
seeing Velonaki and Zebington's future 
collaborations. There was a truly magical 
moment when I walked into the room and 
the woman sat up and looked back at me 
and I was transfixed but then she lost inter
est no matter how many apples I pretend
ed toeatl 

All quotations in this article are from 
personal email correspondence . The full 
version can be found on 
www .rtimearts.com/-opencity/ 
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John Tonkin 

Prototype for a Universal 
Ideology 

"Tell me a theory on life. It could be grand or mundane, advice your parents told you or 
a heart-felt belief. H 

The spoken voice of each user becomes the row material for a process analogous to 
the genetic recombination of DNA. The audio waveforms ore broken down into fragments 

and rearranged with the phroses of other users. Users can breed different statements and 
decide which new recombinant statements survive, and consequently how they develop col

laboratively over time to form a gene pool of ideas and memory . 

John Tonkin is a Sydney-based artist who began progromming and making computer 

animation in 1985. His current works involve building frameworks/tools/toys in which the 

artwork is formed through the accumulated interoctions of its users. In 1999 Tonkin 
received a fellowship from the Austrolio Council's New Media Arts Fund. He is currently 
working on Strange Weather: o grand unified theory, a visualisation tool for making sense 
of life. 

Prototype for o Universal Ideology is being developed os port of Cyber Cultures' 

Sustained Release: Infectious Agents, Casula Powerhouse (see interview with Kathy Cleland, 
page 12). 
www.johnt .org/projeets/prototype.h tml 

Gary Zebington 

Bodyssey 
This work chronicles modified 

phases of the human life cycle. 

Biotic engineering and older myths 

of transformation promise freedom 

from the ancestral, deterministic life 

cycle. Borrowing form and process 

from tales of real and invented 
species, we wonder a continuum of 
bodily experience, through concep
tion to reincarnate uploods into 

dataspoce . 

Challenges include: intertwining 

sound, speech recognition, text-to

speech, vrml, responsive texts ond 
20 image environments into parallel coherence (eased by the life cyc.le's noturol narrative); 

transmuting image matter via inscriptions and conjurotions; casting aside notions that form 
follows function and that sufficiently advanced technologies and magic ore indistinguish
able. 

Gory Zebington converted from pointing to digital media in 1990. Graphics and pro

gramming hove featured in large-scale robotic performances, fibre-optic television, web

sites, CD-ROMs and international installations. He holds BA, IBM Broadband Scholarship, 
postgrod Design Computing and hos been engaged in the design and development of 
experimental medical software at Sydney University since 1997. He rorely encounters steer
ing committees . Collaborators : Gory Zebington (grophics, programming, text), Andrew 

Gorton (sound designer), Gino Fenton (producer), Philipo Veitch (researcher). 

goru@eye .usyd.edu .au 

Completion October 2000 . Austrolion Film Commission. 

Martin Walch 

Mt Lyell Copper Mine 
This animation explores the visual and aural spaces both above and below 

ground at the Mt Lyell Copper Mine in Tasmania , combining topographical model
ling, historical and contemporary photography, and recorded sounds from the site. 

Immensely challenging, the project hos given me the opportunity to extend my 

arts practice from a static photographic basis to a visually and sonically animated 

one. At the some time, working with o mining company during a volatile period in 

its history has presented another set of challenges that hove influenced my work. 

• 

Martin Walch is a visual artist and writer, living and working in T asmonia . His 
formal studies include an Honors Degree in Photogrophy and o Master of Fine Arts 
Degree (by Research) in Digital Stereoscopic Imaging . He is particularly interested 

in the interoctions between people and the physical environments they work/live and 
recreate in. 

Completion November 2000 . New Media Arts Fund, Austrolia Council; exten
sive in kind support from Copper Mines of Tasmania. 

MAAP Festival 2000 
A preview of Australia's digital arts festival 

Annual MAAP festivals have become a 
notable fixture in the national and region
al digital arts media calendar. After the 
rich collaboration with the Asia Pacific 
Triennial in 1999, MAAP 2000 centred at 
the Brisbane Powerhouse Centre for the 
Arts, is a deceptively smaller looking affair 
offering 3 days of concentrated viewing, 
interactivity and talk . There's a screening 
program (SEE), interactive exhibitions 
(SEEK), and a forum in silu and online 
(SPEAK). The 2000 festival Is both an affir
mation and rethinking of MAAP's role. 

MAAP Festival Director Kirn Machan 
explains, "This year we are directing a 
short and sharply focused physical festival 
with major labour pouring into the web
site! MAAP is working on a new emphasis 
for the organisation We are building more 
content to at reel and reflect the new 
media digital art community and pro
gressing toward the full development of a 
meaningful n w media digital art par al." 
Machan is eager for .. the w b s1 e ... to 
develop as the mOJor digital art portal for 
arllsts and our web strategies are pre
dominantly in line with this goal." She 
says that this next phase for MAAP has 
been dnven by "streams of enquiries and 
demands for such a site." Machan is 
eager to realise her goal in the next 12 
months. 

As for the 2000 festival, the openJng on 
Friday September 15 will feature the 
launch of the new Singapore digital art 
portal artsvox and the world premiere of a 
new video work by Chinese artist Gongxin 
Wang. 

On Saturday the SEE program will 
offer free all-day screenings in the 
Powerhouse Theatre of video/digi tal art 
with artists' work from Singapore. 
Malaysia, China, Indonesia, Japan and 
Australia . The program includes new 
Chinese video; the Videotage selection 
from Hong Kong curated by Director Fion 
Ng; the dLux media arts d'art>00 interac
tive CD-ROM program; the 5th Malays ian 
video awards 2000; the Siggraph 
Singapore Chapter Animation Awards 
2000; and the digital d~rees student pro
gram from Australia and Asia-Pacific terti
ary institutions. 

Machan writes that for the SPEAK pro
gram there will be an all-day forum on 
Sunday, "with international panels in 
Brisbane and across the region to discuss 
and exchange Issues presented by cura
tors, theorists and artists. Panels will be 
netcast and streamed through the MAAP 
web site with online chats simultaneously 
open for interaction from international 
participants in Hong Kong, Seoul, Beijing, 
Tokyo and Australian cities. " This will be 
facilitated by International new media 
agitator Geert Lovink and co-coordinated 

by art and screen curator and teacher 
Molly Hanlcwitz, 

In the SEEK program. MAAP will show
case a wide range of art and technology 
projects. The Chinese artists' CD-ROM exhi
bition is being curated by Pi U. Other works 
have yet to be announced. There'll also be 
a sound installation by Adam Donovan. 
Russell Milledge will run a workshop based 
on his and Rebecca Youdell's Boflemap
the wild edge, about site specific installa
tion and performance with film and online 
art (September 16-17). 

As in 1999, MAAP Is again offering 
digital artists opportunities to display their 
work through links on the MAAP web site. 
The onhne missile launch project , featur
ing innovative web art from Asia. the 
Pacific and Australia, will be launched 
daily September 1-17. "Artists may also 
apply for free server space to host out
standing work. We are offering a 'Free 
Tools' section," says Machan . "The web
site will also have a bulletin board, a chat 
room and, from MAAP research, extensive 
links with digital media organisations in 
the region " Online computers will be 
available and projections continuously 
showing m the Powerhouse Bar over the 
festival. There'll also be an informative 
Macromedia seminar. 

Satellite events include Dodg'em, an 
audio interactive installation by Martine 
Corompt and Philip Samartzls at the IMA. 
New media artist Freya Pinner and men
tor DI Ball will present [co}:installations, a 
multimedia show exploring notions of 
transgression between mediums, visual 
arts practices and between text and body 
relationships at Double Helix, opening 
September 9. 

Kirn says that the aim of the festival is 
"to create a presentation platform to pro
mote excellence and exchange of cre
ative ideas" and through "a dialogue 
between professionals who create, exper
iment, design and build eleclronJc forms 
of art (to) focus on creativity and industry 
development." The range of forms 
embraced by MAAP include new media 
installation, online artwork. digital anima
tion, video, sound, photography , CD-ROM, 
and cultural internet projects . 

Machan 's rallying cry Is 
"See ... Seek ... Speak!" "SEE your work 
included in the online festival . SEEK out 
cultural content and people who are inter
ested and curious. SPEAK your opinions 
and perceptions of the new media related 
world. We are at your server!" See you 
there, in the flesh or online . KG 

MAAP 2000 Festival, Multimedia Art 
Asia Pacific Inc, Kirn Machan Festival 
Director tel 07 3348 7403 fax 07 3348 4109 

http://www.maap .org .au . Venue: 
Brisbane Powerhouse September 15 -I 7 
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Positively infectious 
Cyber Cultures curator Kathy Cleland ta lks to Keith Gallasch 

Cyber Cultures has been a huge project. 
a long evolving thing. Originally it was done 
through Street Level (the moveable Western 
Sydney 'gallery' Kathy Cleland founded with 
David Cranswick. eds) and we approached 
Performance Space and Casula Powerhouse . 
We were hoping to do a 3-venue thing . As ii 
happened we didn't get the funding we need
ed and the whole thing ended up happening 
at Performance Space In 1996. That show 
was so popular that we actually managed to 
get more funding and we did quite a large 
show at Casula the next year. It really got 
some new audiences out to the Powerhouse. 
It was a really big event for the organisation . 
It required a huge amount of equipment. 
Nevertheless , out of that grew the idea of 
doing something more sustained-hence 
Cyber Cultures: Sustained Release . Instead of 
having the big bang exhibition where every
thing happens In a month. we decided to 
have 4 smaller exhibitions over a longer peri
od which would really help us to build audi
ences out west. We're In the middle of devel
oping the touring itinerary at the moment. 
We've had a lot of Interest from all over the 
country. 

What seems to happen with new media 
work is that it's quite well supported in the 
more urban centres and the contemporary 
artspace organisations who 've got a bit of 
equipment. But a lot of the regional galleries 
have very little ... so one of the motivations 
behind the tour this time is to really focus on 
the regional - particularly regional NSW
and try and tie it in with some training for 
local staff in how to set up and run and main 
tain an exhibition like this . Questions I'm ask 
ing regional spaces are, do you have a local 
Apple Centre? Maybe your local council has 
a data projector? What about the library? So 
it's not just going in. doing a show and going 
out. and there's nothing left. 

What about your choice of works? You 
have quite a few Significant names, award 
winners , fellowship winners. Is this a kind of 
'best-of? 

I wouldn't necessarily want to say it's a 
'best-of.' It's a very personal selection. These 
are people whose work has interested me, 
some of them for a very long time, some more 
recently. It's also seeing what 's out there, 
what artists seem to be interested in and the 
directions that the work is going . 

In this 6rst stage, called Infectious Agents, 
there's obviously some commonabty m terms 
of the idea of mfection . 

The way the work is being exhibited at 

.i- Prophel, image from T1kt lnrema/ Orpa/lS of• C)ot,o,p, 1999 

Casula it's all over the building . It's in these 
discrete areas that you stumble across. So it's 
a bit like the idea of a virus spreading . And I 
suppose in terms of the tour we 're sending 
out these little viral pods . 

I noted that there are 2 relatively private 
spaces, one for Melinda Rac.lcham's Carrier, 
(see Rea!Time 37, page 23). the other an 
adults-only space for Llnda Dement' s In My 
Gash (see Working the Screen page 6) and 
then a couple are out in the open: the very 
playful one by Ian Haig called web devolu
tion: a mobile digital evangelist unit (/998) 
and John TonJdn's Prototype for a Universal 
Ideology (2(XX)) and Notes for a Collective 
Memory (2CXXJ) where the user gets into a 
compositional experience. 

It's been really interesting watching John 
Tonldn 's works in the gallery. People love 
them. You can listen to other people's ideas-
either their theory of life or a personal memo
ry which they've recorded-and you can cut it 
up and start mixing and matching it with 
other things. People sit there for ages . You 
can see them thinlcing, no I don 't like that one, 
111 try another one-listening to all these dif
ferent permutations ... 

• .. lorming a gene pool of ideas and 
memory• says the catalogue. How does Ian 
Halg 's very playful work fit your theme? 

Cyber evangelism. It's very much like a 
digital soapbox spewing forth all sorts of 
crank ideas. That 's how it fits In. The way that 
the Internet and the world wide web have 
become these huge International fora for mad 
ideas and the way we're constantly bombard
ed from screens. 

Other works invite quite a degree of inti
macy . Sometimes this can be quite uncom
fortable. Navigating Melinda Rac.lcham's 
Carrier, you're implicating yourself in the 
world of the wor.lc. 

In the user-notes that accompany that 
work there are 2 suggested ways of going 
through it. One is navigating through the 
linked words at the bottom of the screen but 
the way you're describing. which is the best 
way to do it. is to enter your name and the 
piece tallcs to you and asks you questions. 

It says, "Hello Keith ,• and you have to 
decide whether to ta.Ice on the infection and 
live with the consequences . I was standing 
there, musing on it and someone standing 
next to me was saying, oh no you should 
.lceep going, move ahead. I said no, no, fm 
just absorbing this. Carrier 1s interesting 

Martine Corompl & PhUp S.mart.zls. Dodg'«n 1999 

because it looks like a cross between an infor 
mational SJle with medical data ... 

... and an incredibly poetic space ... 

... with 3 dimensional objects rotating in 
space which appear to be the vua1 comJXr 
nents. Linda Dement's In My Gash. which has 
some of the most sophisticated imaging of the 
4 works , Is full of shoc.lcs and surprises, quick
lime violence . 

I had assumed that Linda would have 
preferred it to be more of a private piece and 
that maybe we'd be constructing some kind 
of housing around a single monitor so it was 
like a one-person-o:t-o-time viewing situation. 
But she'd actually done a few demos more 
like artists' tallcs with the work projected, and 
she likes the projected quality. So that was 
her decision. But it is In some ways an 
uncomfortable piece to watch with other peo
ple around 

Next up in the series is Post Human 
Bodies which we're launching with a new per
formance work of Stelarc ' s-Movotar . The 
work's been in development for a long time . 
AJ. the moment the pneumatic arm is being 
construcied in Hamburg . Stelarc's using an 
avatar creation, a virtual autonomous body 
that lives onscreen. That will be projected but 
the avatar becomes what Stelarc calls a 
"mOIIOlar" in that it can access his Deshbody 
in the real world. There's feedback and inter-

action between Stelarc's 
body and the algorithms 
that are programming 
the movotar. When they 
reach threshold states 
Stelarc's body will be 
acllvaled by the movotar 
driving the pneumatic 
arm . So it's kind of a 
turnaround of the nor
mal avatar where you 
have a wtual body that 
represents you in cyber
space . 1rus movotar 
controls the fleshbody to 
access the real world . 
Stelarc's m01ntairung 
control of his legs so he 
can remain upright. 

Who's tnggering the 
action? 

The mOIIOlar is 
autonomous . It has its 
own desires which 
Stelarc can respond to 

.. :; and override if they are 
becoming unsustain
able . 

Also in Post Human 
Bodies is a new work by 
Gary Zebington. As 
well as working with 
Stelarc, he's been work
ing on his own CD
ROM, Bodyssey , for a 

couple of years now . This will be its first pub
lic outing. I'm very happy to have the Lump 
CD-ROM. the project that Patricia Plcdnlnl 
and Peter Henueuey have been working on 
for a few years. We exhibited Lump in 1996 
Cyber Cultures. So this is the evolved CD
ROM project. Also there's an international 
wor k by Jane Prophet called Internal Organs 
of a Cyborg which is like a comic book photo 
story. You know how whe n advertismg agen
cies need images they go to stock libraries? 
Well Jane's been using some of the same 
images which tend to be of elderly business
men and beauliful young blondes. She's cre
ated a story involvtng this woman who 's been 
a medical test subject for new drugs. There 
are all these ideas about the medicalised 
cyborg body . Also this elderly gentleman is 
about to have heart failure and her heart 
ends up going to him ... The other work in Post 
Human Bodies is John Tonlcin's Personal 
Eugenics which has been exhibited in a num
ber of spaces already but I just think ii' s a 
wonderiul work and one I really want to gel 
out to the regions. 

This Is the one where you scan your 
face ... 

... and evolve yourself. decide which quali
ties you like, what you would like to become
more lntelleciual more successful. And 
there's a Java algorithm you can click on and 
it morphs your face in different ways. Then 
you pick the one that looks most like you'd 
like to be. And you can keep going. You can 
also play around with other people's faces-
based on what they say they want to be, you 
can help them evolve to their desired state. 

How does Piccrun.i's Lump hi in the Post 
Human Bodies scenario? 

This is a completely digital world. The 
Lumps are digital mutant evolutions which 
are part human, part something else. When 
Piccinini was making this earlier on, the 
babies existed out in the world without a con
text. Peter Hennessey has created an archi
tecture , like a factory or a museum . It's like a 
Lump baby goes home. You go into the incu
bator and see all the facets of Lump life . 

And the third show? 
New LJ!e is looking at crossovers between 

digital and biological life forms and how 
some of those boundaries are starting to blur. 
There 's a new work by Jon McConnaclc 
called Eden which ls, as it suggests, a new 
world populated by entities that users interact 
with and help to breed. It's an onhne world 
where you can create a herbivore or carni
vore-its head body and legs can be wheels 
or little spiky things and then you can track its 
existence, see how It gets on. I must confess 
when I tried ii all my creatures died very 
quickly. Other people have had more suc
cess. 

There are also some younger artists : 
Kathryn Mew's Muto which, again. has been 
around for a little while now but this will be 
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the first time she's exhibited the work as 
installation and she's always wanted to do 
this. She's planning to project the work onto a 
huge weather balloon . Kathryn 's also working 
with little digital hfe forms and worlds that 
have organic as well as digital characteris
tics. 

Anita Kocsis, like Jon and Kathryn, is a 
Melbourne-based artist. She has a new work 
called Neonvert which came out of an ANAT 
residency at Gertrude Street Gallery. It's like 
a digital garden which Anita has largely 
developed on the web. The way she exhibits 
the work is via video documentation of that 
event and creating a physical installation 
around ii. There are remnants of real garden 
and then projected digital gardenscapes . It's 
not purely organic. She's been working with 
F1ash and some of the newer web software to 
help create it. 

What about the final selection? 
A fun family one we hope! It's called 

Animation Playground and we're exhibiting 
Martine Corompt and Pbillp Samartzis ' 
Dodg'em which has 2 push pedal cars you 
can drive round the gallery navigating via a 
soundscape (see Realiune 33, page 17). As 
you pedal. you trigger different sounds which 
let you know where various things are. Dogs 
start barking and you have to go somewhere 
else. It's a lot of fun and the soundscape is a 
huge part of the work. It's like animation 
sound meets amusement park . And the other 
works in that selection are Dream Kitchen 
(see page 6). the CD-ROM from Josephine 
Starrs and Leon Cmlelewsld which was 
exhibited at Biomachines at the Adelaide 
Festivol this year and as part of d>artOO dur
ing the Sydney F'ilm Festivol . What's interest
ing about these artists Is they've done so 

i 
I 

cultural resonances for different peoples. 
They have Maori names but what happens 

hen she leaves out the naming is that 
people say oh, that means this. It seems 
everyone has ideas about these shapes. 
John Fairclough has built an interactive 
program around it. There are digital hand
sets so you press buttons or coloured pads 
and you can create digital strings that link 
and build shapes as well. There's an 
installation with threads that respond to 
UV light. So it's a physical installation with 
a digital overlay. Appa rently it's quite com
plex and if you're not successful, things 
dissolve. So you're Implicated in the cycle 
of creation and destruction. 

As the curator of Cyber Cultures and 
Chair of dLux media arts. how do you see the 
health of new media in Australia? 

I think organisations like clLwc and MAAP 
in Brisbane and Experimenta in Melbourne 
are doing amazing things with really very 
small amounts of money. It's quite difficult 
working in this area In NSW because the 
pools of money are pretty poor . The FTO 
(NSW Film & Television Office) for example 
and Its staff like Sharon Balcer are incredibly 
supportive but they have such small amounts 
to give out. It's hard for us to look at some
thing like Cinemedia in Victoria which has got 
substantial amounts of money. It's fantastic 
what 's happening there and in Queensland 
as well. I'm a New Zealander and the Labor 
government there has just committed S86 mil
lion to the arts , the arts in general. over 3 
years. Organisations like ANAT have been 
instrumental in supporting so many artisls in 
this area, especially with summer schools 
and training . That's been a huge factor for so 
many of the artists I've spoken to in the devel-
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much work with different types of animation-
stop motion. models. all sorts of things. 
People love it though some are a bit shocked 
at some of the violence ... 

The pencil-sharpening scene 1s particu
larly scary. 

... slicing open the rat. There's a bit of 
dissection s uff but, you know, eminently 
enioyable. There 's also Un-Icon by Mark 
and John Lycette which is a very simple 
but very beautiful animation. It takes differ
ent screen cursors like the little arrow or 
the blinking icon and transforms them In 
amazing animations. They'll create their 
own shapes and then whiz off round the 
screen and then form into another shape 
altogether-magnifying glasses, arrows. 
It's black and white and working very 
much with computer aesthetics . Very sim
ple but really magical. We also have 
another work from Martine Corompt . a 
cute little thing called PetShop which has 
little animated arumals scratclung to get 
out of their TV monitors! And there's anoth
er international collaborative work by 
Maur-n Lander and John Fairclough . 
Maureen is a Maori artist and this particu
lar piece is called Digital String Games 3. 
She's created all these shapes which have 

opmenl of their work. There are some really 
good things going on in Australia but m 
more money needs to go into it. And into 
long-term support for work. It's like everyone 
wants something now. And they're more 
inchned lo give money to a project that's 
going to have a quick and very visible result 
in contrast to something that's going to devel
op over a longer time. That's where the 
Australia Council New Media Art Fellowships 
have been good in giving artists that 2 year 
period for a body of work. And it's not tied to 
specific outcomes. Mind you. there usually 
are outcomes. 

The full veraon of this interview can be 
read on www.rbmearls.com/-opencity/ 

Cyber Cultures: sustained release: 
Infectious Agents. July 7 - August 11; 
Posthuman Bodies. August 19 - September 
24; New Life, September 30 - November 12; 
Animation Playground November 18 -
December 22: presented by Casula 
Powerhouse Arts Centre, 1 Casula Road. 
Casula. Open everyday 10am-4pm. 
Tel 6129824 1121 

www .casulapowerhouse.com/cybercultures 

Joe Felber 

25 Songs. • • 
25 Songs on 25 Lines of Words on M 

Statement for Seven Voices and Dance is a col 

laborative work between artist Joe Felber, com

poser Elliott Gyger and dancer Lucy Guerin , 

each of whom is responding directly to 

American painter Ad Reinhardt's famous 25 

Lines of Words on M Statement . The 3 artists 

hove created a theatre of response, reconsider 

ing Reinhardt's seminal 1958 writing on 

abstraction, art and modemism through the 

creation of o work combining music , image , 

video and dance . 

Involving interdisciplinary arts practice and 

new media technology, the installation runs 

from the Cubose program . The video, stills 

photography and text graphics were created on 

Adobe After Effects and Premiere . The 
Pendulums run on o 12 volt magnet call from 

2 transformers . 

Joe Felber is on Australian citizen of Swiss 

origin . He completed on orchitectural drafts

man apprenticeship in Switzerland and Moster 

in Art (sculpture) at RMIT. His is a pluralistic 

arts practice induding painting, photography, 

video and new media art . He has exhibited 

intemotionolly since 1985 in New York, Europe 

and Australia . 

This work toured Australia and Singapore and will be shown October-December 2001 

at the Minioriten in Groz and Londesgolerie, Lodesmuseum in Linz Austria . Australia 

Council for the Arts, Pro Helvetia, Switzerland , Credit Suisse Group, Singapore . 

joefelber@hotmoil.com 

PACT Youth Theatre 

Replicant Hotel 
Rep/icant Hotel is 

a contemporary per

formance work incor

porating collabora 

tive writing and per

formance processes. 

The performance is 

layered with media 

archives or keyholes 

strewn about the 

hotel , 0 refuge for 

Repliconts (read any

thing from Poe ta 

Blade Runner). 

Replicant Hotel 
centres on 5 figures 

abandoned by the 

20th century . We 

have a Bell Boy (sometimes encountered in multiples) who is always intervening in potential 

wars with a calming soup . Voltaire, that populist journalist, is pronouncing revolution and 

croissants from his bedroom podium while cities crumble in the distance . Television Boy is 

locked to the Box, in love with the trickle of images that keep him awoke at night. A painter 

is escaping his own portrait and o charming maid ploys out movie scenes behind the cur

tains . 

The challenges of this production include the integration of 5 distinct aesthetics sup

plied by 5 writers and the incorporation of pre-recorded "archives" (video, sound, film) 

bosed on the writing and performance making process. Novelist and dromoturg Mireille 

Juchau hos been working with o small group of emerging writers : Shelley O'Donnell , Brion 

Fuato, Roonno Gonsolvez, Adrian Chiarella and Sarah Rodigori . Together they ore plotting 

on intricate web of moments , each informed by o central figure that hos fascinated them in 

the woke of the 20th century. This work is then fed into the performance group who inter

pret, rip and tea r at the material to develop a performance labyrinth . 

Collaborators : Caitlin Newton -Brood (director), Mireille Juchau (dramoturg & writing 

facilitator), Samuel Jomes {space & media design) , Gail Priest (sound designer), Richard 

Manner (lighting design) . 

Completion : August 2000 . New Media Arts and Theatre Funds, Australia Council, NSW 

Ministry for the Arts, South Sydney Council. pact@v iper .net .ou 
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Something more than choreography 
Company in Space's Hellen Sky at the RealTime/Performance Space 
Flesh & Screen forum 
Across Australia, there are a signihcant 

number of artists and comparues working 
with digital media and in multimedia, each 
in their own distinctive way . sometimes con
tinuously. occasionally in one-oH pro1ects, 
exploring the relationship between live and 
pre-recorded performance, or between live 
and realtime mediated performance, or 
combinations. This list is by no means 
exhaustive, but it is indicative of the extent 
of the engagement: Arena Theatre. Trash 
Vaudeville , Bonemap. Back to Back Theatre, 
Sidetrack Performance Group , Urban 
Theatre Projects , Melbourne Workers 
Theatre, Nerve Shell, Salamanca Theatre , 
Dance Works. Heliograph, Doppio 
Parallello, Anna Sobie/ and Sarah 
Waterson , Dina Panozzo, Marrugeku 
Company, Louise Taube, Snafu, skadada, 
Sam James, Mark Rogers, Brink Visual 
Theatre (Brisbane) and Cazerine Barry . The 
most dedicated and widely travelled (and 
broadcast) of groups committed to exploring 
performance and technology , and for the 
longest lime, has been Company in Space . 

In the first of the Rea/Time/Performance 
Space forums for arusts about vision. train
ing and practice, Company m Space co
Artistic Director Hellen Slcy talked to Keith 
Gallasch, with questions coming from the 
audience when they wished . This is a small 
part of a much longer discussion available 
on the RealTirne website. After a brief intro
duction to the worlc of Company in Space 
(John McCormick is co-Artistic Director). 
Keith asked about the dancer's "relatio nship 
with the screen in performance, your 
awareness of the other dancer who is in 
another spacer 

It's not like you're watching the screen 
all the time but a part of your eye, if you 
need It to, is going to the screen. In telemat
lc works when you're dealing with different 
geographies , the screen Is your conduit to 
the other dancer . No longer are you sharing 
a space , no longer can you hear their 
breath. their fooUall. When working in any 
group choreography and looking at simul
taneity of movement, your perception Is 
already in the physical space, not just 
through your eyes, It's listening, you feel the 
people you're dancing with . There is this 
shared body thing. When you separate from 
that, you still have to feel that you 're sharing 
that space. that. you can get this sense of 
them being there . In terms of conscious
ness, this ls very expansive-how might you 
perceive yourself being in the moment of the 
performance? But there ls this thing which is 
the screen . And It changes depending on 
the circumstances. In January I was in Hong 
Kong and Louise Taube was in a nightclub 
in Melbourne. You can't always put the 
screen exactly where you want it to be in the 
performance space. It's not like you can 
always design it to have the privtlege of your 
point of view going slroight to your partner . 
And you don 't want to be looking at the 
screen anyway. You actually want to be 
addressing all the other things that are 
going on in the space . 

KG Here on video are 2 versions of 
Escape Velocity, one Hellen calls the ·con
tained" performance , and then the telematic 
version performed in 2 locations . 

This was done in 1998 in a non<onven
Uonal space. At this point. the hand and the 
head are orchestrating the sound. So very 
small movements of the body are creating 
the score. What you can 't see is the little 
laser lights on the Door, a grid that doesn 't 
emerge in the video . The movement is being 
motion-detected . Th.e velocity of the move
ment is creating the score. The other sound 
is being mixed into the score because 
there's a ledge up there and we were out of 
the range of the camera and couldn't trig
ger the score. We're about 6 metres up in 
the air by now. You can see Kelly and Luke 
here . They're the ones down below who are 
stopping us from falling on our faces. Not 

only are they belaying us 
through all of this (control
ling the raising and lower
ing of the performers) but 
they're also filmlng us from 
underneath and our 
images are being fed into 
the computer and an effect 
added and it's going 
across a whole cyclorama 
of screens at the back . This 
is their camera point of 
view happening in real 
time as they're belaying us 
and leaning backwards on 
the Door. The whole thing 
was about gravity and loss 
of gravity . Where is the 
body really when we have 
the possibility to exist in 
this virtual space where 
there's no gravity? What is 
meaning there? What Is 
memory there? 

Audience All the 
movement is set? 

It's set in that Lf we 
want 1t to go slow we can. 
In that sec ion where we're Company In Se>ace. Escape Velocity Pholo Jeff Busby 

45 minutes into a 20 minute performance 
where the 2 camera operators and 2 
dancers are in separate locations. The 
negotiation of framing is very intuitive. 
They're having to watch the screen output 
and know that they're putting us in the right 
relationship . Also, the intelligent hub with all 
the computers and the camera network Is 
based in Melbourne and it's a camera feed 
that's going through to Melbourne . On the 
way it's going through a whole lot of 
processes and it's being sent back and 
there's a 3 second delay . So there 's this 
whole thing about time. Some people might 
see it as a problem . I think it's quite interest
ing that time is altered because you're try
ing to pipe all this visual and audio informa
tion through what can be a 2 way exchange . 
You can see here that the image Is slightly 
degraded. my image moreso than Louise's. 

pushing it, we still have the 
privtlege of being with each other and hear
ing each other. The movement Is trying very 
much to be in unison. If we were to hang 
back we would do so together and know 
that we'd brought the score to silence. So 
from night to night. there's some flexibility to 
deal with-'Hey, I really like It here. It's good 
to have it quiet for a bit .' It's quite flexible. 

Audience The audience is not nec-
essarily aware what is happening techni 
cally? 

In a way I don 't care if the audience 
knows It or not but it changes my relation 
ship to it and , therefore, it changes my pres
ence and the evolution of the piece . 

Audience I can see that not know -
ing that the dance and the sound are con
nected wouldn 't matter but the sound seems 
lilce a sea of sound. How does the technolo
gy handle specific or subtle movements 
affecting the sound? 

When we were experimenting with It, I 
could go like that with my little finger and 
Garth Paine could make it a huge or a little 
sound or it could happen 4 minutes later . 
That's its potential . That 's a nice thing to 
play with. I could put the camera on my face 
and just do a whole thing with my tongue. 
It's something more than choreography 
responding to music . It's an expansive expe
rience . And, if we had the privtlege of being 
able to educate ourselves with this stuH, it'd 
be an expansive experience for the body to 
learn . • 

Audience Those little movements, 
do they happen live or did they have to be 
pre-programmed? 

Absolutely in real time. I could ask him 
to delay the data and ii would be different. 
The collaboration then is what becomes of 
data . I have to know the possibilities. Those 
are the things that take time to negotiate . 
For Garth to be able to set up the parame
ters and the data it takes time but it's quite 
interesting. These animations and graphics 
are pre<onstru cted with a brief. Some of 
them I made and some of them I've worked 
with an animation artist. I don't work with 3D 
graphics . You can' t do everything . That's 
great . Why would you want to? Other people 
do one thing really well. You don't have to 
multi-skill . When you're beginning maybe 
you want to Just so you know. I worked with 
an electronics engineer and each of the 
laser lights had stepper motors on them so 
that when you broke the laser beam the 
light would shift. My idea was to have a 3-
dimensional light space which enclosed the 
body but which kept shifting around it. 

Sometimes these things fail too. The stepper 
motors didn 't always work but there's a 
sense that I'm changing the light around the 
body . 

Now you can see the 2 dancers juxta
posed against this but then the camera cho
reography comes in and we're working with 
a duplication of ourselves in the video 
frame . Now Louise is in red and has an 
overhead camera with virtual objects in it. 
Her virtual body is breaking these objec ts, 
creating noises, constructing her score. You 
can see the little icons there on the field . So 
we have an overhead camera point of view 
which is giving her virtual body th.e option of 
being able to break a virtual video object 
which can change the background but also 
orchestrate the sound in real time. 

Audience 
object? 

What 's a virtual video 

It's a video Icon which you can call a 
button. That 's one layer. The mixing in of the 
camera point of view is another layer . Then 
the animations under that are another layer . 
When this object perceives the breaking of 
the object from the virtual camera body, it 
triggers the sound. That 's the system that 
John invented . 

KG That's the video of the "contained " 
version. Here 's the telematic duet. 

This was between Arizona and 
Melbourne . And just lo think about how you 
might set something like this up is a whole 
dialogue in itself . It's about pragmatic 
things, about finding overseas partners who 
understand what you're trying to do ... and 
installing the link. Just getting the link right! 
That 's me in Arizona chatUng to the audi 
ence. It was a thing called International 
Dance and Technology that th.ey held at 
Arizona State University (see RealTune 31, 
page 35). The other place is the Rusden 
Campus of Dea.kin University . 

Audience How is it connected? 
Through an ISDN. A single line . 2641c 

ISDN so it's 128k point to point ISDN. ISDN 
ls what they use for tele<onferencing in the 
corporate sector or in the medical and edu
cational sectors more and more, when you 
have 2 or 3 talking heads. 

Audien ce 
lines. 

It 's like 6 telephone 

And ideally you want to have 3 of them. 
But each time you do it between here and 
America it 's like a $450 per half hour phone 
bill. So, the thing about budgets is interest
ing once you start working on ii. So for me 
to do this work was to reduce ii from about 

I like that. Something's happening in the 
conduit. I think that's interesting . 

Audience I'm curious at what 
po int, if ever, do considerations of more tra
ditional screen arts and their processes and 
methods come into play? 

A lot actually and maybe in our next 
work it's more obvious . Often when you're 
having to control the cross-fades between 4 
or 5 cameras it's much more cinematic and 
cinematic in real time. Things like the dura 
tion of a cross-over , when you want that to 
happen . It's very much a part of the direc
tion of the whole work . As a choreographer I 
always used to work with film. I've been a 
photographer and a lot of my work would 
have Super8 or slides or something to do 
with light. I guess when we first started to 
work with these computers, there was a way 
of actually having all these different things 
speak to each other through a hub which 
meant there was a duplicity of possible jux
tapositions of meaning, and that keeps hap
pening now but through more complex inter
faces. 

Audience Does it influence consid-
erations of structure in the whole work? 

It does. Is the image just happening on 
the screen? Is it happening in the space? 
How long will the image be suspended? I 
don't know if we're consciously thinking 
about filmlc structures in terms of say script
ing but we've discovered that we score 
things in quite a complex way . When you're 
thinking about which camera, what frame, 
what effect, what cross-over, I suppose we 
are . But I hadn 't deliberately thought about 
working in the sense of say , story-boarding 
or something like that. 
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KG Trial by Video is interesting in 
terms of site. It was done at the Economiser 
Building and in the Old Magistrates Court in 
Melbourne where Ned Kelly was tried. It's 
been done in an old building in Glasgow 
recently . What's the importance of site in the 
work you perform? 

I think they empower a work. I suppose 
that's my visual arts perspective-how you 
install a work. what you actually get from the 
physical space, how that can amplify the 
content, how can you construct things so that 
they're satisfying for people Just to walk in as 
an installation before they become enlivened 
through the perlormance . There's lots of his
tories and textures, possibilities within the 
physical space we've worked In. 

For Trial by Video we set up Installations 
at PICA in Perth and at Perlormance Space 
and another space in Brisbane. 
Simultaneously. we were performing in an 
underground railway station In Melbourne. 
We had 2 cameras set up In the installation 
spaces with 2 cameras and an ISDN connec
tion so that the viewers at this end could do 
certain actions and have an influence on the 
performance as it happened in Melbourne . 
They also became part of the visual environ
ment of the performance work. 

The tunnel was blocked at both ends so 
people were contained within the 2 screens 
at either end of the tunnel. In each of the 
spaces In PICA and Perlormance Space and 
here we had the screen. the cameras , a tray 
of sand (audiences could move the sand to 
trigger sound) and a giant book with black 
and white pages . We did it in 1997 when 
Pauline Han.son was so, um, "outspoken". It's 
a very political work deliberately looking at 
the technology and the power of the media to 
be able to manipulate the masses and what 
the potential olDoadlng of that is on an indi
vidual . 

KG A lot of it is about the language of 
political gesture. 

All of the movement was done from 
John's research Into gestures. Basically a 
person doesn't just have identity through lan
guage and appea1a11ce but the way they talk 
with their hands is a development of who 
they are . He gave us scores of gestures to 
use. I was the voice of dissent. He was a 
politician. It's a very strong work and even 
though it was done In 1998. no matter what 
context we do it in again. (we did it in 
Glasgow in March this year) the work 
becomes more sophisticated because we 
know more about the technology and possi
bilities . We change it according to the politi
cal environment. If you're actually looking at 
media power and politics, it's not ever gonna 
get out of history. You'll remember there was 
a strong anti-Asian immigration debate 
going on too. John's half-Chinese and he 
learned the gestures from A-Z of all of these 
different words and perlormed it lilce a lan
guage test. It was as If he was being tested in 
Chinese and English. There was also a little 
bit of text from a Pauline Hanson speech-

Trash Vaudeville 

Loose End 

another flavour to the oral content. 

KG What have you seen of motion 
capture technology? 

Merce Cunningham has done some 
great things with motion capture. I saw it at 
SIGGRAPH in 1998 in F1orida. He has 3 
screens and he's working with coming in 
and out of the frame . And it's Merce 's cho
reography. You just know it's Merce 's cho
reography but It's not a body . It's just this 
whisp of a line but It has weight because 
it's come from a body with weight. And it's 
beautiful. it's just beautiful . And I'm thinking 
I'm getting old too and perhaps I can keep 
going on too. That's a big thing about age 
and Australia. A lot of us want to keep on 
moving and there's not a lot of acceptance 
for older movers in this culture . 

Audience I think technology has 
the potential to change what we experience 
as a real event. That's really going to change 
a lot in the next 20 years JI they do away with 
the screen and write on the retina. So your 
experience will be like a waking dream. 
There's still touch and smell locking you back 
down to earth but... 

At SIGGRAPH there wa.s a wonderful 
woman called Gretchen from Paris. She's 
an installation artist working with 'a trip 
around the world .' It was much more lateral 
than that but the way you experienced It 
was on a little footpad that had pebbles . 
Depending on how you shifted your weight. 
you went on a journey. The materials were 
all very tactile but it was lilce this very haptic 
relationship to the technology that just 
grounded the body in this other experience . 
It was so beautiful . That's installation work 
but the thing of touch and so on are impor 
tant to work about the interfaces-not just 
the eye and the body and the screen. 

KG That's something that Mari 
Velonaki's doing in her work. 

Mari Velonald Yes. I'm trying to link the 
spectator with a projected digital person 
through objects, through smell, touch, 
breath ... 

In installation It's very much more a 
one-to-one relationship. Even though you 
might be in a room with lots of people and 
there might be devices that are making 
that more complex, the notion of engaging 
in the experience in an installation is still 
very much yourself with it. When It can be 
as haptic as possible that's when it's most 
satisfying . 

Mari Velonald When you can forget 
about the interlace and just go through it. 

Company in Space 's new work 
Architecture of Biogra phy (see Working 
the Screen 99, page 16) will premiere in 
association with Melbourne International 
Festival 2001. 

The focus of this new work is o process of experimentation using projected animation 

sequences ond live performance . Animation, produced using dunky but vibrant analogue 

technology, is projected onto large screens and mixed with the live performer to tell a seedy 

story of finding desire and losing your mind . Two characters inhabiting the peripheries of gay 

life aoss paths on the stroke of midnight . Loose End traces the ensuing havoc . 

Trash Vaudeville 

A work in development , Loose End is on investigation into the total integration of per

former and projection . An imated sequences run across 3 screens. Some animations run 

solo, some involve actual highlighted spaces for the performer to become port of the ani

mation and to interact with the projected characters . The work is quite literal in its methods 

of integration creating the effect of a cartoon character coming to life . The body/Image 

integration works particularly well when the animations ore used to stretch reality-when o 

cot transforms into a man, or the soul leaves a battered body and flies up to the heavens . 

The strength of the work is that the technology is used to expand reality, without losing the 

spec.iol vibrancy that con only be created by the presence of the living , breathi ng body on 

stage . Ga il Priest 

Direction, animation and performance T rosh Vaudeville, sound & audio visual manage

ment Severin Sieben, set construction Chris Fox, lighting design David Darker. Performance 

Space, Sydney, July 15 - 17 

Bonemap 

the wild edge 
Bonemop the wild edge dance I screen I 

sound I image I object is a site-specific art

work emphasising the ephemeral body via the 

social and natural landscape . The artists inter 

pret contrasts between the tropical Australian 

environment and the 'wild edge' of urban and 

built spaces. Exploring relationships of the 

moment and notations of identity and place 

sees performance, multimedia, exhibition, 

installation and sound composition merge into the wild edge . Available as discrete modules . 

Challenges : reconnoissonce and personal knowledge of sites; small crew multi-tasking 

in diverse and distant locations ; meteorological and extreme environmental effects on tech 

nical equipment {sun, water, tiny insects inside camera lens); and stretching of human/tech

nical resources. 

Russell Milledge is on artist, curator and consultant. His performance, sculpture, instal

lation art, interface design and multimedia work is collaborative and represented in the col

lections of Queensland Art Gallery and Cairns Regional Gallery. Rebecca Youdell is a cho

reographer and performer working in contemporary dance via site-specific collaborations 

involving multimedia, installation and performance. Collaborators : Glen O'Molley, Michael 

Whiticker and Paul Lawrence . info@bonemop .com . 

the wild edge hos been presented in Cairns and Tokyo and will be seen in Townsville in 

August and as part of /'attitude 27.5° at Brisbone Powerhouse, Septeimber 9 - 25. 
Australia Council, Arts Queensland, The Choreographic Centre (ACT), Cairns City Council. 

www .bonemop .com 

Back to Back Theatre 

Soft 
A collaboration between Bock To Bock Theatre and Deakin University's School of 

Architecture, Soft is o performance merging architectural design, virtual and live perform

ance, chorocter animation and surround sound. Soft will take place in a purpose-built archi

tectural structure and utilise a diversity of media to realise the performers' inner worlds . The 
venue will be a purpose-built, inflatable unit or self-supporting structure incorporating a 360 
degree projection membrane with surround sound . It will include elements of virtual archi 

tecture with the capacity to respond to the actions of performers . 

Established in 1987, Bock to Bock Theatre operates around on ensemble of profession

al performers with intellectual disabilities . Recent artistic work employs digital technology for 

pre-production, documentation , show control and operating technology . 

Collaborators : Rita Holoborec, Mork Deans, Darren Riches, Nicki Holland, Sonio 

T euben (actors/devisers) , Bruce Gladwin (director) , Julianne O ' Brien (dramaturg), Hugh 

Covill (sound design ), Professor Mork Bony with students of Architecture & Building, Deakin 

University, Geelong (physical and virtual design) , Efterpi Soropos (lighting design), Anno 

T regloon (costume design) . bock2bock@ozemoil .com .ou 

Creative development period July-December 2000 .New Media Arts Fund, Australia 

Council; Arts Victoria . 

Denis Beaubois 

Gro up Star e # 1 and #4 
A situation is created where o group of strangers is divided into 2 groups, separated 

and invited to look at each other, each individual given a partner to look at from the other 

group . At any time they may leave the room and their partner choose to refocus their gaze 

on another person . 

The group store is a closed system which generates its own performative platform where 

the viewer is also the performer . The work is exhibited as 2 projections side by side. The ini

tial impoct in the gallery provides on impression of a crowd (possibly an audience) looking 

bock at the viewer . This crowd appears to be reacting to something outside the camera 's 

field of vision. As more time is spent with the work, o relationship con be derived between 

the people from the different screens. 

Denis Beaubois' practice includes performance , video and photography . His works have 

been performed and exhibited throughout Austral ia, New Zealand, Germany , Spain, South 
America and the US. In 1998 he performed in New York and at the Cleveland Festival of 

Performance Art . He was the winner of Bonn Videonole 8 in Germany . In 1999 he was the 
resident guest artist at the Artist Unlimited Group in Bielefeld Germany and is currently 

artist in residence at the University of NSW. His work, Writing , is exhibited as port of 
Spectroscope at Perfoimonce Space (see page 2). 

Group Store is on ongoing project which hos been exhibited in Bielfeld, Geimony and 

was recently shown at BUNKER @ Linden Gallery in St Kilda as well as being performed at 
the Canberra Contemporary Art Space. New Media Arts Fund, Australia Council. 
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More sites, events and artists 
Online 

lolumy Ice, Digital DetectiYe Is a week
ly multimedia comic about futuristic cop 
Johnny, "working with cheap clients and 
even cheaper technology." There are plenty 
of soundbytes and animations within the 13 
edisocles, and more to come. www.secretci
ty.com.au/johnnyice/ 

PreFab , curated by Shiralee Saul & 
Helen Stuckey. Is an exhibition of VRML 
sites exploring the "pleasures and potential
ities of the digital suburbs", allowing viewers 
to explore the virtual homes of architects 
and multimedia artists including Horst 
Kiechle & Jamie C Paynter. 
www.maap.org.au/maap99/prefab/ 

Sydner@rt maps a maze of artists from 
non-English speaking backgrounds, using 
music, video, digital Images, writing labs 
and animation to investigate Sydney life; 
some are incredibly confronting like the 
abusive woman who rings the Multicultural 
Arts Alliance with a diatribe against 
migrants. Real or fiction? Artists featured: 
Justo Diaz, Misako Sugiyama, Tiet Ho, Zoja 
Bojic, Vahid Vahed. 
www multiart.org.au/sydneyart/ 

The 11ne Art Fon.am online gallery 
always features interesting digital artists, 
both Australlan and international, and 
explores crossovers between arts and sci
ences, and the use of medical technology. 
An upcoming exhibition in August is eyesee 
where new Indigenous artists explore digital 
media. 
www.Jineartiorum .org/Gallery/navbar.html 

Melboume's Next Wan festival (see 
Alex Hutchinson review, RT 38) featured a 
wide range of web works under the banner 
Wide Awake: dreaming at twilight, includ
ing Matt Gardiner 's temple of dreams, a vir
tual drive-in cinema. and lest on the net 
(http://arts .abc.net.au/netlestn. online festival 
coverage including net radio . video of per
formances and reviews compiled by RMIT 
students. www .nextwave.org.au 

University of SA's magnet (www .mag
net.unisa.edu.aun promotes the work of stu
dents from the Deparlment of 
Communications with a multimedia channel 
showcasing animation, Interactive works 
and digital video , while design students at 
UWS have put together gleema1rlx, a nifty 
site commissioned by gleebc,oks, which 
looks at the art of writing in a digital context . 
www .design .nepean .uws .edu .au/projects/ 
gleematrix 

Tullana Wong 's teasing site of mango 
gif s and text should keep you busy for a 
while . That 's if you can find your way into 

the site. Persevere. Tiny glimpses , almost 
unattainable, offer frustration and fun. 
www .anu .edu.au/ITNCSA/photomedia /won 
g/interlace / KK 

The Australian Multimedia Catalogue 
has been updated and Is available on the 
website of the Australian F'ilm Commission 
(www.afc.gov.au /resources/searchd/mm /). 
The catalogue lists 740 interactive multime
dia titles recently completed or currently 
being developed by Australian multimedia 
developers . The catalogue is produced from 
the Multimedia Projects Database main
tained by AFC Research and Information . 
This database is also used to produce a 
hard copy version of the catalogue which is 
distributed free to distributors and at major 
International markets such as Milla and E3. 

CD-ROM 
Helea Grace's Before Utopia, A Non-official 
Prehistory of the Present is a really good 
read That's something you can't often say of 
a CD-ROM. It's a multi-layered history of art. 
politics and visual art politics from the mid 
50s to 1990 with the Art Workers Union {NSW) 
at Its centre . Grace has done the editing, col
lating, curating and Umellning--ot the centre 
of the work is a string of years to click your 
way through. each marked by a choice quo
tation and an trnage--a photo or a poster. 
Then you click into the year of your choice to 
find a table of 3 columns-Art. Union, 
World-each with events, documents, inter
view transcripts and Images. U you want to go 
further Into the documents, you can and. 
beyond. into the extensive artist/writer bibli
ographies. The glimpses of Art Workers 
Union posters designed for parties and 
protests are powerfully evocative of more 
combative political times as are the often vig
orous documents and diatribes taken from 
notes, minutes, jounals, catalogues, BUGA UP 
graffiti and the press. Grace hasn 't written a 
history, she's facilitated the making of one. It's 
up to you lo put ii all together . It's an invalu
able resource, easy to use, and. as she says . 
the CD-ROM format allows it to be sooner or 
later added to-something you find yourself 
often inclined to. One complaint-the single 
loop of music (it's all I got) could drive you 
mad unless you're addicted to the band. but 
even then. .. Tum off the sound Before Utopia 
is not a whizz-bang CD-ROM but it does what 
ii sets out to do and does it well . 
Media .Culture Books, Series Editor McKenzie 
Wark. Distributed by Pluto Press. KG 

Uad e Bll1, created by Debra Petrovich 
and produced by Julianne Pierce, forecast 
in Working the Screen 1999, is about to be 
launched as part of an installation at 

The Men Who Knew Too Much 

Virtual Humanoids 

Artspace in August. A sneak preview 
revealed a haunting evocation of a disturb
ing relationship , shot in black and white and 
mixed in with historical/home movie footage . 
You work your way through a house and the 
surrounding landscape in a regional Indus
trial town, triggering recollections and anxi-
eties. KG 

ltleraty Garbett 's Parasite follows the 
journey of a parasite through the human 
body-o street system with road signs to 
vital organs. It was recently exhibited at the 
e-media gallery at the Contemporary Centre 
for Photography In Melbourne. 

Events 
Experlmenta's Orbital, shown simultane

ously at CCP and the Lux Centre for ril.m, 
Video and Digital Media In London. has just 
finished . It featured artists Brook Andrew, 
Raymond Peer, Megan Jones, Nicola 
Loader , MargJe Medlbt & Nigel Helfer 
exploring, through digital media. Australia's 
cultural and topographical landscapes and 
issues surrounding salination. biological & 
technological ecosystems, cultural identity & 
colonialism (see review In ReaJTtrne 39). 

Octopus no. 1 at 200 Gertrude St 
Melbourne (until August 16) is the first in a 
series engaging with the "changing percep
tion of objects according to the tenets of the 
digital. the virtual and the technological 
realms." Curated by Max Delany, artists 
include ADS Donaldson. Julia Gorman. 
Mlchael Graeve & Sandra Selig. 

James Angus ' new works at 
Experimental Art Foundation, Adelaide (until 
August 5), play with scale, using digital tech
nologies to calculate and model shapes and 
objects falling from high altitudes at the 
moment of collapse. Chris Chapman, direc
tor, writes that "dynamics software, CAD 
and stereolithography [are used) to realise 
in actual physical tenns an Imaginary, or as 
the artist suggests, 'virtual event' ." 

Marrugeku Company , a collaboration 
between Stalker and Kunwin jlc:i people from 
Kurnbbulunya in the Northern Territory , is 
developing Crying Baby , a large-scale out
door inter-cultural performance employing 
physical theatre . Kunwin jki dance , music , 
film, Installation. weaving , sound art and 
composition . Funded by the New Media Arts 
Fund of the Australia Council . 

Recent publications 
Go online , slip in the ensemble logic 

CD-ROM , and you have access to a host of 
electronic Writing Research ensemble and 
associated writers . As editor Teri Hoskin 

says In her "post-face" , "what this book 
wants to do is to open up portals , or 
spaces between pro jects/events-to 
restructure the structure without shifting a 
tag, sans touching a stone or a strut. " A 
handsomely produced book of text offers a 
foretastes of the works . Contributors 
include Linda Marie Walker, Linda Carroll , 
Josephine Wilson , Bill Seaman , Sue 
Thomas, Mark Amerlka, Katie More , Dylan 
Everett and more . 
http ://ensemble.va .com .au 

Artllnlr, Vol 20, no I. Reconciliaton? 
Indigenous Art for the 21st centuJY, 
Includes Susan Angel's "Remote area 
computer art: multimedia talent emerges 
at Yuendumu", focusing on the work of 
Donovan Rice. 

Pbotollle #60 , August 2000 
Edited by Mllce Leggett, this edition 

includes Darren Tolls on Murray McKeich; 
Les Wallcling on the industrialisation of 
Image manipulation tools; Leggett on the 
discontinued Photoshop 'rival' , Live 
Picture; Edwina Bartleme on queer theory 
and digital aesthetics as she prepares 
Queer Transgressions for the Brisbane 
Powerhouse; Ricky Cox on internet oppor
tunities for photographers; plus the work of 
the Perth-based group of media artists, 
Retarded Eye. The issue features work by 
Patricia Piccinini, Caroline Brunet, Marty 
Saint James, Xiao Xian Liu and Rebecca 
Cummins along with reviews of recent 
exhibitions . Published by Australian Centre 
for Photography . www .acp.au.com 

ART A.la Paci/Jc , Issue 27, 
new .media . For Images and information 
alone , this Is an Impressive Issue. It 
includes Japan 's Dumb type; Interactive art 
in Japan; Korean video art ; Melboume's 
Federation Square; electronic art in 
Malaysla; Taiwan-born Shu Lea Chang 's 
provocative New York site and onllne 
works; and the boom in mainland Chinese 
video installation . Kathy Cleland writes 
about New Zealand 's Maureen Lander 
and John Fairclough , Sydney-based artists 
Melinda Rackham and Justine Cooper , and 
Canberra -based. Hong Kong-born Juliana 
Wong . With assistance from MAAP, a 
selection of articles will appear on 
www .artasiapa cific .com 

Ashle y Crawford , formerly Editor of 
the late lamented 21.C and new media cor
respondent has been appointed Editor of 
the New York -based Artbyte magazine . It's 
glossy and informative and occasionally 
glimpsed in Australian inner-city 
newsagencies . Congratulations Ashley . 
www .artbyte .com 

Melboume's Planetarium as a performance venue was 
an Inspired choice by The Men Who Knew Too Much . In 
this space Virtual Humanoids was a wondrous meeting of 
interfaces; electronic art and absurdism , screen and stage , 
live and virtual , human bodies and computerised voices. 
The venue 's while dome-shaped roof functioned as more 
than the computer screen: It enveloped audience bodies 
leanJng back In their chairs angled towards the horizontal. 
Projected Images floated across laid-out torsos and 
upturned faces. A disembodied humanoid voice as direct or 
seems almost a family familiar tucking us In for the night 
Hal meets Star Trek's Spock . 

of the internet surf , short fast grabs seemingly at random , 
except th.at The Men 's web search deliberately brought up 
cultural clashes and longstanding anxieties ; dehumanised 
corporate men , robe unthinking behaviour , a cross 
dressed bride , an electronic maze . 

The production confirmed my view that much of the 
new media arts retains the distinctions of artistic disci
plines . This work was clearly performed to and for an audi 
ence who like theatre , with even the obligatory participa
tion when one spectator was singled out to be pho
tographed and scanned onto a suited body In the virtual 
world . This approach is quite different to the stand-alone 
electronic screens in the visual arts where flat gallery walls 
become huge screens or miniaturised monitors are hidden 
in other objects or multiples function like mundane sculp
ture , for example the shopping-mall aura of Nam June 
Paik 's latest work. Or where galleries overseas must 
employ attendants to encourage visitors to Interactively 
click and scroll the artwork on screens like those they have 
at work . Because new technologies are already so 
advanced in corporcr.e and game delivery, and webcam 
broadcasting seems to have been co-opted by the sex 
industry , innovation in electronic screen performance 
needs to generate more than technological presence in 
image display or more immediate script access. At least 
New York computer installation artist Toni Dove and 
dancers like Company In Space 'move ' the technology 
imaginatively . 

Enter 6 male performers . Writer-designer Simon Hill , 
Patrick Cronin , Louis Dlngemans and Richard Gray , llve . 
vertical , human -like In dark suits and heavy-rimmed glass
es delivering pithy lines. Peter Eckersall appeared on
screen , often only In Ice blue , pinkish outlines of his head . 
Music and VR creator Adam Nash played the hacker , 
Setarcos , live , seated , driving the Images on the dome 
screen and emailing longingly to the only visible woman, 
Yasuko Yohama , who emails back that she Is virtual . 
Performance director was Susie Dee. 

Virtual Humanoids Is an early 21 st century reinvention 
of the variety show: jokey , blok:ey, silly , amusing, beguiling, 
techno-savvy and clever . Larger-than life Images of Man in 
evolution up to the stage of 'suits ' ringed the dome, a blue
suited, headless virtual singer cloned as wall-paper , a 
Martian selling white-goods, gigantic table settings , a 
cyber housefly at the cyber fly port . The net refracted 
through domestic life. The show performed the aesthetics 

Screen Images alternated back streets and identildt 
houses, with abstract computer generated figures and pat 
terns, several of which were sensationally beautiful 
mobiles and sensory tunnels. Hilarious web pages with 
extreme environmen al messages pointed towards alienat 
ed ineffectualness - trees as information lists . If the show 's 
gentle humour highlighted the deliciousness of human 
opportunism and games in the dot com world , it's form 
linked the disembodiment of dotcoms to dehumanising cor
porate norms . The ideas are not new. They have a history 
as the nostalgic use of lines from 60s comedy attested . 
However , making connections between the web 's illogicali
ty and its market driven commercialism is a crucial mes 
sage towards awareness of the consequence of social life 
mediated by on-line languages. 

Virtual Humanoids ' polished , stylised format integrat 
ed its digital Imagery completely with live sequences . 
Electronic technology was used In the artmaldng , not 
merely as the broadcast medium . I found myself silently 
disputing Philip Auslander 's claim that the televisual 
invariably dominates llveness . My attention roamed equal
ly between the performers ' faces and screen images , per 
haps because their bodies were in a life-like scale to my 
own In the second row but also because their faces were 
specially lit. 

Virtual Humanoids also offers an innovative approach 
with its comic expressiveness and captivating spaces that 
expose the failings, foibles and duplicity of these new tech
nologies we love . Peta Tait 

Virtual Humanoids, The Men Who Knew Too Much, 
Melbourne Planetarium , Scienceworks , July 19-30 
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Anti-auteur: music video art 
Erin Brannigan 

with f the best new and established 
m le anis and occupy the fertil c mmon 

ground betw m · and screen. 
Consequently they arc financially supponed b 
the m lndusay and, In a productiv recipro

cal relationship, intlucn the developmcn and 

directions within that Industry . At this point , 

between disdplin and their assodaled tech

nologies, between art and promotion, between 
production and product , the m k video ~ 

cnlgroas . In a move that has been 

toyed with by avant-garde fihruJ:lu , the 

power hicrarchics implicit in crcdi arc absent 

hen: rcprcscnting the ituatlon for the m 
video dcscribcd above ; they result from many 
forces that th impulse to identify an 'auteur' 

. ipated . 

Having recently been prcscntcd with the 
task of rcscarchlng the 'bot choreographers ' of 
the moment, I naturally turned to m videos . 

The hislory of commcrdal dance In the Lat 

20th century has bc.:n a succcs.wn of fads 

drawn dlrcctJy from this small scrccn genre : 

Mlchad Jackson' softened rap moves, Janet 
Jackson' 'one-move-per-beat ' scyle, Paula 

Abdul ' hard hitting accents, all had their day 

and, t differing dcgrccs , stW Unger Oil In jazz 

around the couoay . But identifying Ricley 

Martin ' choreographer (who Incidentally Is Tina 

Landon of Janet Jackson fame) Is no easy feat; 

profcssiooal dance networks across SA, fan. 

dub websites and finally the LA music video 

awards website had to be negotiated . The peo
ple who help crearc the 'aura' of our popstars 

arc thus thcm5dYcs surrounded by mystique 

due to the scarcity of Information relating to 

them . 

Wlrh the rise of clcctronic dance music that 

often has a pasty DJ as Its 'star ' inRcad of an 

appealing singer , doors have opened for musk: 

video dlrcctors both In terms of c:rcadve free. 

dom and recognition . Combined with the 'mys-

tiquc ' mentioned above , dlrcctors such Ouis 
Cunningham and pike J001.C bav acquired cult 

status and both no mo e between th m ic 
video fi rmat and fi turc film work . 

Three clip by Cunningham were scrccncd 

at Mu VI (at th Kilda Film F ivaJ and 

when:) : Window Licker ( phcx Twin) , All ls 

FulJ of Love (Bjork) and Africa Sbox (Lcft:field) . 

unnlngham ' feature film work indudcs 

igning the aliens for Allen 3 and he Is cur
rently directing a film version of euroma,u:er . 

H also in discussion with t.anlcy Kubrick 

about a sd-fi project bcfi re th director' death . 

I'm sounding like a fan beca I am one. 1llc 

11 minute version of Window licker · a 
rcmatbblc short film rcfcrcncing the boot clips 

ted with American R&B, Michael 

Jackson' mini-musicals of the 80s, pike Lee' 

dncmatk acsthctk: , and the chorcog,aphy of 

Gene Kelly . It also comments on the pon:rayal of 

women in video clips (a close-up of ccllulltc

ladcn bildnk:lad buttocks gyrating in slow-mo Is 

truly awesome/awful) and the con.stNCtion of 

the popsw , with the artist's face appearing oo 
cvcry-OOdy. In the Bjooc clip , the camera fctlshls

tically lingers over 2 Bjooc robot doncs who 

then proceed to tcndcdy embrace, metal to 

metal , and In Africa Sbox, an African man wa1ks 

the city streets gradually losing limbs that shatter 

like clay, crcadng images of a literally broken 

man that arc rcally distressing. 

The latitude allowed these filmmak was 
addrcsKd by the forum panel but always In the 

cootcXt of an art vs Industry binary which led 

nowhere . The play with genres , pop culture 

coostruetloos and the shift away from idcnd 

perform a tightly eh rcog,aphed ball to th 

( tar Escalator b Scnsorama) 

and anolhcr that f caturcs an ccrlc scrfil-rural 

landsclpc with a dlstllllt overpass that glitters 

with passing traffi that thro off UF lik 

light , ploding cry now and then Into a 

pyrotcchnk peak when the musi demands lt 

(.411 Pair by Krcldler) . 

1llc inclusion f fuVI in the Kilda Ftlm 

val and the attention granted to m · 
at ·va1s such Oberhausen testimo-

ny to the innoY'atioo and rapid development 

occurring in this field . Although, as ooc audience 

member pointed out, David Bowie bas been 

ooco this for decades . ru keep watching Rage oo 
Friday nights to what happens next. 

Muvi-lnlernatlona/ music vllkosfrom 

tbe Oberhausen Fam Festival In Germany; 

cM.uvi-ftna/lsts from tbe A.lcbemy el«tronlc 

music video rompetttton; AFJ ronvenatlons on 

film: Valballa, Sydney.June¾" George 

Cinemas, Melbourne May 31,June 4; E1«trlc 

Shadows, Canberra.June I I; F17 tbealre , 

Perlb,June 23-24; AFI State Cinema, Hobart , 

July J-2; Mercury Cinema, Adelaide ,JuJy 6-8; 
rate Library ofQld tbealrette , Brlsbane,JuJy 

12 & 15. t Kllda Fam Festival May 31-June 4 

Valu for money at the Sydney Film Festival? 
imon Enttcknap 

How do you measure a film' worth? In 

Qouds of May , a lovingly l.etbargl<: film from 

Turkish director uri Bilg Cc-yian, then: · a 
in which a film clircctor the same 

scene again and again, trying to caprurc a pcrfi 

tak while addin8 up the mounting f th 
film (which, presumably , what it to male< 

the film we 're watching) . Toe joke that , ulti

mately , 're the ones who choose to pa and 

watch this soalJcd waste of film, and w do 

because w expect a pay-off in the end , a reward 

for our pcrsevcran , just like the little boy in 

the film who must carry an egg in his pocket for 

40 da in order to gain a musical watch . 

Such qucstlons f value and recompense 

were partk:ularly relevant to this year' festival 

where subscribers , who oocc had access to 

nearly all the festival films, were asked to pay 
extra to sec about half the program, Including a 
retrospecttve of Alan Oarlce films and cra1 

documentaries . A subscription stW bought you 

to nearly 40 features and documentaries 

at the State theatre-good value, undoubtedly

but a major dWlgC from previous years in 

which ooc of the pleasun:s of the festival has 

been the freedom to wander from screen to 

screen , dipplog In and out of the light, sUdlng 

from your scat if something became lOO soporif 

k , or pcrchancc to suy , having the luxury to 

take a punt oo an unknown. Alas, the da of 

being a film flancur scan to be numbered ; we 

must make a cboicc , dlsaim.inate, cxetdsc our 
buying power-and it hurts . 

Two films which paid in full at the State 

were Human Resources and .Ralcalcber, both 

dcscribcd as being rcmlnlsccnt of Ken Loach 's 

films despite their dilJcttnccs In loolc and fccl . 

What they shared was a focus oo wor1dng 
communltics under , from cootcmporary 

Industrial France to the tcncmcnt blocks of 0s 

Glasgow . Human Resources also recalled 

Bertrand Ta cmlcr' It All tarts Today from last 

car' fi val , particularly in th way it docu-

mented th cfti 

er , this local talent 

Iv , a ilcnt oppressed mass waiting to be 

ved through the c.liorts of the prof. iona1 
-the schoolteacher , the artist , th social 

worker etc . Human Resources, on th other 

hand , caprurcs th compl interaction and 

ancagorusm between , even within the 

same bmily, and prcscn all the players 
dynamic, engaged individuals ; th result Is a film 

about the campaign for a 35-h<>ur workllg week 

which also a moving Oedipal drama. 

Toe pecia1 quality of RalcaJcber in I 

uncompromising nature, not much the result 

of any gritty , ln-ycr..facc shock tactics-it Is a 

tough but tender film and wccplngly beautiful 

throu81>oot-but rather in Its absolute refusal to 
sentimentalise the lives of its characters . In this 

respect it 5U@8CStS Loach' Kes-Ramsay goes 
dose to offering us the fulfilment of a happy 

ending but can't quite do it, doesn 't go for the 

easy satisbcdon-but it rcmlndcd me cspccialJy 

of Tcrcncc Davies' li1ms about childhood , 

noc:ably in the USC of 50Ulld and song to evoke 

the most deeply wrouatu cmodons conccming 

f.unlly. ~. ycamlng ... 

Tune to get personal. Innocence and A 

Pomograpblc Affair offered contra5ting views 

of a woman and a man' lust In actlon , or per

haps love in all Its glory and pathos . Paul C.Ox' 
new film cx:un.incs what happens when fcclinp 

you thought bad expired many moons ago rum 
around and bite you with renewed Vigour even 

the sands f time arc bcginnlng to peter out. 

ot urprlslngly then , the protagonists barely 
have time to sit Still for long , arc alwa on the 

mov , constantly coming and g ing they ay 

to g at I on thing sualgbt before the death 

kn U unds . It' a film full of rcflca.ion , litcrall 

in the myriad windo and mirrors , cU In 

th m uths of charact who like to ruminat 

with semcnccs like "Th thing about 

they omp around 

the living room, up and down river banlcs, in 

and Out fho 
In contraSt , A Ponwgrapblc Affair Is all 

a.bout ying Still and n()( ying very much , in 

bet th I said th better-it' pretty much a 

no-names affair. While C.Ox' characters can 
hardly constrain thcmsclvs , the Man and th 

oman In A Pornographic Alf air pcnd a lot of 
tlmc lttlng around ( table , same day) being 

insautabl bcfi re rctlrlng dlscrcctly to a nearby 

hotel room. Their affair · all about ying in 

cootrol-don 't give too much away , come too 

soon, open up- that any emotion which 

cmcrgcs here ls as Intense it Is insignificant. A 

mock-documentary style gives everybody the 

chance to be mature and objcctivc , as wcll as 

preventing the viewer or anybody else from get· 

ting too close . ext qucsdon please. 

In the world of real documentary , Hcddy 

Honigmann ' film, Crazy, goes to the opposite 

cxtrcmc, dwlng any tell-we signs of emotion 

like a dog after a stick. • o comment" not 

accept2blc bcrc. In a series of grimly repetitive 

interviews with Dutch peace kccpcrs about 

their cxpcricn in various cw Workl Order 

~ (Cambodia, Rwanda, Bosnia) , 

Honigmann asks the soldiers to listen to a piece 

of music conncctcd with their cxpcricnccs

thcn keeps the camera rolling . a strategy, it 

opens up ibilid fi r exploring the rol of 

popular musi In the military (arias for the offi
cers and euro-pop for th rccrui ) but , ultimate

ly, comes across as a rather crude means of get• 

ting subjects to cmoce on camera. And they 

do-at length-until I dcspcrat wanted som 

body to make som connections between all 

this agony and the practice of using sokli to 
(not) fight for peace . There arc q 

could have been ked here-such why the 

OOOaliC:O but also paralysed by th 

not asked Is because It might SCtV only to dis

tract from th pain . 

For a f2r better use of music means of 

doing all tb ,dungs to a culture-cx:uninc , 

plorc, explain , CX2.lt (but n()( cxplolt)-rcfcr 

to Burled CounJry. Toe m 
Koori twist, the humanity 1 pure rockin ' 

gold, and Jimmy Uttle sang live on sugc-a hard 

act r. r the rest of the festival to follow . 

So was it all worth it In the end? As a fcsdval 

replete with strong saccnlngs and thoughtful 

programming, it left me feeling completely 
wbc1mcd, neither more nor . I came , I w , I 

consumed-the ideal new festival patron 
(except I didn 't pay) . 

Buried Counay , dlrecJor Andy Nebl, 

Australia; Oouds of May, direcJor/wrlter/pb<r 

rograpby url Bilge Ceylan, Turltey. Crazy, 
dlreaor Heddy Honlgmann, etberlands; 

Human Rcsourccs. dlrecJor Laurent C.anet, 
France; lnnoccncc, director/writer Paul Ou; 

Australia; A Pornographic Affilir, dlrecJor 

Frederic Fonteyne , France ; Ratcatchcr , direc

tor/writer Lynne Ramsay, UK; Sydney Film 

Festival, State Tbealre,June 9 • 23 
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St Kilda Film Festival: digital links 
Anna Dzenis 

Fusi n , o . Fu ing ; fused m ; blending of 

dW: rent thin into on ; coallti n 

... wben two stran c Images meet, two 
Ima es tbat are tbe work of two poets purm 
lng separate dreams , Ibey apparently 
strengtben eacb otber ... • 

Gaston Bacbelard, Poetic of pac 

Fusion wa an evening of multimedia 

pr cntation , a pan of the t . Kilda Film 

Fe tival program . untor uc McCauley uc 

ccs fully brought togcth r a nngc of material 

with the tatcd aim of exploring the interac 

tive po ibiUtl of digital media . The pro

gram wa scheduled to take place in 3 sepa 

rate sc ion . The ftrst introduced several 

new Innovative D-R M works ; the second 

focu d on the demon tration of a number of 

politically charged intenctivc documcn-

tarle ; and the third howcascd a variety of 

performance piece which al in orporated 

digital material . 

Curator uc McCauley commcn : • the 

cuntor of the program for the second yC21' in 
uc Jon, I knew that the f. tival and partic -

ularly th venue was a fantasti opportunity to 

showcase the lat in CD-ROM and perform-

ance . It is not often that artists get this sort of 

opportunity . As a urvey type , I felt that I 

could do 3 vety different sorts of programs 

where artists could demonstrate their works 

for the general f. tival-going audience . 

•1 have recently also coordinated the digi 

tal ans program for the ext ave Festival , 

Wide Awake Dreaming at Twlllgbt . In both 

events I focused on creating contc:xts for the 

exhibition of multimedia works that did not 

rely on viewers looking at works on the com

puter . I was int re ed in getting away from 

the idea that th ite of production the 

exhibition platform . I want to give artiSt th 

opportunity to pc th box wh n howing 

th ir w rk . work w re incorpora~ d in 

installati n , in theatrical pcformance or as 
installation . • 

It ha becom c mmon pra ticc to incor -

porat D-ROM into film f. tival programs . In 

1clboum 

timcdla works have been t up in Coye and 

adja ent gallety pac enabling patrons to 

m ve between film screenings and th intera -

tiv . There were , however , eral things that 

mad th Fusion program quite di tinctive . 

First was th diversity of material that was pre

sent d-a dem nstration of th real rang of 

work currently being undertaken . odwas 

the imprcs ive way that a human prcscn e 

was brought back to th centre of the multi

media Stage . lbJ took th form of the creators 

of the CD-ROM actually presenting their 

work , taking the audience through som of 

the pathway of their crcatlons , and answering 

FILMshorts 

668/cell, Cybetmyth 

qu ti n about the work and the creative 

proc . It also cook th form , in th ftna1 
ion , of a number of manifCStati ns of th pcr 

fi rming body , from playfully acerbic mon 

logue to high-tech choreograph d dance 

Dream Kitchen is an int :ractlvc top-moti o 

animation . The pa 

pristin , gleaming kitchen kl 

explained that th concept original d in a 

t0ry from Japan where pcopl put on VR h l

e what th ir dream k.itch n might be 

tart to explore this dream 

which allow us to lip into the ov o , und .r 

th fridg , down th ink. Here we discov r 

debris , missing pens and pencils , and rodents : 

we arc even able to administer electric hock 

to a rat. Each return to the kitchen pa• e ftnds 

it in increasing disarray-dirt:ler , m ier , 

falling apan . In comparison , the pace for 

Matthew Riley' Memo is more personal and 

m ditatlve . Riley ' idea was to create an artist ' 

diary full of hand-drawn , paint rly ketch 

and scrawling text in a high-tcch m dium . He 

wanted this journal -like tructurc to in orpo

rat his many ob rvatioos of th relationship 

betwe n popular culture and th everyday . 

And h felt that interactivity would enabl him 
to ugg t comp! x conj411ction of meaning 

us 

works . 

ion featured a seri of 

intcra tive documentaric with tough political 

and educational ag ndas . It became clear that 

cvid nt 

callaborati n between th subj to-

rytcJlcrs . Filmmakcr and actiVist Richard 

Fnnkland intrOduccd th D-ROM 1be Lore of 
tbe Land and poke of the way Frayoework 

Multimedia ' work upponcd Indigenous peo
ple in celling their own tori by not editing 

Timor Identity, Re istance and Dreams of 

Revolution , rum d out to be an equally inter 

e ting hybrid that includ a rc-cdlt of filmmak 

er Trevor Gnham' Land Bilong Islanders 
with a new ending taken from his other film 

Matx>: Life of an Island Man . A great dca.l of 

extra material has also been gathered together 

into this CD-ROM to make it a valuable 

research resource with clear educational 

potential . 

The third I n w the m t provoca -

tive and high octane . Uve performers interact 

ed with digital projcc1Jons of pre-recorded 

lmag -a fusi n of voic , bodies , and danc 

ing limbs in a multimedia theatre-Scape . Frank 

Lovece ' Poopants was a voicc-<lrlvcn work 

dedicated to namitive . Lovcce' fast-track 

moo logue touched on · u of violence , th 

republic, race and class as his words and voice 

interacted With projected Image fragments . A 

ri of recns and tructurcS were strategi

cally scr up on tage to further break up and 

fragment the lmag , and complicate pos ible 

readings or interpretations . The next 2 per
formances were Cazcrine Barry' innovatlve 

dance works . Pony Girl took its inspiration 

from Girl's Own Annuals and Barry' prancing , 

energetic body took mock riding lessons from 

a 60s tyle projected voice . Lampscape was a 
more m meric pi cc with Barry dancing 

behind a larg gauze screen hadowed by , and 

interacting with , lmag of b rsclf projected 

through the rccn-a theatre ofth ftgural . 

To ftnal performance was a futuristic work of 

alchemy which came from th Toky<H>aSCd 

collaborative group 66b/ccll ' Cybermytb , a 

co llaboration of Japan 

formers . Th work they pre nt d a remix 

of th ' Faust-a kind of Faust in pa c-

tum whi h imermittcntly flashed and creat 

ed their own light show , pen, rming choreo

graphed Butoh •inspircd dan ce movcm nts 

which al in orporated digital video proj c

tioos . During qu tion tim , one of th artist 

plain d that they had tri d th picc with 

visual alon but i It that it wasn 't enough . 

Th 

menu . Invoking M uley ' words , Fu ion 

was a program which • pcd the box". 

Fusion, St Kllda FIim Festival, 1be George 
Ballroom , Melboume,June 2 

Hurt, a fllm made by young people in North West NSW as part of a project Fllm Australia scored a hat-trick at the Sydney Fllm Festival with attendffs vot-

ln conjunction with non profit arts group BIG hART (seen In performance at ing The Diplomat, Tosco and Burltd Country the three most popular docurnen- TVshorts 
the Adelaide Festiva0, has been nominated for 2 AFI awards . With the 

assistance of fllmmaker Phillip Crawford and screenwriter Scott Rankin, 

250 children from Walgett, Narrabrl, Tamworth, Armldale and Moree were 

involved In the making. NSW Premier Bob Carr commented, "lhe film has 

already been adopled by the Federal Office of the Status of Women as a 

tool to address domestic violence Issues, but what ls most Important Is 

the effect that making the film has had on changing the lives of the young 

people at the core of the project. • 

Extreme Heat is a new project (financed by Pacific Fllm & Television 

Commission and AFC) geared to creating low cost production opportunities 

for Qld filmmakers. Rubber Gloves from Kris Kneen & Anthony Mullins 

(whose short Stop competed at this year's Cannes Festival), Sandra 

Graham's Mohammed's Passlonand Crack by AFI winner Evan Clarry are the 

first films funded under the scheme and will be completed in late August. 

taries. Winning film, Tom Zublycki's The Diplomat, with a special appearance by 

Jose Ramos Horta, received a standing ovation and has been nominated for Best 

Documentary and Best Direction In the AF1 Awards. Sharon Connolly, Fllm 

Australia's CEO said, "these latest accolades are further proof t.hal Australian 

audiences appreciate the quality, relevance and diversity of the documentaries 

which Australia produces.• The Diplomat will be released nationally, commenc

ing in Sydney August 18, and all 3 films will screen on SBS. 

can for shorts: Melbourne Fringe Festival is looking for short films of less than 

20 minutes for Short Stuff. an open access program. 0ocos, animation, dlgilal, 

experimenta~ fiction are all welcome. Deadline August 18. Tel 03 9481 5m, 

www.melboumefringe.org.au. 

Media Resource Centre. Adelaide, Is presenting a series of seminars called 

lipsync .. The next session on Aug 29 looks at "What Makes A Good Short.• 

Tel o8 8410 0979, www.mrc.org.ou 

Four new TV programs have been commissioned under the FTO/SBS 

Independent 0IY TV Initiative, which encourages original and Imaginative 

ideas for TV. Video Dore, In the Swim, Let's Vote and Bloodsports feature 

Real TV, a political game show, ex-Olympic swimmers and the Kelly family 

Christmas dinner. Stay tuned. 

The ABC Is planning a second season of Short and Sweet for broadcast In 

December and is scouting for dramas less than 25 mlns with no restrictions 

on style or content. Call Wendy Charell, 02 9950 3670. 
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Will the AFC §a~ screen cor1x,1;ersation'P 
Ben Goldsmith 

In k ping with our new rastC fi r pubU c.lis
dosurcs of partiality, I IDIN at the OUISCl dcclarc 

my hand. I bav been a member of the ustraUan 

Alm lnstitut since 1996. I rcgularty use:, lll05l 

oftco at a distance, the Institute ' research and 

infonnation service and its wliquc collectioo of 

electronic and print ~ ranging from 

scriptS, to pres., packs, to clippings files, to trade 
papers, books and academk journals of criticism, 

analysis and theory . I have also been an audience 

for a larg number of films and ocher projects 

as.ued by the Ausualian Film Commls.wn. I 

ha ancodcd festivals and scrccnings, confer

ences and seminar.l, pmnieres and opening night 

parties . I haY pretcodcd to be import:Ull in pub

lic and alone, in a crowded room With my 

name pinned to m 5hlrt. r written about some 
of these t and CYents . Some of writings 

ha been published . One r rwo have been 

l'Clld. I taught srudies to 5CCOlld year 
Wldergradua for a short period . l'v been 

researchJng screen policy, production and con-

when the flavour of debate rumed to listma.king 

and deficient exp f favouritism. 
r pleasantly surprised by the new incama-

f Cinema Papers. I won a , · 
peti . run by the 'rbat1 C/11 'file w ite . I 

read M tro when I can find it in Brisoone, Encore 
and ifmagazin rcgularly , of fnema and 

Screening tbe Past periodica11y. I fraudulentl y 

appeared on national public radio and tc pul> 

Uc television talking knowkd ly 

permit, I take an actiYC iru 

Australian screen a.tlture , or what I p er to call 

th OOllY tion . 

R l policy decisioos and amendrnen to 

funding procedures and guKICiines made b th 

newly restrucrurCd Australian Film COcnmiiSslo 

in ustralia . are notable 

for number of reasons. They priviieg 

production over consumption, downpla the role 

of public debate in nurturing a vigorous 

cultutc, and strain the web of relationships con

necting the film industry and the education 

tor . Al a broader leYcl they are symptoma f 
th new cultural policy covirooment in which 

the dominan .t are not f 

cem and cultural commitment, but 

nomic bc:nefit and lndustriaI devdopmenL 
preach new policymaking priori · for the 

cultural or. And priori retJca and 

deriY from new rc:Iationshi between cultural 
Ind . and public funding . and the 

rt, Kim Dalton advised that 

primarily directed 

or , and 

10 fund the 

prow ion of to the ed tion , I.he 

funding that the lnstitut ' research and informa

rcceiVing from the 

in Decc:mbc:r 2000 . The 

dalm made in an a.rtide in 7be e 

(Phllippa Hawker , • ut! fnstitu cri foul 

funding slashed ", April 19), and another by Paul 

of Cinema Papers ('In 

and developmeo ' 
. ion , if canicd through, has 

potcotlally d"isas~.15 implicadoos for the AFl 

the research and information service under

girds and links all of the AFl' activities : short film 
and documentary and dlstributloo : a travel-

ling exhibition program including the ational 

Cincmalhequc, ocC2Sional seasons and the annual 

AFl Awards scrccnings and ceremony. A working 

group comprising rcprcscntatives of the ' the 
AFI, ScreenSound AUStralia (formerly the ational 

Ftlm and Sound Archive), Film ustralia, the 

Australian Film Tekvision and Radio School and 

Cinemcdia has been rcvicwing the need for the 

and their value to the Industry through

out the year. The group will WlCJoub(edly tak 
not of the volume of support the Institute has 

from within the film Industry, from the 

education or, and from ocher UStra1ian and 

international film agcncics and organisations. II 

understood that there is a strong possibility some 
kind of accommodation will be reached, and it is 

to be hoped that funding to permit the centre to 

cootinuc will be 

11lCtC · a new of natlonal and interna-

tional tensions, challeng and opportuni · for 

technology, policy and COJ'ltent production-the 

1M cmallon , communication and 

entertainment media and Ind 

f production and co-production 

growing indden f runa production and 

srudio construction; new competition for ey 
from the intcmCt, 

Review of Commonweolth Assistance t I 

Fflm Industry , the has chosen to cooceo-
trat i limited rcsourc on isting screen pro-
duction in i man and varied fonns . This o 

course an entire! rcasonabl and appropriate 

for a k public funding agency to take, if 
ii is accepted that while aucllovisual and new 

media production make Important contributions 

to our media culture by giving it a local flavour 

and pc:rspccdve, that production will not alwa 

meet ~ of commercial viability and ma 

made without me form of public assiistaioce 

albeit often in paruiership with the privat or. 
But given that screen media (whether 

vieWed or intcodcd fi viewing in the cinema or 
in the home, on a tek:vislon or a computer or a 

mobile phone) will pla an Increasingly promi

nent part in our work and leisure , ministering to 

our information , communication and entertain

ment needs , it · equally imperativ that lppon 
given lO the project f equipping ·t17.cns with 

crlt.ical and creatlve skills . uch · 

not only of vocational value, they f.lcill12 

informed and activ participation in the 

tion through the Wldcrstancling and 

familiarity they promot for the instrumen that 

mediate that culture and that clebat . 

The COcnml.s.sion' apparent downgrading f 

pport 10 screen ed tlon instrumen on the 
grounds that they are OU • 

nat and untimcl . It UO(ierc:stiJ:n:u:es and Wlder · 

val the role played by ed ~ and students 

in colouring , chalicnging and nwturing UStra1ian 

screen culture , well in training future ~ 

atlvc pro lonals . It 
temporary practl 0\'1 ' where those things 
which oonlribu to the screen culture environ-

ment and shape i rhetorics , I ' and discours-

are~ for their social value much as 

for the contribution they mak to indlNry devel-

opment and future employment p a 

recent British report on screen 

Making Movfes fatter, noted, the 

gat and neg te the oew media environment 

a key elemcnl f Uteracy in the 21 cen
tury (Bfl , 1999). • upport for screen education , 

the report went on, "will help to the 

knowledgeable , critically a~ a · upon 

which the value and integrity of [the screen 
Industries') future output depend .• 

Screen and media srudics comprising 

both production and critical ciemcn are no 
offered by most tcrtlary in.stitudoos, and man 

secondary hools and tiooal colJcg . 

Academics and studen participate in the 
UStra1ian screen conversation filmmakers and 

multimedi2 artists, and 
volunteers and enthus 

en and p · . In I most recent Stra~ 

Plan, the UStra1ian Research Q>unciJ calcuw 

that UStraUan acadcm.ic research papers in the 

more frcquml· 

in fields. hny of 

lion and media 

are not onl stnregi , they arc deep and genuine . 

The has in the pa:,t been in.strumcntal in 

facilitating th connectlons through its support 

publications and joint research 

'thout downplaying th effort that 
,,,_,.,...,._,~no budget 

adve multlmcdla indusai in Australia and a 

major supporter of screen culture .• In educa

tion, uni ersiti are rewarded for their corpo

rate a ibility, for the com.rnercial appeal of 

their work, and fi r developing th now ublqui-

t Cl'Ol>MC~Oral pannerships . Th arrang 

ments require redp 
media arena the AF , it , · reluctant to 

rc:main in th nversation . 

In f, ing on th ·core functi n • f pro-

duction development , th Commission is 

ship , funding for arch1va1 resourc , and sup
port for n initiatiV1 like th broad rang f 

<level pmen which pla a hugely valuabl rol 

in pubU 

program 

th 

• n paper · , th U>l'IUilliSSl<m hould ~ it a 

personal affront that the Frien arc motlvated 

to fill •a long-standing void in th ustralian film 

community caused by ... lh scarcity of national 

orpnisations fi on stimulating film culture 

ann un their distinction from on another . 

Each took on iblU for the n f 

rcs.ources in nc particular area, with 

dupUcation and overlap 10 be eradi ted-the 

und Archiv , lately 

Infi rmation n cnaa on film history , crlo-

m, co mmentary and rcvi . 11 houkl 

equally galling to the mmission to read dccla-

encrgl ' 

maintain a responsibility 10 en educati n, 

th guidelin of th Industry and Cultural 

Devel pm t Organisations , Even and 

tiviti Fund-th main urcc of funding for 

th AFl' 

Research and ln1i nnati n ntre, and 

publi tions indudlng Metro, if magazine and 

Rea/Tfme+0,1Screen-ha.V1 been amended , 

with applicati ns a epted y invitation only . 

In dosing down th 

mmlss n allo 

prescriptive rather than a facilitating a cnt in 

th screen conversation . Funhcrmorc , the 

d ection p ap~ to trctch rca-

nabl pubUc pcctatlon that pubU funds fi r 

screen culture sb uld be cont tabl , their 

uklelin flexible, and their procedures pen 

and tran.sparcnL 

II · qu ·ons to th extent to which 

1h AF · pruning and shaping rather than 

growing at arm ' length rcco culture in this 

whi h h uld 

scrcc:n culture to be mad . 

But that' Just me . t do u reckon? 

Ben Goldsmftb is a Research Fellow at /be 

ustrallan Key Centre for Cultural & fed/a 

Polley al Griffith nfversfty . 
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Cinesonic 3: all ears at the mmvies 
AnnaDzents 

For a third time Philip Brophy ha 
brought together an eclectic , impr ive 
lntemationaJ group of film academi , pro

fe ional write and pra titioner for 

Tru to its r putation , ine oni c once 

ain brou ht to the centre - tag ound 

arti ts and indu try profe ional 

nt attention ; It pro .raroro d 
papers wblch compUcated th way In 
whlcb we mlght think about 
mu le; and ii continu d to raise iroponan1 

qu tion about the relation hip between 

sound and th cinema . Film cbo en for 

anal I ranged from AJJcc Guy' ilcnt A 

House Divided (1913) and the cxploimion 

mm pennula (1976) to Vince Giarru 
Mai/boy (2000) , recently selected for 
Directors ' Fonnight at Canoe . And for con • 
ferc.nce participant who had been itching 

to put uch knowledge into practice-to 

really 'listen to ' and 'hear ' a fllm-there 

were several programmed precisely because 

of their particular soundtracks . 

Prac:tillo-,.s 
Cine onlc ' first evcnlng Ion kicked 

off with a much-anticipated "Conversation · 
with the extraordinary Jack iuschc who 
came onto the tagc gloriously resplendent 
In embroidered, beaded and fringed black 
jacket , tudded boot , layered chain , dark 
gia and wicked black hat . He wa a vi u-
aJ and sonlc spectacle-delighted to be 
Invited and ac.knowledged . itz chc 's mu le 
credit arc a toni hing-thcy extend right 
back 10 hi work with Phll pector , The 
Rolling tones , cil Young , The Monkc 
and The Cramp . And , as a "rock migrant in 
the cinema •, he has also been involved in 
compo Ing ore and producing mu le for 
more than 33 film . HI conversation was 
richly interspersed with clip from film 
diverse a Perfonnance (1970) , One Flew 
Over tbe Cuckoo 's Nest (1975) , Blue Co/Jar 
(1978) , Hard C-Ore (19 9) , Cruising (1980) , 
Cutter's Way (1981) , Stannan (1984) , Tbe 
Hot pot (1990) and Tbe Indian Runner 
(1991) . And itzsche hared anecdote 
about hl. work with performers ucb as 
Elvl and Miles Davi and directors uch as 
Denni Hopper and an Penn . 

The second of the practitioners ' se Ion 

was an indu try pre ntation from sound 

de igncr and Dolby Con ultant Bruce Emery 

who tried to demystify the hi tory and prac 
tice of the Dolby Laboratorie and explain 
how Dolby has contributed to the ound we 
bear In the cinema . Hi talk provided acce 
to an In ldcr ' knowledge and wa uppon 

cd by a urpri lngly Informative in tructionaJ 

video . But the real coup for tbi year had to 

be the privileged in ight Into the creative 
collaboration of director Vince Giarru o, 
producer Fiona Eaggcr and uod d lgn
er/mu ic upcrvi r Philip Brophy on the 
mucb -antlclpa1ed f, ture Mai/Boy . A num

ber of Up fr m the fllro w re ere ncd , 10 

the d light of everyone pre cn1, and there 

was detailed discu ion about sound and 

music choice , and how the proce of "talk · 

ing through " helped everyone arrive at a 
mutually at · factory solution 10 the many 
creative problem that were encountered . 
Brophy ' theory that •you can have a radical 

approach to sound-production on a oon

allenating film" appeared to have been put 

into practice . 

provocative "Hearing ilent 
Image • wa 1h first of 1h da 

ns . Routt ' paper invc ti· 

the could be apprehend ed through hearing 

rather than 

began with a tr 

as avc1e , that he would be intcre 1cd in 

making only one mu lcal, a mu ical ba d on 
Do tocv Icy' Crime a11d Purilsbment . 
Martin pro ccd d from thi urprl Ing exam • 
pie to track a qulte different hi t ry of the 
mu lcaJ-thc mutant mu lcal-lUu trated 

with parkling example from Jerry Lewi ' 
Tbe Ladles Man (1961) , ally Potter 's Tbe 
Tango Lesson (1997) , Bcnolucci ' La Luna 
(1979) , Godard ' Pierrot Le Pou (l96S) , 

ann1 Moretti ' Caro Dfario (1994) and 
T la-Mlng Liang' Tbe Hole (1998) 10 name 
only a few of thi generic variant . 

Several other papers were intcrc ted in 

the mu icaJ soundtrack, but more peciflcal• 

ly in the •proce of reading and interpre 

tation .• Krin Gabbard proceeded chronologl
ca11y through the Kubrick oeuvre mapping 
out hJ lncrea ing control over the flJro ' 

mu lcaJ ore and pointing out how the 
have coded the mm a ancfact of high cul

ture . Annahld Kassabian' paper wa more 

concerned with musical score in popular 

Hollywood films . Beginning from the prcm-
l e that mu le was imponant to ldcn1iflca
tion a image and narn1Jve , Kas ablan made 
a harp di tlnctlon between the different 
way that •compiled cores • and •compo d 

core • tracked identification . Th complexl

ty of thJ identification was hlghiightcd by a 

detailed anaJy I of Dangerous Minds and 

Tbe Mark of Zorro . 
Other papers dealt with the sound of the 

voice and It many accent . PhJUp Brophy ' 
paper explored the practice of "dubbing " 
and •talking over • in films, beginning with 

the ob rvation that mo t people thlnk 

Astroboy i American because of Its dubbed 

undtracks . These pre umptlons were fur• 
!her problematlsed when the American and 
Japanc Godzilla fllro were compared , and 
their di tinctlve cultural en itlvltie exam 
ined . R becca oyle ' • peaking • trioe ': 

Jack NIIDche & Philp Brophy, Clnffonlc: 3 

Locating 'Au tralla ' in Film Voice & peech " 

wa al o concerned with voice , dialogue and 
accent . But Coyle ' tudy was focused quite 
peclfically on Australian feature film that 

have been marketed uccc fully overseas , 
with example uch as Crocodile Dundee 
and Muriel's Wedding foregrounding vocal 

cultural tcrcotype . 
For the la t 2 papers , the focus wa on 

the •marg1na1• and the •overlooked ". Jeff 

mlth ' "Taking Mu le upervlsors Seriou ly" 
elaborated a hJ tory of the music upcrvi • 
sor ' role and how it has been so coo I tent• 
ly di regarded . Ian Penman ' paper was 

another left-field contribution . Firstly, 

becau of it wild title : "Garvey ' Gho t 
meets Heldcgger' Gei t- . r, how DUB 
became everyone ' undtrack ". And c-
ondJy, becau P nman ' background in 
mu ic writing brought a different perspec 
tive to the 1udy of the cinema oundtrack . 

HJ me mcric presentation u d the poetry 

of word and thclr m taphoric a elation 

to make hls argument , with the low hum of 
dub coming from the peakcrs . But what 
wa pan.lcularly memorable wa hJ ugg 
tlon that dub was , In fact , its own film . Even 
more provocative was hJ uggc tlon that 

we don 't need more soundtracks for the cln • 

cma-what we really need arc more and bet· 

ter films for our oundtrack . 

Bxp~lr,g tbe Sourultracll 

But what doc thi all have to do with 
our individual experience at the cinema? 

SCREENCUL TUREshorts 

And how doc ll tenlng to people talking 

about sound and music Inform our own lis

tening and hearing? In re ponsc to uch 
que dons, thJ year 's Cinesonic programmed 
2 quJte di tinctive double bill . The first pro
gram , Satanic Noise and Screaming 
Rock 'n 'Roll, wa intrOduccd by Adrian 

Martin who compared the cacophonous , 

often contradictory sound collage of Tbe 
Exorcist (1971) with Sympathy for tbe 
Devil (1970) , a film he described as totaJJy 
sound-driven with absolutely no conversa
tion . The cood program , ounds of tbe 
City, was introduced by Philip Brophy who 

Invited a compari n between the brooding , 

breathing , percolating dty In Taxi Driver 
(1976) with the vibrating , clinklog interior 
pace of domestic object and people in 

Playtime (l 967) . 

With It invitation 10 U ten to the Inc
ma , Cine oic i well on it way to achlcv 

iog it aim of in ligating a vibrant sonlc cul

ture . For tho who were unable to attend 
la t year' Cloe onlc , the book with all of 
the conference papers is now avaJlable: 
Cl11esonlc: Cinema and tbe ound of 
Music , edited by Phil.Ip Brophy (AU trallan 
Film Telcvl ion and Radio hool , 2000) . 

Clnesonlc 3-Experlenclng tbe 
ound track, 3rd International conference 

on film scores and sound design, RMIT, 
Melbourne , June 29-July 2, 
http ://clncsonlc .rmit .edu/ 

As reported on the b4bfllmtv website (a useful collection or mm Industry com

ment), a recent Australian Writers Guild forum held at the Sydney Rim Festival 

highlighted an Increasing division between writers and producers. Stephen Sewell 

and Louis Nowra argued for more understanding or the craft or screenwrltlng and 

Ian David (soon AWG president) commented: •when you consider that the f'FC has 

Invested In over 100 Australian films and less than 6.5% have returned their pro

duction budget, there is something wrong and It's not the scripts, It's the people 

who put the deals together.• Kim Dalton, AFC Chier Executive, claimed the media 

have been responsible for blaming poor performance at the box office on poor 

screenwrlting, and that the AFC plans to establish programs targeted at script 

funding. www.b4bfilmtv.com/ 

ble ror people with hearing Impairments. The new release films will be screened 

August • September at speclnc sessions In Greater Union, Hoyts and VIiiage 

Cinemas In the Melbourne and Sydney CBDs. Participating cinemas and film dis

tributors proposed the trial as part or an Inquiry set up following a complaint rrom 

a man who is hearing impaired. Open captioned films are more sophisticated than 

subtitles, with Icons and written descriptions or sounds used to help convey the 

film"s atmosphere. More Information: www.hreoc.gov.ou, www.ouscop.com.ou 

The Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission recently announced a 2 

month trial of open captioned movles In an attempt to make cinema more accessl• 

or ch,ck newspapers for screening times. 

Peter Bari, editor-In-chief or Variety, wlll speak on how cinematic imagination has 

been overtaken by executive greed In Hollywood In a series or forums presented 

by the AFI, coinciding with the Melbourne Writers Festival. The Malthouse, 

Melbourne, August 26; MCA. Sydney, August 29. 
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Cinesonics: The Straight Story 
Philip Brophy 

What I It like to be alone , truly alon 
You would lo omcthing we take for 
granted every moment of our oclal exis
tence : proximity . Thing , objects , event , 
people , would be held from afar . All would 
be over there , beyond reach , away from 
you . As you get old , an audlovl ual loncH
nc develop ln tandem with a p cbologl 
cal and pby lcal fraying of the self . Face 
arc not a dl tinct ; voice become muted 
and muffled ; evcrythlng appears to be 
occurring 'over there' as the senses become 
dulled , diffused , dilated . Combine thi with 
the lo of loved one , friends , even 
acqualntancc , and all Immediacy and prox 
lmlty tart to fade . 

David Lyncb's Tbe Straight tory (2000) 

explore the psycho-acoustic realm of lone
liness as it is enveloped by the onset of old 
age . Ju t a you will eventually experience 
the dimming of Hgbt and the narrowing of 
frcqucnclc In real life, so will you experi
ence all manner and mode of rccc Ion, re 
ignation and regression during the sonorou 
unfolding of Tbe tralght tory . 

Thi I what marks Lynch as a unlquely 
experiential director : be lnvc tigatc the 
audiovi ual nature of cinema In order to 
generate vi era! and vicariou experience . 
that provide the basi for psycbologlcal con-
idcration . We know this of him , albeit fil

tered unnccc arily through a cultdom of 
urrcali m, ab urdl m and anlflcc . Do not 

pre umc that Lynch ' predilection for pro
ducing a pro cnlum for p ycbotica mark a 
fixed di po urc to loudnc . o matter bow 
'loud ' bl cinema may appear at every level 
of it execution , Lynch i more concerned 
with the scrcamlng ilencc and numbing 
noise that Vibrate deep withln the indlvld 
ual than any vocali ation thac i di tributcd 
at the ociologlcal plane . And It I Lynch' 
hypcrscn ltivlty to tho vibration , to the 
monumental psychic catacly m whlch fol
low even the mo t mlcro oplc event , that 
grant blm direct accc to the mo t particu 
lar fri son of the self . Lynch carrlc a gen
uinely arrcd cranlum in difference to , ay, 
the t.acky toupee whlch rvc as the mantle 
for Oliver tone ' 'wild youth ' clo ma . 

Doors and hears the lfi h voice of a gener 
ation , Lynch hears air wbl tllng und r a 
door and the und of degeneration within 
the self . 

For a film which depict old age with 

great attention to detail , Tbe tralght tory 
gracefully avoid the pithy conceit of 'gen 
eration gap ' and lmilar Joumali tic trope 
whlcb have embalmed the 90 teen cycle 
before a Ingle Igo of acne i allowed on 
the crecn . More remarkably , Tbe Straight 
tory I not even 'almcd ' at an older audi 

ence , begging for their laboured , pathetic 
identification . For thi I a document of 
how cinema can addrc old age ln the act 
of aging , foregrounding age a a procc of 
th pr ent , and a ucb goc again t mo t 
narrative norm . which exploit the advance 
of age as a dramatic and thematic pau c for 

cont mplation , m mory and re olution , for 
rcvi iting th pa t . Alvin traight (R1 bard 
Fam worth ) ha not only aged in the ba k 
tory of th film, but b cngag ln forward 

a ti n (Htcrally, driving forth on a tractor ) 
in a cathanic attempt to deal with hi aging 

by achi vlng clo urc through pcaklng co 
hJ brother (cam o-cd by Harry Dean 

tanton) . o let u look at through om of 
the way in wb.icb Lynch execute thl a t 

of aging a a cric of clnc onlc act . 
Fir t onic feature of Tbe tralght Story : 

the Uencing of pecch . The dramatic graft 
which forge. momentum ln the film' tory 
i the Uencc that hang like a cloud over 
the traigbt brothers . Having not pokcn to 
each other in many years , their Uencc 
re ound like an unfinl bed ntcncc , an 
unrc olvcd melody , an incomplete cau allty. 
Alvin travel aero 3 tatc not merely to 
rcunltc with bi blood brother , but to hear 

bis own voice in the hared acoustic space . 
That is bow Alvin will deal with the psycho
acoustic lonclinc that has befallen him . It 
1.s so fitting that h1 brother I wordlc at 
thi rcunlon , overcome with emotion a he 
hears the sound of Alvin' voice . The 
ilcncc that lolls between them at the film' 

fln1 b ls the end co a di curbing hum whlch 
rang ccasclc ly aero time and pace until 
phy lea! proximity could touch that hum 
and set It to re t. The beauty of the moment 
Uc not merely in Its emotional depth , but 
in the way that It reflect on the material 
role of the human voice in ucb famiHal 
conflict , and the way it extend to the 
social plane a phy lea! a pect of how vibra 
tion can continue unabated until the 
grounding of phy lea! touch will reduce 
them to ta I . nly a dire tor with an car 
(David Lynch I also the und de lgncr for 
Tbe tratght tory) could con truct thl 

type of po t-Htcrary acou matic object of 
narration . In the hand of a le tuned dlrcc 
tor , thi amc narratlonal envelope could be 
pre cntcd through the conventional trap
ping which both Literary type and o
callcd cinca t would find cxprc ivc and 
poetic . But the power of Lyn b Uc In bi 
ability to wrench the poetic from it hi tori 
cal tricrurc within tho tradition , which 
urely in the year 2000 have to be verging 

on the archaic and houJd therefore be 
treated with polite disdain . 

Lynch ' approach to the dramatic lgnl
flcation of non- pcccb and unfini hcd 
pecch i thematically mapped aero the 

characters of Tbe tralght tory . Ro c ( i 

pacck) talk in a dy functional manner due 
to her placement within thi amc familial 
map . Traumatl cd by the forced 
of her children due to her own p ychologJ
cal in tabillty , her pccch pattern arry the 
car of thl wrenching , leaving her to peak 

grammatically correct ntcncc but ln a 

timing which for c the flow of meaning 
through a ric of rupture and puns of 
fragmented phra and lau . (It tru~ i 

a remarkable v al performance .) Ukc 
Alvin, her voice I her tory , n t through 
words as written into her , but a word 
sounded through her . otc al o the way 
the c voice arc contra tcd again t the 
warm blanket d tone that flow forth from 
the friendly family with whom Alvin tay 
while hi tractor I being r pair d en route . 
Their rich onority and the cffortic way in 

which it flow from their mouth nlcaily 
portray a comfortable mlddl Amcri a
retired and retiring -no t in a parodic way , 

but a a mean of contra ling their fortunate 
Hfc again t th emotional trauma which 
Alvin ha b en holding within hlm for o 
many years . 

In the do umcntary Brother ' Keeper 
( 1992), one of 2 brother accu cd of mercy 
killing a third brother (all pa t their 60 ) 
ta.kc the tand in a court trial . ThJ with -

er d bell of a man I truck catatoni and 
coUap c into a ncrvou pa m, baking hl 

a.rm uncontrollably . The coun adjourn . He 
take the taod again, op n bi mouth
and revert to the amc tatc . The court 
adjourn again. And again. It i hard to thlnk 

of a more moving ccnc in a documentary , 
truck by the complete lncapaclty of the 

human voice at the point of it declaration . 
The ending of Tbe tralgbt tory reminded 
me of that enc , and of how much I dctc t 

tho c thing we call ' cripts '; of how I wi h 
scriptwriters would try hutting up for 

once . top ruffing word down characters ' 
throat and making them mouth their autho
rial power . on idcr the option of having 
an a tor perform the Ucncc that more aptly 
reflect how often we arc lo t for word 
and rendered pecchlc in our everyday 
emotional exchange . John Roach and Mary 

wccncy ' lean script for Tbe tralght tory 
i the re ult not only of 2 people who write 
well, but also H ten well . Mary wccncy ' 
cdltlng also create the appropriate timlng 
crucial to conveying thl di tinctivc tcmpo
rality . And David Lynch ' dlrcction of 
Fam worth and pacck cvldcnc an ability 
to bear their wordlc nc as much a their 

pccch . 
ccond onlc feature of Tbe tralght 

tory : the permcancc of quicrudc . In an era 
when dlgltal sound ha favoured the for
mat ' ability to maintain non-di torting loud
er level and more lmpactful tran lent 
peak , it I forgotten how effective the rela

tively 'pure ' Ucncc generated through the 
abscn c of urfacc noise can be in sound 
de lgn. Don 't ml read me here : I'm not 
advocating 'qulct ' in today ' 'noi y movics . · 
uch a reactionary tancc lead to gentle 

chord on grand piano and oft trum of 
acou tic guitars , which to my car arc rcpuJ-
ive Igo of con crvativc time . My point I 

that you can achieve a type of abject llcncc 
ln digital ound wherein the ab en c of ur
facc noise create dramatic and p ychologi
cal bole in a narrative , intcn ifylng equally 
mode of Id ntifl ation ( ucklng you into 
the ab encc) and di oricntulon (un ttling 
you by removing the 'ground hum ' of a pic

ture) . Tbe tralght tory i po lbly the fir t 
film to explore the p ycbo-acou tic ramifi
cation of thi in detail . 

There arc many moment in the film 
where you hear ab lutcly nothing . 

onditioncd to hearing the crackle of the 
optical print , ilcncc in the analogue film 

oundtrack alway comfort you , aylng 'I 
really hav n't gone away .' Even ' fade to 
black ' rarely occur in ilcncc , as they will 
carry an audio fade-out , cro fade or re Iv
Ing mu I al cue-all of which will work 
toward preparing for the fade-up b f, re we 
arc trandcd in a cinematic void . Th abject 
ilcnce of Tbe tralght tory echo that 

lo of proximity engine red b old age : lit
erally , we ar removed from the film-not 
m rely from a certain narratiooal morn nt , 
tum r pa age, but from the realm of narra 
tion . c ar left ltling in the clncma in 

total I olatlon , like when th cinema ' 
amplifiers udd nly cut out . Yet the film 

al o exploit th digital oundtrack ' capaci 
ty to move a curatel y between the aural 
c tr me . The mix of th film quite noti c
ably doc not tay at a m dian of ace ptabl 
audio pr cncc . ormally , a film' dialogu 
in parti ular ill hover within a comfo rt
able decibel range , utili Ing a vari ty of 
compr ion m thod to keep th lgnal 
level at a norm o a to aid p cho-acou tic 
a p t of legibility on th part of the lnc-

ma Li tcncr . Tbe tralght tory ha numcr • 
ou moments where you arc urged to li ten 

more carefully , not becau of dl traction , 

imultancou event or onlc den ity, but 

imply becau c you arc at a remove from 
pokcn action . The ccnc that be t dcmon 
tratc tbi I when Alvin i chatting with 

the faml1y with whom he pend a f~w 
day . In one unedited hot , we hear a long , 

quite in lgnlficant conversation at a very 

low level , filmed from a long dl tancc o as 

to create a calming , ea ual ob crvational 

feeling . A Vicarlou deafnc I experienced 
here In that one can manage to understand 
word -a do old people uffcrlng the onset 
of deafnc -but at a severely reduced audi

tory level . Again, Tbe tralght tory pro

vide the sonlc uit within which we can 
experience old age. 

Thlrd sonic feature of Tbe Straight 
tory : aural decay . In the hl tory of modem 
ound design , Lynch I the harbinger of 

deep boom and dark drones noticeable in 
bi early film . Progrc ively, Lynch 's sound 

de Igo ha rc-addrc d tbi approach , 

developing it initially Into the thlck texture 

of sonlc nothlngoc whlch permeate the 
p ychotic expanse of shadowy nothlngnc 
throughout Lost Highway (1997) . With Tbe 
tralght tory , Lynch ha focu d on the 

re lduc of those events . In intillatlng pas-

age of apparent ilcncc , a breathy textural 

hum i heard ever o faintly on the ound 

track . It sound like a long-ringing reverber 

ant patina of parts of Angelo Badalamenti ' 
lyrical scorc-almo t a if a phrase of hi 

mu le has been digitally procc cd Into a ju 
or Hgbt purec of dlffu ion which gently 

coats the auditorium . We faintly make out 

the haunting presence of mu le, yet recog

nisable instrumentation and tonality arc 

ab cot . Orson Welle engineered a irollar 
effect with a Bernard Herrmann cue In 
Citizen Kane (1941) a u an Alexander Uc 
in her bed , cxhau tcd from the opera forced 

down her own throat , the orcbc tral din 

ringing ftly yet fatally In her head , inter 

mingled wit.b the und of her own fading 
breath . The effect In Tbe tralght tory al o 
carrlc a f.nali tic a pect-not so morbidly, 
but due to the rich yet fixed tonality of 
these harmonic beet of oft pink noise , 

the hum have a ba c key which work 

contra-harmonlcally to Badalamenti ' wblm-

ical cue . The music roll on lovingly as 

Alvin di tractcdly putt -putt on hi tractor , 
while the c tone well up in the proceeding 
Ucncc as a forcca t of the po lbillty th.at 

hi brother may have al.ready died . 
Many people have not heard the c tone 

in the film, but they arc there . onically and 

mbolically , they recall the en ation of a 

di tant ringing ln the car , left over from 
loud event that affected the car the nlgbt 
before , some years ago , or in our youth . 
Like an emotional tinlli , thl rl.nging I ub
tlc but pcrsua ivc. It I the ound of the 

pa. t : lingering, lilting , Ion Ing. It i the ring

ing which will not top until Alvin peak 

with his broth r . And only th n , only at that 

prcci auditory morn nt wh n th y ar 
near enough to hear the other ' voice , will 
th Ucncc of c trang mcnt be replaced 
with th ii nee of calm . nly th n will the 

d ay r id . 

The traighc tory, director David 

Lynch, Is cu"ently 011 video re/ea e. 
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Write-Stuff: Teaming up on The Games 
Hunter Cordaiy interviews Ro teven on 

1be se 011d series ofTh am curre11lly 
cree11f11g 011 AB TY, Is 011e of tbe 1110 t 
opblstlcated combinations of good writf11g 

Intersecting wltb contemporary political real

ity to appear or1 Australian television. 

Th Garn bas developed from a satlrl
cal ob eruat/011 of the Olympic pbe11ome11or1 
10 a dark a11d richly layered commentary on 
the pollllcol a11d octal Implications of a 
multt-mlllfo11 dollar evelll . 

/11 the first erie , J b11 aarke played tbe 
11alve a11d often bumbling CEO of the ,yd11ey 

Olympics, a Gulliver adrift 111 /be world of 
sa try media assi rants and bre1vd ff nan la/ 
comro/lers . 1be series became 011 Indictment 
of amateurs leading 11. blind , and uggested 
to tbe viewer that rio one at fyrnplc bead
quarters really understood the enonn u 
task Ibey bad undertaken. 

1be eco11d erles bas changed Its dra
malic bala11ce-Oarke's character Is now 
leamed, c;mfcal, and aware of lbe chasm 
(flnan /al a,ul political that I Just In front 
of bi every footst p. 1be absurdity of tbe 
0/ympl bas become real fi r him , whereas 

bis two assistants ba ve retreated Into 

lymplc- peak, believing their ow11 pre 

release and openly dl cussing bow to fool 
lbepubllc . 

/11 tbi. flllerulew , Ro tevenson talks 
about tbe criptlng proce of Th am and 
tbe Issues surrou,1dl11g team writing and 

producing . 

ually there Is a di tl11ct e11se of height
ened realfty In drama , but ill Th Game 

there J. the oppo fie. How did you and Job11 
arke develop this method ? 

I gu w th ught that tb m re ' real' th 

ri , tb m re it worked for u , given 
that w ere par:lll ling a real event. To hav 
it I real w uld mcan that it wa I par:lllel 
and that wa probably not. going t w rk a 

well. 

Has this anythl11g to do with team writ
ing-what are tbe problems/advama e of 
team writing , especially In tele l ion? 

old n't think it' a produ t of th fa t 

Hav n 't 

an you de crlbe the script pr e of 
Th Garn e ,peclally tbe met bod of working 
o clos to tbe booting date for each episode. 

What are the adva111ages/. tre es of thl for 
tbe writers? 

d n't writ 

date Lher than in th 

alwa 

h l 

ting 

h I 

Featuring Amy Jenkins. creator of the 
cult BBC hit This Life as well as leading 
Australian writers such as 
Simon Hopkinson (Bananas in Pyjamas), 
Roger Simpson (Beyond Simpson 
LeMesurier) plus dozens of others. 
This year's conference focuses on 
the hottest topics In the industry • 
how to create projects and how to 
make them a success! 

1-3 September 2000 
Holiday Inn Resort, Pine Tree Lane, Terrlgal, New South Wales 

For conference registration contact Alex Prior or Colleen Wait on Ph: (03) 9696 5085 
Fax: (03) 9699 4885 Email: alex@paxinos.com.au 

John Clali<e & Rosa Stevenson 

How does Ibis affect editorial proce ? 

pressure in what we d 

10 w rk and th 
it d work. 

ab rb a lot ofth 
ntral it h 

good 

A yo u andjobn are also producers of 
tbe erles, can you describe tbe experience of 
being both writer and producer? 

produ tion through to wrap Is a pretty Intense 
n wh n you re involved at many I vel 

and f r J hn it be m pretty w II a 2 hour 
affair . 

How did you decide on Th am as a 
sub} et? While It mlgbt be obvious as an 
event ft l not nece arlly obv/011 as a comic 
event ... do you ee the Game lbemselve as a 
fonn of 'ab urd ' ei,e,tt? 

~ e arc botb real pon fans 

ra 
nam for yourself out of atta hing y u If to 

uch an event) will do to otb unremark-
abl individuals i probabl , what we think 

wonh of omi cxaminati n. 

Does t levlslon handle tbl scale of come
dy well and bow did yo11 develop tbe style of 
tbe program? 

T evi i n suit 1be Games admirably. Th 

it lf · pretty II rds- d radi 

I we . O\'CCCd b trial and error. prln i

pally b tarting to hoot it and letting it find 
it that this m thod is 

Is Australian television comfortable with 
tbl mixture of pollti and comedy? 

hown that it i 

The Garn written by Jobn Qarke and 
Ross teve11 011 I currently scree11l11g 
1onday nights, ABC TY, 8pm . 

Rea/Time 3 will look at another com
plex a11d politically astute comedy, Gras 

Roots (. B 7V tmdays, .JOpm) . 

I I )l l \ I I\ l 's I 11 \ I \\ l HU,\ ❖ IU \ I ·\ R l I t I I L\ I .\\ \ I I I IZ \ 

University of Western Sydney 

Get Your Scripts on TV!!! 
Are you interested in writing your own scripts for film 
and television production? • 

Would you like to acquire the knowledge and skills needed to 
market your work for production within the Film and TV Industry? 

Then UWS can help you! 

We offer a unique. practical and industry-orientated master's award in 
Screenwriting . This course is offered over two years part-time and has exit points 
at Graduate Diploma and Graduate Certificate levels. 

The award is full fee paying. Standard entry criteria is completion of a 
Bachelor's degree in a relevant area plus a portfolio of creat ive work . 

For further details contact David Knight on (02) 9772 6269 or email 
d.knight@uws .edu .au or visit our website at 
http://fassweb.macarthur.uws.edu au/postgrad .htm 
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